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Abstract

Marine and Hydrokinetic (MHK) energy is an emerging renewable and sustainable tech-

nology which harnesses kinetic energy of natural water flows such as tides, rivers and

ocean currents. In particular, rivers are currently an overlooked source of local and

continuous kinetic energy that can be exploited using the available in-stream convert-

ers technology. The uncertainties regarding the interaction between these devices and

the surrounding environment complicate the regulatory permitting processes, slowing

down the expansion of MHK industry. A crucial issue that needs further attention is

the interaction between these devices and the physical fluvial environment such as the

bathymetry, sediment transport, and the associated morphodynamic processes. Ana-

lytical and experimental research conducted at Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL)

addressed this topic, unveiling the local and non-local (far from the device location)

effects of hydrokinetic turbines on channel bathymetry and morphology. A theoretical

model framework based on the phenomenology of turbulence was derived to predict the

scour at the base of MHK device. Asymmetric installations of turbine array models

within multi-scale laboratory channels were observed to trigger river instabilities known

as forced-bars. Results suggest that the amplitude of these instabilities might be re-

duced by limiting the power plant lateral obstruction within the channel cross-section.

A 12-turbine staggered array also proved to be resilient to intense flooding conditions,

encouraging the expansion of this technology to large sandy rivers. Current research

is investigating how hydrokinetic technology can be synergistically integrated in rivers,

not only minimizing the environmental costs but also providing a positive feedback on

the channel. Experiments suggest that turbines strategically installed in the river (i.e.

at the side bank in yawed condition or in a vane-shaped array) could be used as stream

bank protection systems and, eventually, be integrated in stream restoration projects.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

With continuous scientific evidence and growing social awareness of climate change,

renewable energy technologies are increasingly becoming an important resource in the

energy budget of most countries. Among renewables, hydropower is one of the most

reliable and well known. According to [1], hydropower has covered almost 10% of

U.S. energy production and 85% of cumulative renewable energy over a period of 65

years (1905-2015). The mechanical potential of flowing water however is not a recent

invention; humankind has been harnessing the power of water for centuries. Although

some ambiguous references to a water-powered prime mover can be found in India

during the fourth century B.C., the first documented evidence of a water-powered device

appeared in the first century B.C. in Greece and during the Roman empire [2]. A clear

and unambiguous description of the first type of water wheel comes from the Roman

author and engineer Marcus Vitruvius Pollio in his work De Architectura dated 25 B.C.

These primitive water wheels converted the “force of the river” (i.e. the kinetic energy)

into mechanical power, either moving buckets of water vertically or revolving connected

grindstone. This was the first form of watermills, used for the production of many

material goods including, in particular, flour.

In modern times, the most common way of harnessing water power is through the

gravitational potential energy stored behind a water head, using very efficient turbines

to capture the energy of falling water. However, when the topography does not allow for

a natural jump, a water head is created by damming the river. Dams block the natural

flow and create an artificial reservoir, thereby largely impacting the local environment

1
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[3]. A fairly new technology which is recently gaining more attention is Marine and

Hydronkinetic Energy (MHK). This alternative form of hydropower in a sense ties back

to the ancient water wheel concept, harnessing the kinetic energy of natural currents (i.e.

rivers, tides and ocean currents) but using efficient lift-drag turbines very similar to those

employed in wind energy. The operating principle is in fact very similar: a driving flow

(i.e. water for MHK) spins a rotor entirely submerged, generating mechanical torque

and producing electricity through a generator connected to the main shaft. One of the

advantages of MHK technology is that, unlike classic hydropower, it does not require

dams or barrages.

The commercialization status of MHK industry is still at early stage due to current

high installation, operation and maintenance (IO&M) costs, and uncertainties surround-

ing the performance and the environmental effects of these devices. However, the U.S.

Department of Energy (DOE) is investing millions of dollars to push the research and

development of this sector. As I am writing this dissertation, DOE has just announced a

research funding opportunity for Modular Technologies for River Current Energy Con-

verter Applications (up to 3 awards, up to $3.9M in DOE funds per award) and for

Marine Energy Centers Research Infrastructure Upgrades (up to 3 awards, range of

$1M-$5M in DOE funds per award). The current research in MHK focuses on areas

spanning design convergence, performance and wake characterization of individual de-

vice and array installation, environmental impacts and control strategies. These are all

crucial issues that need to be addressed to guarantee the advancement of MHK indus-

try. In particular, the uncertainties concerning the interaction of these turbines with

the surrounding bio-ecological and physical environment are preventing the expansion

of MHK applications.

The research presented in this thesis comprises a diverse set of laboratory scale ex-

periments and theoretical analysis which investigate the local and non-local geomorphic

effects of hydrokinetic turbines, in an effort to answer some of the questions regard-

ing the environmental effects of MHK technology. Specifically, one of the goals of my

dissertation is to support the expansion of available in-stream converters technology to

fluvial environments. Rivers are an overlooked source of local and continuous kinetic

energy that can power regions in both developed and under-developed countries. By

understanding the interaction with river mechanics, I aim to offer some insights for
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a synergistic and sustainable installation of MHK turbines fluvial environments. The

ultimate vision is to not only minimize MHK’s geomorphic effects but potentially to

introduce positive feedback on the river environment. The idea is to potentially inte-

grate MHK systems to stream restoration projects, combining river engineering with

renewable energy production.

1.1 Hydrokinetic Energy: A review

Global interest towards advancing renewable energy technologies presses forward as sci-

entific evidence of global warming builds. Among these interests, Marine Hydrokinetic

Energy is perceived as an extensive untapped resource [4, 5, 6]. Specifically, hydrokinetic

energy converters are designed and deployed to harness the kinetic energy of rivers, tidal

or ocean currents without curtailing natural processes as significantly as dams or tidal

barrages [7]. This technology can in fact be perceived as a subset and an alternative to

traditional hydropower which, despite its high efficiency, has recently gained negative

attention due to the required dams. The creation of artificial reservoirs has indeed sig-

nificant and harmful environmental impacts, such as fish blockage prohibiting spawning,

trapping sediment, decreased dissolved oxygen and overall water quality deteriorating

the local ecosystem, among others [3, 8, 9, and references therein].

The operating principle and the propeller geometry of these devices are similar

to wind turbines: a spinning rotor harnesses the kinetic energy of the moving fluid

generating torque through the lift force distribution along the rotating blades. As for

wind turbines, different types of rotors are classified into two categories: axial-flow (with

rotor axis parallel to the incoming flow [10, 11, 12, among other]) and cross-flow (vertical

or horizontal rotor axis perpendicular to the incoming flow [13, 14, 15, among other]).

The harnessed mechanical power, defined as the torque times the angular velocity of the

rotor, can be estimated as P = 1/2CPρAU
3, where CP is the power coefficient, ρ the

water density, A the area swept by the rotor and U is the flow velocity at hub height.

The power coefficient, defined as the the peak of the performance curve, depends on the

rotor/blades design and operating control and it is the most used parameter to quantify

the efficiency of the converter (for in-stream devices see e.g. [10, 16, 6]). In rivers, and

tidal channels the flow velocity is slower as compared to wind, water has a density 103
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times higher than air, and the rotor diameter is constrained by the flow depth. However

ocean areas, tidal channels and several large scale rivers (i.e. the lower Mississippi where

the flow depth can reach up to 25 meters [17]) represent a suitable environment for large

rotors.

While European countries are the current leaders in MHK technology development

and field-scale deployment [18, 19, 20, to cite a few], the United States are following

closely with resource assessment studies [21, 22, 23, 24] and three companies with full-

scale devices deployed. Verdant Power [25] completed the demonstration of the first

grid-connected project licensed in the U.S. (Roosvelt Island Tidal Energy) and aims

to install 30 of their devices; Ocean Renewable Power Company (ORPC) [26] recently

deployed TidGen tidal power system in northern Maine and RivGen river power system

in Alaska, and Ocean Power Technologies (OPT) [27] is currently testing wave-energy

harvesting buoys. MHK developers aim to improve the technology to quickly cut the

producing costs and make the energy production economically viable as compared to

more advanced renewable energy technologies (e.g wind or solar). According to [28] the

state of the MHK industry is comparable to the early stages of wind energy industry in

the 1980s, specifically with great potential but little technology convergence and lack

of research to make the production economically competitive, efficient and reliable. On

top of this, uncertainties surrounding socioeconomic and environmental impacts, and

complicated regulation structures are inhibiting the growth of this industry [5, and ref-

erences therein]. As indicated by [29], all these issues makes the cost of energy from

MHK technology not yet competitive with the other forms of energy production. The

levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is reported to be approximately $0.40–0.50/kWh for

a 10-MW demonstration-scale MHK farm, as opposed to $0.036/kW and $0.037kW of

onshore wind and solar respectively, as reported in [30]. According to [31, and references

therein] investors in marine energy are currently discouraged by the level of risk and

uncertainty of future revenues. The authors identified that the two top-ranked risks for

multi-megawatt tidal and wave power are ”funding” and ”device performance”, which

are obviously interlinked. Funding is required to achieve better device performance (and

vice-versa) and they will be both mitigated only after an array-scale deployment suc-

cess. Therefore, continuous research and cooperation among industries, government and

academia are crucial for the rapid advancement of this new and sustainable technology.
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Because of the uncertainties regarding this emerging technology, regulatory agencies

managing permitting application for MHK deployments are representing a true obstacle

for future investors. Examples of these agencies are the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (FERC) [32]. the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) [33],

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [34], the U.S. Fish &

Wildlife Service (U.S. FWS) and individual state government agencies [35]. A drastic

set back in the American MHK industry evolution was recorded in 2012. As shown

in [16] by the U.S. FERC hydrokinetic projects map, most of the preliminary permits

for wave, tidal and riverine energy were retracted. Specifically, all the 68 preliminary

permits on the Lower Mississippi River were no longer pursued.

Recent studies, both numerical and experimental, have focused mainly on the perfor-

mance [10, 36, 37, 38], the hydrodynamics [39, 40, 41, 42], and downstream wake recovery

of MHK turbines [43, 12, 44, 14, 45, 46, 47]. In particular, numerical methods have been

applied extensively in the recent years to simulate single and multiple hydrokinetic de-

vices, ranging from simple Blade Element Momentum (BEM) codes to 2D and 3D CFD

codes [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54]. [55] recently created a beautiful numerical simulation

of the Roosevelt Island Tidal Energy project developed by Verdant Power, simulating

the field-scale deployment of 30 MHK devices (10 tri-frame installations) in the East

River (NY). CFD simulations are commonly applied to wake characterization both for

wind and MHK turbines. Models for large domains typically represent the turbine as

a momentum sink point (actuator disk), whereas high-resolution simulations resolve

precisely the whole geometry, sometime including the support structure. Specifically, it

has been recently demonstrated that resolving the full turbine geometry provides rigor-

ous description of the near-wake characteristics, such as vortices breakdown, secondary

vortices and wake meandering [56, 57, 58]. [11] for instance demonstrated that the wake

downstream of an axial-flow hydrokinetic device is composed by three distinct regions: i)

spiral tip vortices rotating in the same direction as the blades, ii) spiraling inner-vortex

co-rotating in the same direction as the rotor, and iii) outer core vortex rotating in the

opposite direction. In the past years most studies were carried out employing simple

actuator disk or actuator line models, which work for the far-field wake quantification

and thus for large-scale deployments (turbine spacing, far-field wakes interaction etc.)
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but completely miss the near-filed wake physics. The computational power and numer-

ical models have seen tremendous improvements over the past few years, allowing for

the simulation of fluid-structure interactions using high-accuracy immersed boundary

methods [59] or even together with large-scale ocean waves and atmospheric turbulence

[60].

1.2 Motivations: hydrokinetic turbine effects on physical

environment and river morphodynamics

Uncertainties regarding the interaction between MHK devices and the surrounding phys-

ical environment where they are installed are among the factors slowing down the

expansion of this industry. Complicated regulatory permitting processes are in fact

discouraging many investors and developers in pursuing new deployments. Therefore,

continued growth within the MHK industry requires a thorough assessment of the effects

of these devices on the fluvial and tidal environment. Studies addressing environmental

impact mainly focused on ecological and biological aspects within oceanic and estuarine

environments [61, 62, 63]. Nevertheless, the interaction between MHK technologies and

sediment dynamics, both within riverine and tidal channels, requires further exploration

[64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. There is a strong interconnection in fact between the physical envi-

ronment and the local ecology (i.e. species diversity and behavior, aquatic ecosystems

etc.). The effects on sediment environment in particular is a key environmental issue that

requires further investigations; for instance, local disruption of the bathymetry could

affect benthic communities which rely on sediment substrate, whereas perturbations of

sediment transport dynamics may lead to non-local changes in the river morphology.

Recently, [69, 70] applied a one-dimensional morphodynamic model to simulate the

interaction of MHK arrays on sediment transport and sand banks in the North Euro-

pean sea (i.e. where the MHK industry is more developed), demonstrating that energy

extraction by hydrokinetic devices alters the sediments dynamics, even at the far-field.

A similar work by [71], where a 2D morphodynamic model is used to study sedimentary

processes in the Irish Sea, confirms that an array of first generation MHK has mor-

phological effects, yet they can be considered negligible if compared to natural process
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induced variability. [72] increased the computational effort employing a three dimen-

sional (3D) coupled hydrodynamic and sediment transport numerical model to assess

both the impact of a single MHK array and the cumulative effects of additional tidal

power plants in the same region; interestingly the impacts of multiple arrays appears

to sum linearly, with minimal changes on the natural bathymetric conditions. How-

ever, large computational domains as those cited are not capable to resolve neither

the local scour around the turbines nor channel-scale effects on the sediment transport.

Nonetheless, recent advancements in computational power and CFD efficiency were able

to provide unprecedented results on flow structures interaction with an MHK turbine

[11, 56]. Additionally, nowadays Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) are able to perform high-

quality simulations in complex natural geometries [73, 74], with interesting applications

to stream restoration scenarios.

The deployment of in-stream hydrokinetic devices in fluvial environments has been

only recently investigated [75, 76, 77]. Rivers are a potential, local and continuous

source of energy exploitable by MHK technology (see [24] and the MHK Atlas from [78]

for river MHK resource availability). However, fluvial ecological and morphological con-

ditions varies significantly, e.g. from pristine, agricultural to urbanized areas, and can

be sensitive to flow perturbations such as those induced by MHK device(s). Further-

more, due to limited power capacity, these turbines will be deployed in arrays in large

scale rivers and it is therefore crucial to understand their impact on fluvial erosion and

deposition for flood routing strategies and for the safety of nearby hydraulic structures

as bridges, side banks, etc.

Local interaction of hydrokinetic turbine with erodible bathymetry

Recent experimental investigations demonstrated that in-stream hydrokinetic turbines

actively interact with river bathymetry and sediment transport. [79] proved that the

presence of an operating turbine installed on an erodible river bed generates a char-

acteristic localized erosion-deposition pattern (see the final topography scan in Figure

1.1 reproduced from [79]). These experiments were recently simulated by [80], showing

great agreement with the experimental results and unveiling interesting new insight on

the relationship between the device operational condition, the grain size distribution

and the localized erosion. The local scour imposed by operating MHK devices was
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Figure 1.1: Characteristic localized scour-deposition pattern induced by a hydrokinetic
turbine installed on an erodible bed. Data reproduced from [79].

observed to persist in live bed conditions [81], slightly amplified in the occurrence of

migrating large dunes (hb/D ' 0.31, with hb indicating the crest-to-trough bedform

height, and D the uniform flow depth). However, it is not trivial to unambiguously

define all the scaling quantities governing the scour mechanism. For example, the scour

depth can be normalized by the rotor diameter or by the depth of the river, and its

spatial extension may depend on the rotor location within the water column, the grain

size, or the migrating bedform geometric characteristics. Because of the wide and com-

plex parameter space, a theoretical advancement in turbine scour predictive modeling

would be beneficial to i) assess the functional dependencies, thereby enabling a rigorous

scaling analysis, and thus to ii) ensure a proper anchoring system for prototype scale

devices to be deployed in rivers. The scouring process around structures immersed in

the flow, such as bridge piers, has been extensively studied in the past years and thor-

oughly covered in several text books [82, 83, 84]. However, the scour produced by an

hydrokinetic turbine observed by [79], proved to be phenomenologically and quantita-

tively different as compared to bridge pier scour. Specifically, the MHK-induced erosion
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pattern was shown to be qualitatively similar to the one observed around bridge piers,

though significantly enhanced in terms of scour depth and spatial extension. Therefore,

bridge pier models, of semi-empirical formulation (see e.g. [85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91,

among others], can not be simply adapted for turbine scour. However, an elegant the-

oretical formulation that relates the scour process to the phenomenological theory of

turbulence was recently proposed and validated by [92], based on the framework de-

veloped by [93, 94] to interpret roughness effects in open channel flow and pipe flows.

Because of its theoretical nature, the approach by [92] can be extended to MHK turbine

scour mechanism, with proper adaptation.

Potential Non-Local effects and River Morphodynamics

In [81], the turbine(s), centered with respect to the flume width and spaced differently

in the streamwise direction (4dT , 7dT , 10dT , with dT indicating the turbine rotor diame-

ter), were not observed to statistically alter migrating bedform characteristics, migration

velocity, or spatial distribution, thus leaving the channel morphodynamic unaltered at

the far-field. However, the approaching bedforms were found to affect the turbine per-

formance. In particular the fluctuations of the output voltage from the turbine model(s)

were observed to carry the bathymetric signature due to induced flow features such as

the shear layer developing along the crest of the approaching dune. [95] extended the

investigation to an outdoor, quasi-field-scale, meandering channel (described in [96, 97]),

under similar hydraulic and sediment transport conditions, employing the same turbine

model. Results show that the turbine hydrodynamically interacts with the secondary

currents developing in the meandering reach, leading to the modulation of local scour

deposition patterns in the cross section, and to a local distortion of i) the mean flow im-

pinging on the rotor, ii) the turbine wake orientation toward the outer bank, and iii) the

migrating dunes. However, even in this specific, spanwise-asymmetric MHK installation,

the observed geomorphic effects were mostly local, with the major impact identified in

the enhanced cross-sectional slope, favoring sediment deposition on the point bar at the

inner bank, and sediment sweeping towards the thalweg at the outer bank. We argue

here that the complex secondary flow features induced by the local bathymetry in the

meandering reach are so resilient and energetic that the limited blockage induced by the

rotor and by its coherent wake is not sufficient to trigger strong, non-local geomorphic
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effects in the streamwise direction.

Theoretical and experimental studies demonstrated that finite perturbations in the

flow-sediment system, as changes in the channel curvature or spanwise modulation of

the river cross section, may lead to persistent distortion in the river bed extending to

river bank erosion and deposition, and ultimately to its planform evolution [98, and

references therein]. The study of instabilities in river channels was first introduced by

[99] and [100]; however, it was the milestone works by [101, 102] that extended per-

turbation analysis to channels with erodible banks to study cross section deformation

and the evolution of meander bends. Subsequently, [103] integrated the migration of

alternate bars [104, 105, 106], with the evolution of the channel curvature leading to a

complete bar-bend theory: the resonant condition was derived and observed to control

the river bend growth, and subsequently included in a planform meandering morpho-

dynamic model [107]. The key governing mechanism captured by the above theories is

the propagation of the spanwise modulation of the bed, induced by the point bar, in the

upstream or downstream river reach. In addition to the point bar generated in a river

bend, it has also been experimentally and numerically demonstrated that finite-length

disturbances of the mean flow (i.e. a transverse sinusoidal threshold [108], a transverse

plate in straight channel [109, 110], or vane structures [111, 112]) trigger non-local bed

distortion, so-called overdeepening phenomenon [113] identified as the onset of meander

evolution [98]. This type of perturbations can also be induced by vegetation. Mutual

interaction between river morphodynamic and riparian vegetation has been of great

interest in the past few years [114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120], and can be expanded

in a geophysical flow control framework. [121] for instance placed simulated vegetation

patches alternately along a straight channel to trigger meandering oscillations. Their

results from PIV measurements showed that the flow velocity is reduced within the

vegetation zone and the mean flow is diverged toward the opposite bank, thus recreat-

ing, through ad hoc vegetation heterogeneities, the flow conditions inferred to force a

straight channel to meander.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis summarizes the results and investigations conducted during my Doctoral

research program and is organized as follow:

• In Chapter 2 an analytical framework based on the fundamental theory of tur-

bulence is derived to predict the local scour induced by operating hydrokinetic

turbines installed on an erodible bathymetry.

• Chapter 3 presents a multifaceted experimental study on the performance and

resilience of hydrokinetic turbine arrays installed in a fluvial environment, under

intense flow and sediment transport conditions; the research explores the hydrody-

namic and morphodynamic effects of a 12-turbines staggered array, in an effort to

encourage hydrokinetic energy harvesting in large natural rivers. It also provides

an upscaling exercise imagining the installation of a similar array configuration in

the Lowermost Mississippi River and its potential energy production.

• Chapter 4 provides experimental evidences of non-local geomorphic effects of MHK

asymmetric installations within the channel cross section; in particular two con-

figurations were explored: i) two turbines asymmetrically installed in a narrow

channel and ii) a 12-turbines array installed in a vane-like structure inside a larger

channel. Both the configurations were designed to occupy half channel width and

thus potentially enhance the gromorphic effects observed in Chapter 3.

• Chapter 5 presents laboratory experiments to evaluate the effects of hydrokinetic

turbines in yawed condition on both wake and local bathymetry. The yawed

configuration is also considered as an opportunity for stream bank protection

strategies, opening to a potential synergistic installation of hydrokinetic turbines

in rivers.

• Chapter 6 offers preliminary results on further experimental evidences of forced

moprhodynamic influences, similar to those observed downstream of turbines

asymmetrically installed in the channel. This chapter is intended to initiate a

discussion on this subject which was, to date, tackled mostly theoretically. On-

going research is trying to unveil the relation between forced river instabilities

(observed here experimentally) and the external stressor.
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A complete summary of key results and a brief description of future work are included

in the conclusive Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Analytical framework for local

scour prediction around

hydrokinetic turbine foundations

The following chapter has been published in its current form in the Physical Review

Fluid. c© (2018) American Physical Society. Please refer to the published article for

future citations.

Musa, M., Heisel, M., & Guala, M. (2018). Predictive model for local scour down-

stream of hydrokinetic turbines in erodible channels. Physical Review Fluids, 3(2),

024606. DOI.

2.1 Introduction

In an effort to expand renewable energy extraction to tidal and fluvial environments, in-

stream river turbines have been designed and tested in recent years both at the prototype

scale [25, 26, 27] and at the laboratory scale in straight [12, 79, 81] and meandering

channels [95]. The devices, usually referred to as marine hydrokinetic (MHK) turbines or

current energy converters (CEC), have various shapes, efficiency, deployment strategies,

and anchoring systems [43, 71, 36, 14, 122, among others].

13
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Following the successful prototype deployment of Verdant Power in the East River

in New York [25], we focus here on horizontal axis river turbines operating in open

channel flows. The overall exploitable power is defined as P = 1
2ρCP (πd2T /4)U3

∞, where

the power coefficient CP depends on the flow converter design and operating control.

The representative mean velocity U∞ impinging on the rotor dT is usually taken as the

undisturbed mean velocity at hub height. The available kinetic energy of the flow is

limited by the relatively low river velocity, yet favored by the higher fluid density, as

compared to wind energy. From the power estimate it is clear that more power can be

extracted per device for larger rotor diameters dT (P ∝ d2T ). Unlike traditional wind

turbines in the atmospheric surface layer, the rotor diameter of hydrokinetic turbines

in fluvial or tidal environments is constrained by the local flow depth. In addition, the

rotating blades should not interact with any floating debris, logs, and ice, as well as boats

and floaters. This upper limit condition essentially defines how much the device should

be submerged for a range of flow discharges. The lower limit, i.e. the distance between

the turbine bottom tip and the river bed, constrains both the rotor diameter and the

hub height and is not trivial to optimize. For concrete artificial channels or bedrock

fluvial systems, the wall boundary conditions are well defined and the only negative

effect of the blade approaching the fixed bed is likely to be on the power coefficient (see

e.g. [10] on marine turbine wake evolution). However, if the river bed is formed by

erodible sediments, the problem becomes more complex due to the evolving boundary

conditions affecting the structural integrity of the device in addition to its performance.

On erodible beds, migrating bedforms make the bed elevation highly variable, while the

rotating turbine is known to induce a local scour [79, 81]. The coupled bed fluctuations

and local scour can potentially erode sediment around the device base and lead to the

collapse of the supporting structure.

The scouring process around structures immersed in the flow, such as bridge piers,

has been extensively studied in the past years and thoroughly covered in several text

books [82, 83, 84]. However, it was recently demonstrated that the scour induced by

hydrokinetic turbine is qualitatively and quantitatively different as compared to bridge

pier scour [79]. Therefore, bridge pier models, of semi-empirical formulation [85, 86, 87,

88, 89, 90, 91, among others], can not simply be adapted for turbine scour. However,

an elegant theoretical formulation was recently proposed and validated by [92], based
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on the framework developed by [93, 94] to interpret roughness effects in open channel

flow and pipe flows.

The goals of this paper are to i) extend the theoretical model of [92] for bridge

piers to provide a new modeling framework able to predict scour depth in the proximity

of in-stream turbines under a range of flow and operating conditions, ii) validate the

proposed turbine scour model using new experimental measurements and previously

published experimental datasets, and iii) understand how the scouring mechanism may

change depending on the distance of the rotor to the sediment bed. The rationale for this

work is to provide an accessible analytical formulation as an alternative to high fidelity

fluid dynamics simulations [80] for predicting the scour of MHK turbine deployments in

sandy rivers.

In previous works, we have investigated experimentally the turbine scour under

clear water (bed shear stress approaching the critical shear stress for sediment mobility)

and live bed conditions (shear stress exceeding the critical value leading to sediment

transport and bedform formation and migration). However, until now, we were not

able to unambiguously define all the scaling quantities governing the scour mechanism.

For example, the scour depth could potentially be normalized by the rotor diameter or

by the depth of the river, with possible effects by the rotor location within the water

column, the grain size, or the size of migrating bedforms. Because of the wide and

complex parameter space, a theoretical description of the scour process based on the

phenomenology of turbulence (in the terms discussed by [93, 94, 92]) is required to guide

the functional dependencies of the model. This enables a rigorous scaling analysis to be

formulated and extended to prototype-scale devices in natural rivers.

The turbine scour will be modeled here as a function of the turbine geometry and op-

erating performance, incoming mean velocity and flow depth, sediment mobility regime,

and bed material composition, thus comprising all the parameters relevant to MHK in-

stallations on erodible channels (Section 2.2). Because of the varying vertical location

of the turbine rotor, two modeling approaches are followed (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2).

Experimental data (Section 2.3) are used to independently validate the two model cases

using time-averaged scour depth values (Section 2.4) and a probabilistic approach based

on time-varying scour depths (Section 2.4.4). The latter is introduced to quantify the
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scour depth variability observed under different migrating bedforms and hydraulic con-

figurations, and compare such variability to the uncertainty associated with the model

parameters. The scour model is further discussed and applied to a potential prototype-

scale scenario (Section 2.5). The main conclusions are provided in Section 2.6.

2.2 Model Framework

We start from the mixed scaling approach originally proposed for rough wall open

channel and pipe flow by [93, 94]. The approach relates the shear stress acting at the

surface of the scour region in the proximity of the sediment grains exposed to the flow

(see insert in Fig. 2.1) and estimated as the Reynolds stress τ = −ρu′w′ for fully

developed turbulence, to characteristic scales of the turbulent eddies. Following the

argument by [93], the wall-normal fluctuations w′ are dominated by eddies of the same

size of the roughness asperities, represented here by sediment grains of diameter d.

This specific eddy is the most energetic in the full range of turbulent eddies which can

fit between nearby grains, and possibly mobilize them. In contrast, the longitudinal

fluctuations u′ scale with the energy containing eddies of the flow, of size L. The

corresponding velocity scales are ud and V for the length scales d and L, respectively.

Hence, the wall shear stress scales as

τ = −ρu′w′ ∼ ρudV. (2.1)

Equation 2.1 is valid for any region of the flow domain in proximity of the wall:

the roughness sublayer in uniform flow [94], the scour hole of a bridge pier [92], or, as

presented here, the scour region downstream of an MHK turbine. The difference between

these cases is the size of the energy containing eddies, i.e. the largest statistically

persistent eddy scale. Here we adopt the argument of [92] that the largest eddies within

the scour region have characteristic size comparable to the scour depth ys. For now the

characteristic velocity V remains undefined.

As in [92, 94], Kolmogorov’s scaling is applied to relate characteristic scales within

the inertial range according to the turbulent energy cascade [123]. We assume the

turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) production is in equilibrium with the local dissipation

rate and that the energy decay scaling relationships remain valid in the flow region where
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the MHK turbine scour is localized. In other words, we assume the phenomenology of

the energy cascade is conserved, with the small scales of turbulence (proportional to

the sediment grain size) adjusting themselves in order to dissipate energy in the way

and intensity defined by the energy-containing eddies governing the scour mechanisms.

Under these assumptions, the TKE decay rate ε scales with the characteristic velocities

ud and V as ε ∼ V 3/ys ∼ u3d/d, leading to

ud ∼ V
(
d

ys

)1/3

. (2.2)

Substituting equation 2.2 into equation 2.1 leads to

τ ∼ ρV 2

(
d

ys

)1/3

. (2.3)

Following [92], we consider the TKE decay rate ε as the power per unit mass (P/M)

dissipated in the scour region due to the drag force Fd. For an MHK turbine there are

two distinct sources of drag which inform two theoretical model cases:

• Model case 1: the bottom tip of the turbine rotor is close enough to the sediment

surface that the local scour is promoted directly by the tip vortices or by any other

flow structures of the turbine wake.

• Model case 2: drag is induced by accelerated flow between the sediment surface

and the turbine rotor bottom tip impinging on the support tower which behaves

as a bridge pier.

The two model cases are developed exclusively; case 1 considers drag only from the

turbine rotor and case 2 considers drag only from the support tower. A schematic of

the two model cases is shown in Figure 2.1. The framework under clear water conditions

is detailed in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The extension to live bed conditions is presented

in section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Model case 1: Rotor drag force

As the rotor approaches the bed surface, the vortical structures shed from the turbine

components – the root, blade, and tip vortices – are inferred to augment the shear stress
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the two theoretical scenarios. Model case 1 (left) considers the
effect of the turbine rotor drag on the scour. Model case 2 (right) considers the effect
of the support tower drag under accelerated flow. The inset shows the characteristic
velocity scales within the scour region.

at the wall and contribute to sediment mobility and scouring. The tip vortices of a

turbine are generated by circulation produced along the turbine blades. The circulation

is directly related to the power extracted by the turbine, which in turn is related to the

drag force exerted by the rotor (see e.g. [124] for utility-scale wind turbines). In model

case 1, the intensity of the tip vortices impinging on the bed surface is responsible for

the near turbine scour and can be represented using the turbine drag force (or turbine

thrust) by incorporating in the formulation the operating conditions and performance

of the turbine. As only a portion of the drag exerted by the turbine contributes to the

turbulence in the scour region, a correction factor embedded in the model constant will

be required. When the rotor vertical position is too high for the tip vortices to interact

with the bed surface, the scour mechanism is governed by the horseshoe vortex forming

around the support tower, consistent with a bridge pier case [125, 126, 127, 128], and

model case 1 is not applicable.

To relate the drag force to the turbine operating regime, the turbine is approximated

as an actuator disk with an induction factor a = 1 − Ud/U∞, where Ud is the velocity

within the porous disk. U∞ is the undisturbed mean velocity measured at the turbine
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hub height and is assumed to be homogeneous across the rotor plane. The drag force,

expressed as the thrust force applied on the actuator disk, is Fd = 1
2ρCTAfU

2
∞, where

the thrust coefficient CT = 4a(1− a) depends on the turbine operating conditions and

the frontal area depends only on the rotor diameter Af = π
4d

2
T [129]. Note that the

turbine operating condition is defined through the power coefficient dependency on the

induction factor, CP = 4a(1− a)2. The induction factor increases as the tip speed ratio

increases from 0, a static rotor, to the optimal tip speed ratio corresponding to the Betz

limit (CP = 0.593 and a = 0.33). Increasing the power production and induction factor

results in a likewise increase in the thrust and drag. However, the drag force and the

induction factor are not related in a simple way to power efficiency since hydrodynamic

drag, flow separation, and velocity deficit occur in the wake of any structure [130, 131].

Applying a bulk definition of TKE dissipation rate per unit mass in the scour region

ε = P/M and assuming that the energy-containing eddies in the rotor wake are

predominantly responsible for such a decay, we can rewrite the dissipated power P in

terms of the drag force and free stream velocity, leading to

ε =
P

M
∼ FdU∞

ρy3s
, (2.4)

where the mass M scales as the mass of water within the scour region having linear size

ys (see Fig. 2.1). Combining equation 2.4 with ε ∼ V 3/ys and the drag (or thrust) force

expression yields

ε ∼
d2TU

3
∞CT
y3s

∼ V 3

ys
. (2.5)

The characteristic velocity V of the eddies in the scour region can now be expressed

by the following scaling relationship:

V ∼ U∞C1/3
T

(
dT
ys

)2/3

. (2.6)

Equation 2.6 relates the energetic eddies responsible for the turbine scour to both the

flow conditions and the turbine parameters. The new definition for V can be substituted

into the wall shear stress definition from equation 2.3:

τ ∼ ρV 2

(
d

ys

)1/3

∼ ρU2
∞C

2/3
T

(
d4Td

y5s

)1/3

. (2.7)
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In the so-called clear water conditions under uniform flow, the wall shear stress τ ap-

proaches, but does not exceed, the critical shear stress value τc corresponding to the

onset of sediment mobility and transport [132]. Thus, bedload transport is negligible

except in the proximity of the turbine where the shear stress is locally enhanced. In

the wake of the MHK turbine, as well as a bridge pier, erosion occurs until the scour

reaches a depth at which the energetic eddies in the scour region can no longer locally

exert τ > τc. At that point, an equilibrium condition is reached for a specific sediment

size. The equilibrium is expressed as τ = τc with τc ∼ (ρs−ρ)gd dimensionally based on

Shields’ work [132]. Since we are interested in the equilibrium condition corresponding

to the maximum scour depth, the shear stress in equation 2.7 can be considered as the

critical stress:

τ ∼ ρU2
∞C

2/3
T

(
d4Td

y5s

)1/3

∼ τc ∼ (ρs − ρ) gd. (2.8)

Rearranging terms in equation 2.8 results in an expression for the scour depth ys:

ys ∼

(
d2/3

ρs − ρ
ρ

g

C
2/3
T d

4/3
T U2

∞

)−3/5
. (2.9)

Introducing the flow depth D to normalize the scour depth ys yields a relationship

between dimensionless groups that are physically relevant to the problem considered

here:
ys
D
∼
(
ρs − ρ
ρ

)−3/5( U∞√
gD

)6/5

C
2/5
T

(
dT
d

)2/5(dT
D

)2/5

. (2.10)

The first dimensionless group is the submerged sediment density normalized by the fluid

density and can be expressed as s − 1 = (ρs − ρ)/ρ. The second dimensionless group

is the Froude number Fr = U∞/
√
gD, which represents the ratio between inertial and

gravitational forces. Because we employ proportional dependencies in the definition

of the shear stress (Eq. 2.1), the portion of rotor drag responsible for the scour, and

the estimate of the Shields critical stress, a multiplicative correction factor K1 must be

introduced to the scaling relationship (Eq. 2.10), leading to the final equation for the

rotor drag force model in clear water conditions:(ys
D

)
1

= K1 (s− 1)−3/5 Fr6/5C
2/5
T

(
dT
d

)2/5(dT
D

)2/5

, (2.11)

where the subscript 1 indicates the rotor drag force model (case 1). The model re-

lationships are as expected: scour will increase for increasing thrust coefficient, rotor
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diameter, and approaching Froude number (i.e. increasing drag force); scour will de-

crease for increasing sediment density and size (i.e. increasing critical shear stress).

2.2.2 Model case 2: Support tower drag force under accelerated flow

The tower drag force model aligns closely with the bridge pier model of [92]. The turbine

bottom tip is considered to be relatively far from the sediment bed such that the tip

vortices do not impinge on the wall in the proximity of the turbine. Thus, the rotor

drag would not contribute to the scour as directly as the support tower. However, the

presence of the rotor induces a flow acceleration in the region between the bottom tip

and the sediment bed [133, 80]. To approximate the accelerated flow Ua below the rotor

tip (see Fig. 2.1), mass conservation is imposed in the control volume defined as the

flow region extending from the sediment bed to the turbine hub height:

U∞

(
yT +

dT
2

)
= UayT + Ud

dT
2
, (2.12)

where yT is the height from the sediment bed to the turbine bottom tip and Ud is the

estimated flow through the turbine rotor as in section 2.2.1. Selecting the hub height

as the upper bound of the continuity region assumes the flow acceleration is equally

distributed around the rotor (i.e. axial-symmetric). Equation 2.12 also neglects any

inhomogeneity in the vertical profile. The validity of these assumptions is assessed in

section 2.4.3 through the analysis of the turbine hub height hhub dependency in the

model. We define the extent of the acceleration zone yT as yT = hhub − dT /2 = kTdT

where kT = hhub/dT− 1
2 . yT and kT represent a measure of how close the nacelle is to the

wall for a given rotor diameter. Rigorously, yT should be a function of the scour depth

ys. However, this inclusion leads to a cubic polynomial expression for ys, of modest

practical use. We can neglect the effect of ys on yT under two further assumptions: (i)

given ys << yT , we slightly overestimate the velocity Ua impinging on the pier, leading

to a conservative estimate of the turbine scour; (ii) more importantly, the scour region

is expected to be dominated by a recirculation region scaling with V and ys, which is

fairly decoupled from the incoming flow Ua. Assumption (ii) is consistent with [92],

where the incoming velocity onto the exposed pier did not account for the scour depth

explicitly, as it was assumed equal to the mean undisturbed velocity in the channel cross

section.
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Expressing equation 2.12 in terms of Ua and using the definitions yT = kTdT and

Ud = (1− a)U∞ leads to the following:

Ua = U∞

(
1 +

a

2kT

)
. (2.13)

The accelerated flow velocity Ua exerts an enhanced drag on the turbine support tower,

which is expected to behave as a bridge pier. From here we can follow [92] literally,

applying the drag force equation in the same manner as section 2.2.1. Here the tower

drag force is Fd = 1
2ρCdcysU

2
a , where Cd is the drag coefficient of the tower, c is the tower

diameter, and cys is the projected area of the tower exposed by scour. Following the

procedure of [92] we arrive at the same scour relationship as in the cited text, differing

only in the incoming velocity term:

ys ∼

(
U∞

(
1 + a

2kT

))2
g

(
ρ

ρs − ρ

)
C

2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3
. (2.14)

As before, we normalize the scour depth by the flow depth D, allowing for use of the

Froude number Fr = U∞/
√
gD. The density is expressed in terms of the submerged

sediment specific density (s− 1) and a model correction factor K2 is included, leading

to the final equation for the tower drag force model:(ys
D

)
2

= K2 (s− 1)−1 Fr2C
2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3(
1 +

a

2kT

)2

, (2.15)

where the subscript 2 indicates the tower drag force model (case 2). The scour depth

dependencies on the drag force and critical shear stress share some features of the

rotor drag model: case 2 predicted scour will increase for increasing support tower drag

coefficient, tower diameter, approaching Froude number and decreasing hub height;

scour will decrease for increasing sediment density and size (i.e. increasing critical shear

stress).

2.2.3 Live bed case

In live bed conditions, where τ > τc away from the turbine in the undisturbed uniform

flow, the scour differs from the clear water case due to bedload transport and the

formation of bedforms. [92] proposed that the relationship between the live bed scour
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and the corresponding clear water scour is a power law function of the mean flow

intensity. The flow intensity quantifies the excess shear stress above the critical value,

and is expressed as U∞/Uc, where Uc is the critical hub velocity associated with τc.

Our model can be extended to the live bed condition by adopting the same functional

dependency on the incoming to critical velocity ratio proposed by [92], assuming that the

live bed regime has the same effects on the scour depth under different drag mechanisms

(see section 2.4.2). We use the same scour depth notation Se [92] for consistency. From

equation 2.11, the rotor drag force model can be formulated as:

Se1 =
(ys
D

)
1

[
(s− 1)−3/5Fr6/5C

2/5
T

(
dT
d

)2/5(dT
D

)2/5
]−1

= K1

(
U∞
Uc

)θ1
. (2.16)

Similarly, from equation 2.15, the tower drag force model for live bed conditions is

Se2 =
(ys
D

)
2

[
(s− 1)−1 Fr2C

2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3(
1 +

a

2kT

)2
]−1

= K2

(
U∞
Uc

)θ2
. (2.17)

The model coefficients K1,2 must be estimated empirically. The power law exponents

θ1,2 require special attention as they describe the scour depth dependency with the

incoming velocity, which is also implicitly accounted for in the Froude number (addressed

in section 2.4.2). Note that the clear water model equations are a subset of the live bed

equations above in the particular case that U∞ = Uc. The use of a single general

equation for clear water and live bed conditions (i.e. a single coefficient K) in each

model case permits the combination of experimental results in the different hydraulic

and transport regimes, provided the critical velocity Uc and θ are known or estimated

empirically. Whereas in the clear water case ys is the maximum scour depth defining

the equilibrium condition, in live bed cases ys is the average scour depth resulting from

temporal averaging of bed elevations over many passing bedforms. Such a distinction

is relevant for the estimate of the maximum instantaneous scour depth under live bed

conditions (see section 2.4.4).
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Exp. dT d hhub U∞ Uc D ys Transport Facility
[m] [m] [m] [ms−1] [ms−1] [m] [m]

1 0.15 0.0018 0.13 0.46 0.46 0.28 0.024 clear water TBF
2 0.15 0.00042 0.13 0.33 0.21 0.26 0.021 ripples TBF
3 0.15 0.0018 0.12 0.6 0.46 0.26 0.035 dunes TBF
4 0.5 0.0018 0.425 0.66 0.66 1.15 0.15 clear water1 MC
5 0.5 0.00042 0.425 0.51 0.31 1.17 0.049 ripples MC
6 0.5 0.00042 0.425 0.74 0.31 1.17 0.07 dunes MC
7 0.15 0.0007 0.13 0.67 0.26 0.31 0.022 dunes2 OSL
8a 0.15 0.0018 0.092 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.033 clear water TBF
8b 0.15 0.0018 0.110 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.026 clear water TBF
8c 0.15 0.0018 0.130 0.41 0.41 0.26 0.019 clear water TBF
9a 0.15 0.0018 0.107 0.78 0.46 0.26 0.027 dunes3 TBF
9b 0.15 0.0018 0.124 0.78 0.46 0.26 0.024 dunes3 TBF
9c 0.15 0.0018 0.135 0.78 0.46 0.26 0.019 dunes3 TBF

Table 2.1: Experimental values including turbine properties (rotor diameter dT , hub
height hhub), flow characteristics (free stream hub velocity U∞, undisturbed flow depth
D), sediment transport conditions (grain diameter d, critical velocity for incipient mo-
tion Uc) and the flow facility (TBF: Tilting Bed Flume, MC: Main Channel, OSL:
Outdoor Stream Lab). Note that the grain diameter reported here represents the mean
grain diameter d50.

1 Indicates the only experiment with a conical base below the tur-
bine support tower; 2 Indicates a non-uniform flow channel with meander; 3 Indicates
an asymmetric deployment of two turbines in the same cross section. Additional infor-
mation on experimental apparatus and measurement techniques can be found in [79]
for Exp. 1, 3, 4, in [16] for Exp. 2, 5, 6, in [95] for Exp. 7, and in [134] for Exp. 9 a,b,c.
Experiments 8 a,b,c were conducted specifically for this work.

2.3 Experimental Data Set

2.3.1 Previous Experiments

A number of experiments have been performed in the past few years and are collected

here to validate the proposed theoretical framework. The purpose of these experiments

was to study different siting configurations of in-stream MHK turbine(s) in open channel

flows over erodible sediment bed, with a primary interest on the effect of migrating bed-

form types. The experiments, summarized in Table 2.1, were performed at St. Anthony

Falls Laboratory (SAFL) at the University of Minnesota. The experiments performed
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in straight channels (the Tilting Bed Flume and the Main Channel) under critical mo-

bility and live bed conditions ([79, 81, 16]) will be used primarily for validation. We

will use some caution with other experiments performed in more complex conditions,

e.g. near the outer bank of a meandering stream (the Outdoor Stream Lab [95]) or in

a multi-turbine asymmetric setting designed to favor meandering onset [134]. Indeed,

with complex siting or bathymetries, the definition of the critical velocity is not trivial:

non-negligible spanwise slope is known to affect critical mobility [135]. Furthermore,

the presence of secondary currents alter the shear stress distribution at the wall and

thus may affect the dissipative mechanisms downstream of the turbine.

In all experiments, the scour evolution behind the turbine was measured in time and

space by continuously scanning the bed elevation using a submersible sonar transducer

Olympus Panametrics C305-SU (Olympus NDT, Walthman, MA) with a resolution of

±1 mm mounted on a data acquisition cart (designed and built at SAFL). The cart

is able to automatically travel across the entire surface of the experimental channel.

The measurements were collected along a longitudinal transect centered on the turbine

y-position. Inflow conditions (U∞) were monitored using a Nortek Vectrino acoustic

doppler velocimiter (ADV) positioned at hub height upstream of the turbine location.

The experiments in clear water condition were performed until the local scour reached

its equilibrium depth, while live bed condition cases were run and monitored for sev-

eral hours after the streamwise bed slope reached morphodynamic equilibrium and the

bedform-averaged scour depth statistically converged. Additional information about

experimental set up and measurement techniques can be found in [79, 81, 16, 134].

Two scales of a three-bladed axial flow turbine were used in these experiments: a

small scale model with a rotor diameter dT = 0.15 m and a large scale model with a

rotor diameter dT = 0.5 m, corresponding respectively to 1:33 and 1:10 scaled versions

of a real axial flow turbine design. The small scale model was composed by a resin

prototyped rotor (hub and blades) mounted directly on the shaft of a DC motor. The

motor allowed for instantaneous voltage measurements and introduced a non-negligible

internal frictional torque, thus achieving reasonable tip speed ratio without applying

electrical loading on the motor. The nacelle was held on a cylindrical support tower of

diameter c = 0.01 m. The large scale turbine model design was similar in geometry, with

a resin nacelle mounted on a cylindrical tower of diameter c = 0.04 m. At this scale
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the nacelle was equipped with a stepper motor, a torque transducer, and an optical

rotary encoder able to precisely control and measure the angular velocity ω and the

produced torque in order to match the optimal tip speed ratio λ. Further details on

turbine geometry and design information are available in [12].

In addition to the values given in Table 2.1, the sediment specific gravity s = 2.65

was the same for all experiments. Note that the grain diameter reported in Table 2.1

and used in our validation corresponds to the grain size distribution mean diameter d50.

For the tower drag force model, the cylinder drag coefficient for the support tower is

assumed Cd = 1, which is representative for the range of Reynolds numbers investigated:

Re = U∞c/ν = 3.3×103−6.6×104, where c is the cylinder diameter and the hub velocity

U∞ is the incoming velocity.

2.3.2 New Experiments

A new set of experiments (8 a,b,c in Table 2.1) were performed, specifically to address

the dependency of model case 2 on the hub elevation and to investigate a potential

transition between case 2 and case 1 as the bottom tip approaches the bed surface and

the rotor drag is inferred to start governing the scour depth. Three configurations under

the same hydraulic conditions were tested, varying only the hub height hhub above the

bed. The hydraulic conditions were the same as in [79] for the single turbine clear water

case (experiment 1 in table 2.1).

The thrust coefficients of the turbine models were estimated in two different ways.

The large scale MHK turbine model (dT = 0.5 m), used in the Main Channel facility, was

operated at optimal tip speed ratio and blade pitch angle with a peak power coefficient

CP ' 0.40 [16]. Hence, we employ an induction factor a = 0.33 corresponding to

peak production as in the actuator disk model [129] to calculate the thrust coefficient

CT = 4a(1 − a) = 0.88. For the small turbine model (dT = 0.15 m), the actuator disk

assumptions do not hold because the imposed torque was frictional and not optimal.

As no supporting theory was available for the estimate of the thrust coefficient, direct

drag force measurements were performed by towing the rotor (mounted upside-down)

at different speeds through the main channel in still water conditions (not shown here).

Thrust coefficients for the small scale turbine experiments were estimated using an

empirical CT − Re relationship derived from direct drag measurements. The thrust
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coefficient range for these experiments CT ≈ 0.7 to 0.9 for Re = U∞dT /ν = 5 − 11 ×
104, is comparable to the coefficient for the large scale turbine model despite having a

lower power coefficient. This result highlights the fact that thrust and power are only

correlated for a high performing turbine for which the actuator disk model works, and

that a relatively low performing turbine can generate a significant drag (see, e.g. [131]

comparing wakes of a 2.5 MW wind turbine in the atmospheric surface layer and a

miniature model in a wind tunnel). Because the drag force is unambiguously related to

the mean velocity deficit, we estimated the actuation factor a for the small scale turbine

case from the measured thrust coefficient using CT = 4a(1−a), stressing again that the

corresponding relationship with the power coefficient cannot be employed.

2.4 Validation

2.4.1 Model Proportionality Constants

For both cases derived in section 2.2, functional dependencies were introduced with

proportionality constants that are not explicitly defined, but collectively contribute to

the two case-specific constants K1 and K2. We expect the two drag force mechanisms

(accounted for separately in the two cases) may both contribute to scour production

at varying degrees in a given turbine configuration. For this reason, and due to the

relatively small number of experimental points, we define K1 and K2 coefficients using

a value range rather than attempting to fit a single value.

In Figures 2.2a and 2.2b we plot the scour depth function Se versus the flow intensity

U∞/Uc using model equations 2.16 and 2.17, respectively. The data markers in the figure

legend correspond to the experiments tabulated in Table 2.1. The experimental points in

Fig. 2.2 contain both the measured scour and the functional dependencies of the model,

i.e. the left sides of equations 2.16 and 2.17; the model curves (dashed lines) represent

the right sides of the same equations using θ1 = −1.89 and θ2 = −1.1, respectively. The

selection of θ values is described in section 2.4.2 below. The predicted model coefficient

ranges, K1 = 0.075 to 0.21 and K2 = 0.17 to 0.40, cover all the experimental results.
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Figure 2.2: Experimental values of the scour depth function Se compared to the model
curves for a) the rotor drag, model case 1 (Eq. 2.16), with dashed lines indicating
coefficient range K1 = 0.075 to 0.21 and the solid line indicating the midpoint K1 = 0.15;
b) tower drag, model case 2 (Eq. 2.17), with dashed lines indicating coefficient range
K2 = 0.17 to 0.40 and the solid line indicating the midpoint K2 = 0.29. The model
curves follow the form Se = K(U∞/Uc)

θ where θ1 = −1.1 and θ2 = −1.89. U∞/Uc = 1
indicates clear water (CW) conditions.

2.4.2 Model Power Coefficients

Determination of the power law coefficients θ1 and θ2 is particularly difficult. The

scatter of the experimental points and the limited flow intensity range U∞/Uc = 1− 2.5

shown in Fig. 2.2 preclude a precise power law fit with a narrow confidence range.

Instead of prescribing a fit, we discuss the coefficients in view of previous results and

comparative theoretical arguments.

In the pure bridge scour case, θ was estimated by [92] as θ = −1.89 using a very

large set of data from the literature, suggesting that when the critical mobility stress is

exceeded, the scour remains only marginally dependent on the flow velocity: ys ∝ U0.11
∞

resulting from ys ∝ U2
∞ in the clear water case and U−1.89∞ in the live bed correction.

This weak dependency is consistent with the results reported in the pioneering work

of [136]. The interpretation of this weak dependency is two-fold: i) the live bed ex-

cess shear stress mobilizes sediments that are transported as a bedload sheet with a
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thickness proportional to the shear penetration in the granular substrate and with the

deepest mobilized layer in critical conditions, consistent with the hypothesis of Bagnold

[137]; ii) larger shear stress and sediment flux generates larger bedforms which absorb

more streamwise momentum and induce more drag, thus limiting the increase of local

scour. Because the response of erodible sediments to migrating bedforms and bedload

transport should be somewhat independent from the nature of the forcing (the shear

stress applied to the bed surface), we expect that MHK turbines local scour in live bed

will manifest the same weak positive dependence on the incoming flow velocity that has

been demonstrated to govern bridge pier scour. Because model case 2 presents the same

Froude dependency of [92], the same coefficient θ2 = −1.89 was adopted. In turn, for

model case 1 we use θ1 = −1.1 to maintain the same live bed dependency ys ∝ U0.11
∞ .

Note that θ changed for model case 1 because the Froude power coefficient and thus the

hub velocity dependency is different beyween case 1 and case 2.

2.4.3 Functional Dependencies

To verify the theoretical model, the functional dependencies derived in the model equa-

tions must be validated (see Figures 2.3 and 2.4). The Froude dependency for both cases

is first investigated (Figures 2.3a for case 1 and 2.4a for case 2), albeit not in a fully

independent manner. The hub velocity and incoming flow depth terms contributing to

the Froude number appear also in other dimensionless terms of the model equations,

such that varying the Froude number changes other parameters as well. The Froude

dependency is particularly important because it highlights one of the few key differences

between the two model cases: (ys/D)1 ∼ Fr6/5 versus (ys/D)2 ∼ Fr2. The difference

provides a possible objective path to rank the representativeness of the two cases. To

compare dependencies, we rearranged the terms of equations 2.16 and 2.17, leaving the

Froude number on the right hand side and the remaining dimensionless quantities on

the left hand side:

(ys
D

)
1

[(
U∞
Uc

)θ
(s− 1)−3/5C

2/5
T

(
dT
d

)2/5(dT
D

)2/5
]−1

= K1Fr
6/5 (2.18)
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Figure 2.3: Functional dependency of the rotor drag (model case 1) on the a) Froude

number Fr where (ỹs/D)1 =
(ys
D

)
1

[(
U∞
Uc

)θ
(s− 1)−3/5C

2/5
T

(
dT
d

)2/5 (
dT
D

)2/5]−1
is the

left hand side in equation 2.18, and b) rotor diameter normalized by the sediment size
dT /d. The solid lines represent the best fit of the experimental data for the theoretically
derived power laws: a) Fr6/5 b) (dT /d)2/5. The dashed lines mark the bounds of the
coefficient range K1 = 0.075-0.21. Refer to Fig. 2.2 for data marker definitions.

for the rotor drag force (model case 1), and

(ys
D

)
2

[(
U∞
Uc

)θ
(s− 1)−1C

2/3
d

( c
d

)2/3(
1 +

a

2kT

)2
]−1

= K2Fr
2 (2.19)

for the tower drag force (model case 2). The left hand side of equations 2.18 and 2.19

can be interpreted as (ys/D) normalized by the terms within the square brackets and

expressed as (ỹs/D). The graphical representation of the experimental measurements

in the (ỹs/D), F r phase space is depicted in Figures 2.3a and 2.4a.

The range of experimental facilities and turbine models investigated has enabled us

to also test the ys/D dependency on dT /d for model case 1 (Fig. 2.3b), and on the

submergence parameter 1 + a/2kT for model case 2 (Fig. 2.4b). The former shows

the clear water experiments with the small MHK turbine model (Tilting Bed Flume,

experiment 1) and large model (Main Channel, experiment 4). By comparing only clear

water results we avoid potential contamination from uncertainty in θ or the critical

velocity Uc. A power law (solid line) representing a best fit of the data is included for

visualization of the dependency agreement. Although we acknowledge that two points
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represent a weak demonstration, the agreement is surprisingly good even with evident

uncertainty on the model coefficient K1 (dashed lines). Fig. 2.4b demonstrates the

1 + a/2kT parameter dependency of model case 2 using clear water experiment 8 and

live bed experiment 9. In both experiments the scour depth was measured for three

different turbine hub heights under otherwise identical conditions. Coincidentally, a

single power law fits both sets of data; the fit line uses K2 = 0.27 for experiment

8 and K2 = 0.24 for experiment 9, both within the coefficient range K2 = 0.17 to

0.40. For the lowest turbine height (8a), there is a clear departure from the proposed

1 + a/2kT dependency. As the distance from the bed to the bottom tip decreases,

we expect a transition from the tower drag force model case 2 to the rotor drag force

model case 1 as the dominant scour mechanism (dashed lines indicate the scour depth

predicted by model case 1, for reference). Fig. 2.4b is consistent with this expectation,

and suggests that the tower drag force model case 2 is valid for 1 + a/2kT < 2 , but

not for 1 + a/2kT > 2.5 where model case 1 should apply. Note that the apparent

transition range 1 + a/2kT=2-2.5 corresponds to h/dT = 0.61 − 0.65 under optimal

conditions (a=0.33). The functional dependency analysis indicates that the model works

well to predict scour across a relatively wide experimental parameter space within the

uncertainty indicated by the range of model coefficient K values. The scatter in the

Froude dependency suggests the support tower drag to be the more dominant mechanism

in generating scour under the majority of the conditions investigated so far. However,

the tower drag force model becomes less dominant as the turbine bottom tip moves

closer to the wall. For a class of MHK turbines integrated with a support structure

close to the sediment bed (e.g. vertical axis turbines) or designed to maximize rotor

diameter while ensuring river navigability in relatively shallow rivers, model case 1 is

expected to provide more physically representative scour depth predictions.

The following model dependencies cannot be independently validated with the avail-

able experimental data: CT and dT /D for model case 1, Cd and c/d for model case 2,

and (s− 1) for both cases.
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Figure 2.4: Functional dependency of the tower drag (model case 2) on the a) Froude

number Fr where (ỹs/D)2 =
(ys
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2/3
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is the

left hand side in equation 2.19, and b) rotor submergence represented by 1+a/2kT . The
solid lines represent the best fit of the experimental data for the derived power laws:
a) Fr2, b) (1 + a/2kT )2. In a) the dashed lines indicate the bounds of the coefficient
range K2 = 0.17-0.40, while in b) the dashed lines indicate the model case 1 scour
prediction range with K1 = 0.075-0.21 for comparison. Refer to Fig. 2.2 for data
marker definitions.

2.4.4 Local scour under migrating bedforms: a probabilistic approach

for maximum scour depth

As previously stated, for live bed conditions the model prediction of ys is the average

scour and does not consider the variability of scour depth in time due to bedform mi-

gration. However, in the context of engineering design, the maximum scour behind the

support tower is more relevant than the average to anticipate exposure of the tower

foundation and avoid the structural collapse of the MHK turbine. For this reason, we

extend here the former analysis with a probabilistic approach for two live bed experi-

ments: ripples in the Main Channel (experiment 5) and dunes in the Tilting Bed Flume

(experiment 3). Instead of the mean scour, we consider the entire distribution of scour

depths monitored under migrating ripples and dunes.

Figures 2.5a and 2.5b show the time-resolved depth measurements as a function of

the streamwise distance from the turbine (xT ) for the ripples and dunes experiments,
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Figure 2.5: Time-resolved bed elevation measurements (gray lines) downstream of the
MHK turbine, located at (x − xT )/dT = 0, for a) experiment 5 (ripples in the Main
Channel); b) experiment 3 (dunes in the Tilting Bed Flume). Average scour (solid black
line) and minimum and maximum (dashed lines) bed elevation envelops are included
for reference. Probability density function of instantaneous scour depth immediately
downstream of the turbine for c) experiment 5; d) experiment 3. Average scour depth
ys (solid line) and bedform amplitude Abf (dashed line) are indicated.

respectively. The vertical axes of the two figures are scaled such that they represent

the same physical distance. Figures 2.5c and 2.5d show the corresponding probability

density functions (PDFs) of the scour depth for the measurement points immediately

downstream of the turbine. The PDFs include reference lines for the average scour

(solid) and one bedform amplitude greater than the average (dashed), where the bedform

amplitude Abf is one half the bedform crest-to-trough height. The small variability in

scour depth relative to the bedform amplitude for the ripples case indicates that the

localized erosion process prevails over the ripples migration in the scour region. The

opposite is true in the dunes case where significant variability is introduced by the larger
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Figure 2.6: a) Probability density function of model coefficients K1 (bottom axis) and
K2 (top axis) corresponding to the instantaneously measured scour depths reported
in Fig. 2.5c,d immediately downstream of the turbine, for experiments 3 and 5. b)
Cumulative density function for the same quantities. Prescribed ranges for K1 and K2

included are for reference.

bedforms. The non-Gaussian distribution of scour depth in the dunes case is skewed

right and the maximum scour depth is approximately two bedform amplitudes (thus

approximately one bedform height) greater than the mean. The significantly different

contributions from the two bedform types to the scour variability is due to the different

bedform amplitude relative to the predicted clear water scour depth.

In Fig. 2.6a, the PDFs of Fig. 2.5 are related to the model coefficient values K1

and K2. The corresponding cumulative density functions (CDFs) are shown in Fig.

2.6b. The distribution of scour depths are compared to the defined ranges for the

model case 1 coefficient (dot-dashed lines, bottom horizontal axis) and the model case

2 coefficient (dashed lines, top horizontal axis). The distribution of scour for the ripples
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experiment is narrow along the K-axis with nearly the entire distribution residing within

the coefficient limits (Fig. 2.6a). The dunes experiment covers a much broader K-axis

range, with the coefficient related to the maximum scour is 3-4 times the one related to

the averaged scour depth for both cases. For ripples, the difference between average and

maximum scour is within the uncertainty range of the model coefficients and requires no

secondary assessment. For dunes, the distribution exceeds the model coefficient range

and requires additional consideration to relate average and maximum scour.

The maximum scour can be represented as a factor of the predicted average scour

(and perhaps the bedform amplitude) or as a percentile of the scour probability dis-

tribution. For the latter, the proportionality constant K would be replaced by a dis-

tribution with each constant corresponding to a probability to exceed a certain value.

For example, under large dunes the scour predicted by the rotor drag force model

K1(90%) = 0.37 → ys/D = 0.28 would be exceeded 10% of the time, as compared to

the mean scour ys/D = 0.14 predicted by K1 = 0.18 which could be exceeded 40% of

the time (see Fig. 2.6b). In either case, a separate model would be required to pre-

dict the scour factor or coefficient probability curve under migrating bedforms. Such

a model would be highly beneficial given the potentially high discrepancy between a

conservative (e.g. employing K1(90%)) and an average scour prediction.

2.5 Discussion: hub velocity and field-scale estimates

To ensure the applicability of the presented model, we discuss here the choice of the hub

velocity scaling quantity and provide a sample of the model predictive capabilities in a

utility-scale deployment. On the first issue, the channel mean cross-sectional velocity

would be a more accessible velocity scale, from a hydraulic perspective, to be imple-

mented in the model. However, in light of power production estimation and resource

assessment, we opt for a site-dependent velocity providing a more local and accurate

estimate of the available mean kinetic energy and bed scouring potential. Based on

measured vertical profiles of mean velocity in the Tilting Bed Flume and Main Channel

facilities, the hub velocity and the channel mean-cross sectional velocity were observed

to be quite close [79] (although this has to depend also on the specific turbine geometry).

Significant differences and potential scaling implications arise with deployments in more
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complex bathymetries, e.g. in the Outdoor Stream Lab experiment, where the spanwise

variability of the mean velocity in the meander section is notable (see [95, 138]) and

the mean cross-sectional velocity may not be an adequate incoming velocity scale for

both turbine operating conditions and local geomorphic effects. However, by choosing

instead the local hub velocity, we would face some uncertainty in the critical velocity

Uc, defined as the hub velocity at which critical mobility occurs, as opposed to the

critical mean cross-sectional velocity typically reported in the literature. For a rigorous

application in complex channel geometries or multi-turbine arrays, the support of high

fidelity numerical simulations would be advantageous (e.g. [138, 139, 73, 57, 54, 140]);

alternatively, local measurements with Acoustic Doppler Profiler at the site should be

sufficient for both assessing energy resources and estimating the model input velocity

for scour prediction (see e.g. [75, 76, 77]).

As a tangible outcome of this investigation, a turbine scour predictive analysis is

provided here for a potential prototype-scale deployment to give a qualitative and quan-

titative idea of the anchoring system required in large scale sandy rivers. We do acknowl-

edge that the functional dependency of the model has been tested on limited ranges of

the parameters involved, nevertheless we believe it is important to provide a quanti-

tative assessment on the feasibility of a MHK utility-scale installation. We base our

analysis on the lower Mississippi river using the high quality data provided in [17]. The

river section in Audubon Park, New Orleans, Louisiana is a reasonable deployment site

given the 25 m large depth, the straight channel morphology (width of approximately

600 m), and the high flow discharge. Because of the downstream level control exerted

by the ocean, we assume the dominant effect of the flow discharge variation is on the

velocity scale U∞ and not on the flow depth. This assumption is consistent with the

high variability of the measured mean flow velocity in the cited dataset. Therefore, for

the given width we can map the model scour predictions for varying rotor size and flow

velocity (Fig. 2.7). We test a rotor diameter range dT = 5− 16 m and a velocity range

U∞ = 0.24− 3.14 ms−1. The velocity range is consistent with [17], and is expressed

here as a function of both the discharge Q and Froude number Fr. Assuming optimal

performance, median grain size d = 0.2 mm and critical hub velocity of Uc = 0.42 ms−1

(estimated following [89, 88]), model case 1 predicts scour depths of 0.5-3.5 m, corre-

sponding to ys/D = 0.02 − 0.14 (Fig. 2.7a). For model case 2 we assume the turbine
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Figure 2.7: Predicted scour depth in the Mississippi River at Audubon Park, New
Orleans, LA, as a function of the flow discharge and rotor diameter for a) model case 1
using K1 = 0.15 and b) model case 2 using K2 = 0.29. This estimation assumes optimal
turbine performance, fixed local depth D = 25 m, river width B = 600 m, median grain
size d = 0.0002 m, critical velocity Uc = 0.42 ms−1, support tower diameter c = 1 m
and drag coefficient Cd = 1. For model case 2 the turbine top tip elevation is fixed 3 m
below the water surface. The red dotted line indicates the discharge Qc corresponding
to the critical flow velocity for the sediment incipient motion and thus to the transition
between clear water equations 2.11,2.15, and live bed equations 2.16,2.17. The critical
flow velocity for the median grain size employed was estimated following [89, 88].

rotor will be located far from the river bed, with an invariant clearance cl = 3 m between

the top tip and the water surface, and supported by a cylindrical tower of 1 m diameter

with a drag coefficient of 1.0. The invariant clearance and rotor diameter range result

in kT variations, which, combined with the discharge variability, lead to model case 2

scour depth predictions of 0.5-2.5 m (Fig. 2.7b). The scour depths are predicted using

middle values of the model coefficient ranges K1 = 0.15, K2 = 0.29. The predicted

scour depth in Fig. 7 illustrates the weak dependence on the flow velocity and the

importance of the rotor diameter. Note that the application of the two model scenarios

is conducted independently. Model case 1 is based on the assumption that the bottom

tip is always in the proximity of the channel bed and thus no transition to case 2 would

occur. The diameter is in fact increased by raising the upper tip elevation along with the
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hub height. Conversely, for model case 2 the upper tip elevation is fixed at an invariant

clearance cl = 3 m, with respect to the free surface; as the diameter increases, the hub

height and the gap between the bottom tip and the bed surface (yT ) decrease. Hence,

in this scenario we might expect a transition from case 2 to case 1. The experiments

performed at different hub height (Fig. 2.4b) suggest that for (1 + a/2kT ) > 2.5, model

case 2 is no longer applicable. Recalling that kT = yT /dT (see Section 2.4.3), we can

obtain the dimensional gap limit as ylim = adT /3. The equation suggests that the ele-

vation limit increases as the DT increases, which is intuitively sound. For this specific

scenario where the depth and the clearance between the rotor top tip and the water

surface are fixed, the gap between the bottom tip and the channel bed can be expressed

as yT = D − cl − dT . In the limiting case yT = ylim the rotor diameter at which model

case 2 is no longer applicable is estimated as: dTlim = 3(D−cl)
a+3 = 19.8 m, for the specific

depth, clearance and turbine performance investigated here. We must however note that

the instantaneous bathymetry in rivers with active sediment transport, as in this case

study, changes periodically under migrating bedforms. Dunes in the Lower Mississippi

can reach heights up to 10 m for extremely high discharges (see measurements by [17]

at Audubon Park for a flood event in January 2005). In this case the bed surface would

periodically be 5 meters higher, equivalent to the dune amplitude, with respect to the

average bed elevation. Taking such conservative local depth value, the rotor diameter

limit would reduce to DTlim = 15.3 m.

To account for the estimated ranges of the constant K1,2 and the uncertainties on the

estimate of the sediment size, which is inherently related to the critical flow velocity Uc,

a reference scenario was chosen to show the potential variability of the estimated scour

depth. We opted for a relatively large rotor dT = 10 m and a medium-high discharge of

Q = 25000 m3s−1. The corresponding Froude number and the dimensionless parameter

kT for the bottom clearance for model case 2 are respectively Fr = 0.11 and kT = 1.2.

The other parameters were kept consistent with the case study as listed in the Fig. 2.7

caption. By varying constants K1 and K2 within their estimated ranges, the predicted

scour depth is in the interval 1 - 2.9 m for model case 1 and 0.9 - 2 m for model case 2.

Finally, to show the variability introduced by the uncertainty on the sediment grain size

and thus on the corresponding critical flow velocity for sediment incipient motion, the

scour was predicted using the d16 and d84 percentiles of the particle size distribution,
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as measured in the survey carried out in 1989 by the US Army Corps of Engineers in

the Lower Mississippi [141]. The statistics computed at Audubon Park (the location

where we based our upscaling exercise) report d16 = 0.16 mm and d84 = 0.3 mm,

which correspond to a threshold mean flow velocity Uc of 0.43 ms−1 and 0.45 ms−1,

respectively. The corresponding estimated scour depths, using the model coefficients

middle values K1 = 0.15, K2 = 0.29, were 2.3 m and 1.9 m (model case 1), 1.7 m and

1.2 m (model case 2). Note that the variability in the predicted scour region associated

with the occurrence of bedforms is accounted for in the ranges of K1 and K2, obtained

experimentally, and not explicitly in the critical velocity estimation.

The qualitative trends outlined in the scour depth contours and the related quan-

titative predictions confirm that prototype deployments in large scale sandy rivers are

feasible in the sense that anchoring systems exist to accommodate the mean predictive

scour depths, albeit the effect of bedforms on maximum scour has to be included. Note

that the issues addressed here are critical for the overall investment due to the signif-

icance of anchoring costs (e.g. up to 30% of the total cost for offshore wind turbines

[142]). Therefore, the choice of the rotor diameter becomes very important not only for

power production but also for erosion protection of the support system.

2.6 Conclusion

The present work proposes an analytical formulation to predict local scour around Ma-

rine Hydrokinetic turbine structures deployed in fluvial or tidal environments charac-

terized by an erodible bed surface. The model builds on the theoretical investigation by

[92], which addresses the problem of bridge pier scour using the phenomenological the-

ory of turbulence formulated by [93, 94]. Precisely, the evolution of the scour behind a

structure immersed in flowing water, i.e. a bridge pier in [92] or an MHK turbine here,

is shown to be governed by geometry-specific turbulent structures that are adjusting

themselves in order to dissipate kinetic energy down to the sediment grain scale, at a

rate defined by the power dissipated through the drag force exerted by the structure

itself. We speculate that the dissipative mechanisms induced by a MHK turbine near

the bed surface can be accounted for using two different conceptual cases depending

on the relative position of the rotor within the river depth. The turbine rotor may be
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close enough to the sediments that the erosion is caused directly by the tip vortex shed

by the turbine blades or any other turbulent structures in the wake, and consequently

related to both the power extracted and the drag force induced by the turbine. Alter-

natively, the rotor may be far enough that the dominant flow features resemble those

responsible for the bridge pier scour, albeit with an augmented incoming velocity due

to the flow acceleration between the bottom tip and the bed. To address the different

configurations, two model cases were derived and validated covering both clear water

(no sediment mobility except for in the proximity of the device) and live bed (under

sediment transport and migrating bedforms) conditions, with the extension to the live

bed regime through a power law function of the excess shear stress above the critical

mobility value.

The experimental validation, performed using spatio-temporal bed elevation mea-

surements with model turbines of different rotor in flumes of different size, allowed us

to define a range for the model’s coefficients and to confirm the functional dependencies

derived theoretically. The authors acknowledge that both the evaluation of the model

parameters and the validation of the functional dependencies are affected by uncertainty

due to the limited experimental dataset, combined with variability in turbine geometries,

river bathymetries, transport conditions and siting configurations. Such an uncertainty

in the predicted averaged scour depth is compared to the corresponding variability ex-

perienced under migrating bedforms, which cyclically augment and dampen the scour

depth. It is indeed important for the structural stability and proper anchoring of the

turbine to define under which conditions the turbine base will never be exposed directly

to the action of the flow. A probability analysis has shown that the range of scour depth

covered by the uncertainty in the model coefficients depends on the inflow migrating

bedforms. For large dunes, the maximum instantaneous scour depth can reach values

up to two bedforms amplitude (or one bedform height) above the mean scour, exceed-

ing the estimated range of model coefficients K1,2 calibrated to the mean scour depth.

With migrating ripples, the range of coefficients proposed here was shown to capture

the full variability of scour distribution. This means that large dunes, as compared to

ripples, may pose a threat to the turbine structural safety if not taken into account.

To quantify this risk we propose an approach to select a model coefficient value from a

known probabilistic distribution associated to maximum scour probability.
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Finally, the validated model was applied to a potential field scale scenario in the

lower Mississippi river, where the scour depths have been mapped as a function of the

rotor diameter of the prototype turbine, and the actual flow discharge. The predicted

scour depths show that deployments of MHK turbines in large scale sandy rivers are

feasible.

The developed predictive framework is expected to support the renewable energy

engineering community in the expansion of hydrokinetic technology in fluvial environ-

ments . Our model provides scour depth estimates required for the siting and design of

MHK turbine anchoring systems, relying on simple explicit equations and easily measur-

able input parameters (the median sediment size and the mean velocity at hub height)

obtained through minimal in situ point measurements prior to installation. Besides

practical applications, the present study also provides insights into some fundamental

mechanics of turbulent flows. All models inspired by [93] provide a correct formulation

of the largest and most energetic eddies of the flow and the non-universal mechanism at

which turbulent kinetic energy is produced. For instance, this latter can be represented

by: the secondary current in an open channel flow [93] (recently revised by [143]), the

impinging jet on an erodible bed [94], the drag force exerted by a cylinder [92], or, as

in the present study, by an MHK turbine rotor. By further assuming a Kolmogorov

cascade ensuring equilibrium between production and dissipation, in fact, those models

correctly identify the key velocity scale at the intersection between the production and

the inertial ranges of the turbulent spectrum. This very same scale is coupled with the

near-dissipative scales in the roughness sublayer, in a mixed scaling formulation of the

Reynolds stresses [93] that reflects the transfer of energy from the outer scales down

to the wall in the physical domain. We speculate that the correct formulation of the

turbulent kinetic energy transfer, in both spectral and physical domain, is critical for

the extension of this theoretical framework to an even broader range of fundamental

and applied problems.
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3.1 Introduction

Global interest in sustainable and renewable energy technologies has increased as sci-

entific evidence of global warming builds. Marine and hydrokinetic (MHK) energy
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extracted from rivers [144, 145], tides or ocean currents [7] is perceived as an exten-

sive untapped resource [5]. It can be harnessed using axial- [10, 11, 12, 37] and cross-

[13, 36, 14, 15] flow turbines without curtailing natural processes in the ways that tidal

barrages or dams [8, 9]. Permits for the deployment of energy-harnessing devices in

large rivers such as the Mississippi River [78] have been requested in the past few years.

However, very little is known about the interaction between devices producing energy

and the fluvial morphology and ecosystem, because so far studies addressing the en-

vironmental impacts of hydrokinetic turbines have focused mainly on ecological and

biological aspects within oceanic and estuarine environments [61, 62, 66, 63].

To maximize power generation, flow-energy converters should cover as much of the

flow depth as possible. However, such design approaches also maximize interactions with

the channel bed, surface waves and any floating object, raising a number of technical and

environmental challenges that must be resolved before recommending distributed field-

scale deployments. The East River in New York, where Verdant Power [25] installed

horizontal-axis hydrokinetic devices, is an ideal site for a pilot project owing to its

rocky bottom, large depth and its strong tidal current [146, 54], favoring energy capture

with minimal impact on the geophysical environment. Resource assessments, however,

suggest that many natural fluvial sites could also be exploited [78, 75, 76, 23, 38] as

continuous sources of kinetic energy in remote areas in developed and under-developed

countries. But how sustainable would that be? There are many variables involved in

the description of an ecosystem under anthropogenic stresses, and the hardest challenge

is to define the metrics and the baseline conditions for comparative analysis to quantify

potential environmental impacts.

A robust functional description of a fluvial system identified for MHK deployment

must start with sediments on the riverbed. If the river maintains its geomorphic configu-

ration, with no major redistribution of sediments or amplified scour-deposition patterns,

then the preservation of biota, the resilience of existing hydraulic structures and an ac-

ceptable risk of flooding are ensured [147]. The main advantage of following this working

assumption is that sediment bed elevation and transport are accurately measurable in

the field using multibeam sonar [17] and in laboratory flumes using optical methods

[79]. These measurements ensure a robust characterization of baseline conditions and

enable a systematic exploration of the governing hydraulic parameters via multiscale
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experiments or numerical simulations [69, 70, 72, 148].

We need to determine whether MHK technology can be widely deployed in sandy

rivers without inducing substantial changes in the morphodynamic equilibrium. We also

need to set guidelines to ensure optimal power capacity, structural safety of the devices

and economic feasibility.

Previous experiments with differently scaled model turbines were performed in the

St Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL) flumes, with concrete bed [12] and erodible sed-

iment layers in critical mobility or with migrating bedforms [81], with different flow

discharges [79], channel sinuosity [95] and turbine configurations [54]. Numerical sim-

ulations [140] of an axial-flow turbine operating over an erodible bed have reproduced

the experimental measurements [79] and provided new insights into the role of turbine

operating conditions and sediment particle size on bed morphodynamics and turbine

wake recovery. From those observations, the most evident alterations of the bathymetry

comprise a scour at the foundation of each turbine [79, 140], and a weak, large-scale

alternating distortion of the mean bed under asymmetric turbine deployments [149]

triggered by wake interactions at one side of the channel and amplified by fluvial geo-

morphic instabilities [99, 100, 102, 103, 106, 107]. It is well known that finite asymmetric

disturbances of the flow might trigger (or, in morphodynamic terms, force) those in-

stabilities [109, 150, 108, 110]. On a more pragmatic argument, hydrokinetic turbine

arrays might be deployed asymmetrically on one side of the channel (see for instance

[25, 26]), to allow for navigability on the other side, minimize the usage of expensive

cables, and potentially reduce installation and maintenance costs. In this prospective,

tests should be performed under high-discharge conditions, at which MHK energy has

the greatest potential and rivers are geo-morphologically most active.

To test the safety of MHK turbine foundations and prevent potentially enhanced

mechanisms of side-bank erosion and collapse leading to channel meandering and avul-

sion, we investigated the installation of a model MHK power plant. The test considers

12 axial-flow turbine models asymmetrically deployed in a quasi-field scale channel with

large migrating dunes. The size of the experimental facility, the scalability of sediment

dunes and turbine wakes, and the details of the measured bathymetric evolution make

the present investigation the closest and most accurate representation of an MHK power

plant deployment in natural rivers.
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3.2 Experimental Setup

Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up. a) Bathymetry z(x, y, t0) of the initial conditions,
prior to deploying the MHK array. The bathymetry is detrended and normalized with
the water depth, D = 0.64 m. White ellipsoids within the black-shaded area indicate
the location of the turbines within the array. Thick dashed lines delineate the two
continuous laser scan regions: one within the array (array side, AS) and one on the
opposite side of the channel (unobstructed side, US). b) Schematic of the turbine model
specifying the rotor diameter, dT = 0.15 m, and the hub height over the mean bed
level, hhub = 0.121 m. c) Photograph of the array installation with the row and column
spacing identified.

The experiment was conducted in the 85-m-long, 2.75-m-wide SAFL main channel.

The channel reproduces the hydraulics, sediment transport and morphodynamic scaling

range of a natural stream under controlled laboratory conditions, ensuring steady flow,

sediment discharge and free-surface boundary conditions. The full channel bathymetry
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on which MHK turbines were installed is shown in Figure 3.1, representing the initial

condition for the array experiment. More details on the channel facility, sediment char-

acteristics, hydraulic conditions, velocity measurements and array configuration in the

following subsections.

3.2.1 Channel facility, sediment characteristics and recirculations sys-

tem

The experiments presented here were conducted in the Main Channel facility at the St.

Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL), University of Minnesota (UMN). The flume has a

width B = 2.75 m, a total length of 85 m and a maximum depth of 1.8 m, representing

a unique quasi-field-scale facility. The flow discharge is controlled by a sluice gate

which draws water directly from the adjacent Mississippi River, up to a maximum

discharge capacity of 8.5 m3 s−1. The flow enters the flume passing through two rows of

vertical cylinders (0.09 m diameter, 0.03-0.04 m spacing, Figure 3.2c) to break-up large

scale turbulent structures introduced by the inlet and redistributing the recirculated

sediments in the cross section. The water depth is then controlled by a crested weir at the

downstream end of the channel. The granular material composition of the Main Channel

bed consists of uniform quartz sand with median grain size d50 = 0.42 mm (Figure 3.2d),

filling the concrete channel from the inlet section up the weighing/recirculating system

section, for an averaged thickness of approximately 0.4 m.

The sediment flux monitoring and recirculating system (Figure 3.2a) is located 59 m

from the inlet and 24.2 m upstream of the outlet weir used to set the tailwater bound-

ary condition. This in-house designed system provides high-resolution measurements of

sediment mass flux in time and enables the upstream recirculation of sediments, ensur-

ing morphodynamic equilibrium for the whole duration of the experiments. The cross

section is composed by five adjacent, identical 0.54 m wide weighing pans, for a total

width spanning the whole channel (Figure 3.2a). Each section is assembled by remov-

able stainless steel plates that funnel the bedload down to the collecting aluminum pan.

The latter is composed by three aluminum plates welded to two circular plates forming

a 120◦ bin (Figure 3.2b). This cylinder is oriented in the spanwise direction, under-

neath the funneling plate, and rotates 120◦ on its axis to dump the collected sediments
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Figure 3.2: (a) Main Channel recirculation system with the five adjacent weighing pans.
Each pan is 0.54 m wide and is attached to a weighing load cell. (b) Schematic of the
weighing system (lateral view) showing the supporting structure, weigh pan cylinder,
collecting hopper, and removing auger. Image reproduced with permission from [151],
Copyright 2009 by the American Geophysical Union. (c) Two rows of vertical cylinders
installed in the upstream end of the channel to break-up large scale turbulent structures
and redistributing the recirculated sediments. (d) Sediment distribution used.

(after a fixed weight threshold) while instantaneously providing an empty bin and en-

suring continuous mass flux measurements. The whole structure hangs from a load cell

(Interface Advanced Force Measurement SM-250), used to continuously estimate the

submerged weight of the collected sediment. The load cell, fixed to the ceiling, has a

capacity of 113 kg and a ±45 gram force accuracy. The weight measuring frequency is
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Figure 3.3: (a) Example of weighing measurements time series and (b) resulting sedi-
ment flux time series for the baseline case.

fixed at 1 Hz, while the tripping weight threshold is adjustable and was set to 40 kg,

resulting in a reasonable dumping frequency consistent with the statistically dominant

bedforms size and their migrating velocity (described in Section 3.2.4). The weighted

and dumped sediments are collected in a large hopper underneath the pans. An auger

is operated at a set constant speed to remove the sand, mix it with water, and enable

the recirculation of the sand-water mixture up to the channel inlet before the two rows

of vertical pipes. The velocity of the auger, and thus the removal rate, is set manually

to ensure a constant and steady sediment feeding as the upstream boundary condition.

This system has been designed at SAFL and used for several sediment transport and

geomorphic studies by [151, 152, 153].

Figure 3.3 shows an example of weighing measurements time series (3.3a) from the

three central pans (pans 2,3,4 in Figure 3.2a), during the baseline case. The resulting
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sediment flux time series are shown in Figure 3.3b. The data sets from the two external

pans 1 and 5 were discarded to avoid potential wall effects. The sediment fluxes are

recorded in kg min−1 and then converted in m3 s−1 considering an average sediment

density of ρs = 2650 kg m−3. The total sediment flux per unit width qs was evaluated

averaging in time the sum of the fluxes measured from the three central pans and

divided by the sum of their width. The averaged sediment mass flux measured during

the baseline experiment was qs = 4.14 × 10−6 m2 s−1 which corresponds to a non-

dimensional sediment flux qs∗ = qs/
√
g(s− 1)d50 = 0.13, where s − 1 = 1.65 is the

submerged sediment density normalized by the fluid density.

3.2.2 Hydraulic conditions

Symbol Baseline Array

Sediment median grain
size

d50 0.0042 0.0042 m

Water depth D 0.64 0.65 m
Channel width B 2.75 2.75 m
Water discharge Q 1.164 1.159 m3 s−1

Cross-sectional average
velocity

U 0.66 0.65 ms−1

Water slope Sw 0.051 0.060 %
Shear Velocity u∗ 0.047 0.051 ms−1

Shields parameter τ∗ 0.32 0.35
Critical Shields param-
eter

τ∗,cr 0.032 0.032

Non-dimensional bed
load discharge

qs∗ 0.13 0.10

Froude number Fr 0.26 0.26
Flow Reynolds number ReD 4.23 ×105 4.18 ×105

Particle Reynolds num-
ber

Rep 34.6 34.6

Table 3.1: Flow, channel and sediment parameters, including Froude number Fr =
U/
√
gD, Shields parameter τ∗ = u2∗/g(s − 1)d50, non-dimensional sediment discharge

qs∗ = qs/
√
g(s− 1)d350 where qs is the measured sediment discharge per unit width, flow

and particle Reynolds numbers, ReD = UD/ν, Rep =
√
g(s− 1)d350/ν, respectively,

where ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity.
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The experimental parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. The baseline conditions

are the result of two weeks of equilibrium runs while the array experiment was performed

for a total of 12 hours. The experiments kept approximately the same hydraulic condi-

tions: water discharge Q = 1.162 m3 s−1, water depth at the array location D = 0.64

m, water slope Sw = 0.055% resulting in a shear velocity u∗ =
√
gRHSw = 0.049 ms−1

(where RH is the hydraulic radius). The shear velocity largely exceeded the critical

shear velocity value u∗,cr = 0.015 ms−1, resulting in sediment bedload transport and

migrating bedforms. The Froude number Fr = U/
√
gD = 0.26 and Reynolds number

ReD = UD/ν = 4.2× 105 (both based on the mean cross-sectional velocity U) are rep-

resentative of small-scale rivers; Fr and Re can also help to define intermediate-scale

models of large-scale rivers such as the Mississippi [17, 154].

3.2.3 Velocity measurements and inflow condition
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Figure 3.4: Incoming undisturbed mean profile u(z) (a) and root-mean-square urms(z)
(b) for the streamwise velocity component. The mean velocity is normalized by the value
at hub height U∞ = 0.63 m s−1, urms is normalized by the estimated shear velocity u∗
and the vertical coordinate by the hub height position. The measured mean profile is
compared to the estimated log-law (black dotted line) and the depth-averaged velocity
is shown (red dotted line).
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The inflow and wake velocity measurements were performed by a moving Acoustic

Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) [95, and reference therein]. The profile was acquired by

traversing the ADV through the water column (z/D = 0.1 to 0.91, or z/hhub = 0.5

to 4.8) at x/D = −4.14 and y/D = 1.09 (thus 2.65 meters upstream the array front

row and centered with respect to the array width). The streamwise velocity profile in

the turbine wake (presented hereafter in section 3.3.1) was measured along Column B

(y/D = 1.09) within x/D = −1.88 and 6.80 (x/dT = −8 and 29.7) at hub height.

The ADV was mounted on a DAQ carriage which ensured a precise translation of

the instrument within the defined limits, at a constant speed of VADV = 0.001 ms−1.

The velocity time series collected were adjusted to compensate for the ADV traveling

speed VADV and spatially averaged using a moving averaging window. The window

size (associated with the number of averaged samples) was estimated following [95] as

nADV = (dADV fADV ) / VADV , where dADV = 0.006 m is the instrument sampling vol-

ume size and fADV = 200 Hz is the sampling frequency. This moving average process

resulted in a velocity spatial resolution ∆x or ∆z of 0.001 m (depending on the direc-

tion of the measurements). The procedure generates one filtered averaged flow profile

per measurement. To account for the time-varying bed elevation underneath the ADV

probe, the measurements were repeated several times and then averaged. Specifically,

the measurements were repeated 5 times for the vertical undisturbed incoming velocity

profile and 30 times for the longitudinal wake profile. All the filtered repeated measure-

ments were then averaged to obtain the final vertical profile u(z) shown in Figure 3.4a

and the longitudinal wake profile ∆U∞(x) shown hereafter in Figure 3.7. The stream-

wise velocity variability of each point of the incoming flow vertical profile was estimated

as urms =

√
〈(u(z, t)− u(z))2〉 computed within the moving average window (Figure

3.4b).

3.2.4 Baseline morphodynamics and bedforms characteristics

Rather than scale the sediment size with the turbine geometry, which would have re-

sulted in very fine and thus cohesive sediments, we chose the particle size distribution

of the bed material to allow the formation of multi-type bedforms, such as ripples and

dunes, consistent with natural rivers in flood plains in subcritical flow regimes. The form
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of longitudinal bed elevation profile from the high-resolution final topography. The
spectrum was performed on the whole channel y-location (grey dotted line) and on a
section spanning the array’s y-locations only (black solid line) and then averaged. (c)
Bedforms convection velocity probability density function estimated on all y-locations
of the continuous laser scan and averaged.

drag exerted by the bedforms on the flow is in fact larger than the skin friction drag de-

pending on the sand grains, affecting more significantly the incoming flow. Specifically,

we generate bedforms of the same type and scaled-geometry as those statistically domi-

nant in natural rivers, in order to ensure in our experiments a representative mean flow

velocity profile at the scale of the turbine rotor. Since dunes are known to scale with the

river depth, they represent a desired boundary conditions for comparisons with Marine

Hydrokinetic (MHK) deployments at full scale. This also reflected in the choice of water

depth as normalization parameter for the spatial coordinates. The target conditions for
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the baseline experiment, i.e. without MHK turbines, were set based on Figure 8 and 9

in [155], with equivalent sediment size d10 = 0.00038 m and equivalent unidirectional

flow U10 = 0.61 (using their notation) and on the bedform diagram included in [156]

eBook on River Morphodynamics (slide 15, chapter 8).

The channel was operated for two weeks at the same experimental flow conditions

in order to reach morphodynamic equilibrium. Bed and water surface slopes were con-

tinuously monitored along the channel centerline using a sonar Olympus Panametrics

C305-SU submersible transducer (embedded in the Laser Camera box, see Appendix

Sections A.2 and A.2.1) and a Massa M5000 ultrasonic sensor, both mounted on the

DAQ cart (See Appendix Section A.2). Once the equilibrium was reached, a baseline

run was performed to determine undisturbed morphodynamic conditions and bedforms

characteristics. Specifically, a central area of the channel between x/D = −3.36 and

x/D = 9.16, (where x = 0 defines the streamwise location of the first turbines row

of the array, as described in section 3.2.5 hereafter), spanning between y/D = −0.31

and y/D = 0.31 (where y = 0 marks the spanwise center of the channel), was contin-

uously scanned using the submersible Laser Camera for 8 hours worth of data. At the

end of the run, the channel was carefully drained leaving the topography unperturbed,

and a high spatial resolution topography scan of the whole channel was captured (see

Figure 3.1a). The observed bedforms were mostly three-dimensional (3D) dunes, rel-

atively heterogeneous in the spanwise direction, and superimposed ripples. The final

topography scan (Figure 3.1) shows indeed qualitatively three different bedforms scales.

The most representative bedform height hbf ≈ 0.08 − 0.1 m was evaluated by visu-

ally inspecting the instantaneous profiles from the continuous scan (see two examples

in Figure 3.5a at two instants 10 minutes apart). However, different bedform scales

have different heights, reaching up to hbf ≈ 0.2 m for large features. To quantify the

prevalent wavelengths, the high-resolution final topography was analyzed computing

spatial power spectrum density (Φ) along the x-direction, at any y-location, and then

averaged. Each streamwise bed elevation profile was windowed using a 8 m moving

spatial window, overlapped at 50%, as we did not expect relevant variability above

that wavelength. The pre-multiplied power spectrum density of the bed elevation (kΦ,

where k is the wavenumber) is shown in Figure 3.5b for the whole channel (grey dotted

line) and compared to the spectrum calculated on the data subset corresponding to the
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turbine array’s spanwise-location (black solid line). The comparison demonstrates that

the bedform characteristics evaluated at the array scale are representative of the aver-

age characteristics of the whole channel. This analysis confirmed the presence of three

major wavelengths, represented by the three peaks in the pre-multiplied spectra and

indicated by the vertical dotted lines. The observed wavelengths correspond to large

dunes λLD ≈ 4.76 m (kLD ≈ 0.21 m−1), small dunes λSD ≈ 1.25 m (kSD ≈ 0.8 m−1)

and ripples λR ≈ 0.63 m (kR ≈ 1.59 m−1). A representative bedform convection velocity

Cv was estimated on the continuous laser scan, using cross-correlation analysis of bed

elevations spatial series at fixed y-location captured with a temporal interval ∆t = 10

min. The velocity was estimated dividing the spatial lag associated with the maximum

positive peak of the cross-correlation by the chosen ∆t. This procedure was repeated

at different times throughout the scan obtaining a convection velocities distribution for

each y-location. These y-specific distributions were then averaged together resulting

in the final y-averaged Cv distribution shown in Figure 3.5c, fitted with a Gaussian

function. The mean convection velocity was estimated to be Cv ≈ 1.25 m hour−1. This

bulk averaged value, accounting for the scale-dependent convection velocity of different

bedform types and sizes, confirms that in one pass ∆ttopo between consecutive bathy-

metric combined measurements, bedforms migrate on average less than 0.05 m, which

corresponds to about a tenth of the smaller bedform (ripples) wavelengths, and therefore

is deemed acceptable.

3.2.5 Turbine scaled prototype

The turbine model employed is a scaled three-bladed axial-flow marine hydrokinetic

turbine with rotor diameter dT = 0.15 m (Figure 3.6). The turbine frame was made

from aluminum while the turbine rotor and the hub were built as a single piece via

rapid prototyping using resin material. The nacelle was equipped with a small DC

motor (model #RK-370CA-14420), rigidly connected to the spinning rotor through its

shaft. The motor produced instantaneous voltage signal measured at 200 Hz with a

Measurement Computing MiniLAB 1008 USB data acquisition board and used here

as proxy for the power performance of the array. The internal three copper coils of

the motor produced enough frictional toque to allow for reasonable tip-speed ratio

(λ = ωrT /U∞, where ω is the rotor angular velocity, U∞ the incoming flow at hub
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dT

DC motor

hhub

Figure 3.6: Picture and schematic of the turbine model used in the array. dT represents
the rotor diameter while hhub the hub height. The model is equipped with a DC motor
for the voltage measurements.

height and rT = dT /2 the blade radius) with no additional loading required (see [130]

for miniature wind turbine model). The model was designed and fabricated at SAFL.

Additional turbine details can be found in [79, 81].

A large model turbine (LMT), shown hereafter in Figure 3.7d and recently tested for

hydrodynamic performance, is used here to validate the wake measurements of the small

model just presented. The LMT is a three-bladed axial-flow model with rotor diameter

dT = 0.5 m and blades characterized by NACA 44 hydrofoil profile at each cross-

section of the cord length and manual pitch angle adjustment. The nacelle is equipped

with a stepper motor, a torque transducer and an optical rotary encoder allowing to

maintain a desired tip velocity (thus tip speed ratio) while measuring instantaneous

torque. The LMT turbine performance included in Figure 3.7 hereafter was assessed

by measuring the mechanical power P as the product of the measured torque τ and

the imposed angular velocity ω under different tip–speed ratios λ = ωrT /U∞ [16]. The

power coefficient is estimated as CP = P/
1

2
ρπ
d2T
4
U3
∞. For further details on the turbine

technical characteristics and the performance curve measurements see [12] and [16].
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Symbol

Rotor diameter dT 0.15 m
Depth-normalized hub height hhub/D 0.19
Rotor Reynolds number RedT 8.99× 104

Array longitudinal spacing 6 dT
Array spanwise spacing 1.5 dT
Array total length 21 dT
Array total width 4 dT
Array’s frontal blockage η 3 %

Table 3.2: Turbine parameters and array spacing information, including rotor Reynolds
numbers RedT = U∞dT /ν, where ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity and U∞ = 0.63
ms−1the flow velocity measured at hub height. The array blockage ratio within the

cross section is defined as η = 3
πd2T
4 /(BD), namely the frontal area of the array (three

turbines) divided by the channel cross sectional area.

3.2.6 Array configuration

In natural rivers, the performance and wake of a single MHK turbine are strongly

affected by approaching bedform crests upstream of the rotor plane [81]. However,

in a multi-turbine array, maximum performance at the power plant scale is expected

to be mostly governed by turbine–turbine interactions rather than bedform–turbine

interactions, implying that siting strategies can be optimized for recovering the mean

velocity deficit. A staggered array of 12 axial-flow turbine scaled prototypes described

above was installed on one side of the channel as reported in Figure 3.1. Specifically, the

array was organized in four rows and three columns. The rotor plane of the first row was

placed 36.65 m downstream the inlet and it is referred as x = 0 m. The spanwise origin

y = 0 m corresponds to the channel centerline. The zero location for the vertical axis

z = 0 m corresponds to the mean bed of the baseline case (undisturbed experiments with

no turbines installed). The water depth (D = 0.64 m) represents a typical scale in river

morphodynamics, especially in presence of dunes, and was chosen here as normalization

parameter for the three axes of the reference system. Array columns were placed at

y/D = 0.74 (column A), y/D = 1.09 (column B) and y/D = 1.45 (column C), namely

1.5 dT apart. The rotor diameter dT is typically used in turbine hydrodynamic studies

and wake recovery measurements, and thus it is preferred for array spacing and siting
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geometry. The array total obstruction is quantified by the blockage ratio η = 3%

(see Table 3.2) which corresponds to a spanwise linear blockage (total width tip-to-

tip) of approximately 1/5 the channel width (≈ B/5). The turbines were spaced 6

rotor diameters in the streamwise direction for a total extension of 21 dT (or ≈ 5D).

The spacing, typical of existing wind turbine power plants, was chosen based on wake

measurements by [12, 77, 54], which show a velocity recovery at 6 dT up to 75% under

comparable performance conditions. Turbines are installed at the same hub height

hhub = 0.121 measured from the mean bathymetry (hhub/D = 0.19 - see Figure 3.1b)

and have a rotor diameter to depth ratio of dT /D = 0.23. Array’s spacing details are

summarized in Table 3.2. The test section was selected to be between 25 m and 50

m (−18.20 ≤ x/D ≤ 20.86), far enough from the inlet boundary and the recirculation

system. However, only a section between 34.5 m and 45.85 m (−3.36 ≤ x/D ≤ 14.38)

was monitored in order to achieve a sufficient temporal resolution during the continuous

topographic scan.

The array was intentionally installed asymmetrically within the channel cross section

primarily to recreate a potential prototype scale scenario where MHK arrays would be

deployed on one side of the channel in order to, for instance, allow for navigation, reduce

the cost of power transmissions and facilitate installation and maintenance operations.

Additionally, a finite asymmetric disturbance of the flow might trigger forced river

instabilities (also known as forced-bars [113, 109, 106, 108, 112, among others]), that

might alter the morphological evolution of the channel.

The MHK power plant performance is monitored and quantified in terms of turbine-

specific mean velocity deficit, averaged rotor angular velocity (measured instantaneously

under frictional torque as described in Section 3.2.5 and [81]) and geomorphic effects

(as assessed by spatiotemporally resolved bathymetries).

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Wake recovery and power plant performance

Figure 3.7a shows the wake recovery measured along the turbine array central column

B. The wake of the first (most upstream) turbine recovers to 81% of the incoming

undisturbed flow velocity by 6 dT downstream. This result matches reasonably well
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Figure 3.7: a) Mean velocity wake deficit profile U∞(x) = (U∞ − u(x, z = hhub)).
∆U∞ indicates ensemble averaging over repeated ADV profiles and normalized by the
incoming velocity U∞. Solid vertical lines mark the turbine x-locations along row B
while vertical dashed lines mark turbine x-locations along rows A and C. b) Mean
voltage in the array, used as a proxy for turbine performance, normalized with the
voltage from the first turbine of each column V1. c) Array wakes (red lines) compared
to a single turbine installed on concrete bottom (black line with circle symbols) and
in live bed conditions (blue line, measurements are bedform-averaged) and the large
model turbine (LMT) on concrete bed at optimal tip-speed ratio λ = 5.2 (black line
with square symbols). d) Performance curve and picture of the quasi-prototype-scale
LMT.

with previous measurements [12, 77] in the wake of a high-performing, torque-controlled,

large-scale model MHK turbine (LMT in Figures 3.7c,d) on a concrete bed surface,

indicating that 6 dT is a robust streamwise spacing with which to achieve high power
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density.

From Figure 3.7c, the very near (x/dT < 1) and far (x/dT > 7) wake recovery

consistently scales with the turbine size regardless of the bedform drag (that is, concrete

bed versus dunes). This also implies that while performance of the two models might

be different, the drag (or thrust) coefficient and thus their effects on the migrating

bedforms within or downstream of the array are consistently close. However, in the

intermediate wake the velocity deficit exhibits a faster recovery for the multi-turbine

array, which suggests a strong flux of high-momentum fluid from the top or the side of

the array, mixing with the wake region and facilitating wake recovery. The staggered

array configuration and its limited width favour turbine-turbine interaction mechanisms,

such as funnelling, which improve the power distribution within the MHK plant. The

array performance is monitored by the voltage output acquired simultaneously from

each turbine (Figure 3.7b and Section 3.2.5). Similar to wind farms, the front rows

produce the most power, the staggered siting allows for a more robust recovery in the

central (B) column [157] as compared to columns A and C, and the array recovers

some of the lost momentum and reaches streamwise equilibrium by the fourth row

[158, 159, 157]. Therefore, despite the complexity introduced by sediment transport

and migrating bedforms, MHK power extraction is comparable to wind power in terms

of siting strategy and efficiency at both the turbine and the power plant scales.

3.3.2 Geomorphic effects

Velocity measurements within the array (Figure 3.7) point at a weak but coherent deficit

resulting from the combination of turbine wakes within the MHK power plant [160, 161,

162]. The question here is whether such array-scale hydrodynamic effects strongly affect

the river morphology. Two continuous bathymetric scans, resolving the bed elevation

map z(x, y, t) in space and time (see Appendix Section A.2.1), were selected to quantify

the impact of the MHK array on the morphodynamic equilibrium of erodible channels:

one scan area (AS) covers columns A and B within the MHK array; the second area

(US) covers the undisturbed side of the channel, and is symmetric to the first scan

with respect to the channel centreline (Figure 3.1). The temporal evolution of the two

recorded bathymetries are simultaneously visualized in Supplementary Videos proposed

in [163], as a result of the relatively short interval between the adjacent AS-US scans
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Figure 3.8: Local and non-local geomorphic effects introduced by the presence of a
staggered turbine array. a) Time-averaged 2D detrended topography of the US (top)
and AS (bottom), normalized by water depth D. b) Time-averaged, high-pass-filtered
bed elevation longitudinal profile along columns A (black) and B (red) of the array.
Red-shaded region indicates the average scour immediately downstream of each turbine
predicted by our analytical model described in Chapter 2. Black dashed line indicates
the maximum scour found in the time-averaged bathymetry. c) Time-averaged, low-
pass-filtered bed elevation longitudinal profile along column B (red) of the AS, and the
US centreline sides (blue).

(70 s each) as compared to the bedform migration period (ranging from about 1,800 s

to about 14,000 s).

We classify geomorphic effects as steady local and non-local alterations of the mean

channel bathymetry (Figure 3.8a) and unsteady distortion of the migrating bedforms.

Temporally persistent geomorphic effects are unveiled by bedform time-averaged bed

elevations ∆z(x, y) (Appendix Section A.2.1), and are discussed here in terms of the

turbine structural safety (local scour), and river bank stability (non-local effects and

channel morphology).
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Local and non-local effects are distinguished and quantified through a Fourier wavenum-

ber filter (high-pass and low-pass, respectively) performed on the streamwise detrended

transects ∆z(x, yi) (Figure 3.8b,c). The local bathymetry (Figure 3.8b) is dominated

by a scour around each turbine support tower, resembling bridge pier erosion, though

amplified by the enhanced wall shear stresses of the accelerated flow constrained be-

tween the bed surface and the lower tip of the spinning turbine. This mechanism has

been observed over a range of turbine sizes and operating conditions [81, 95, 16, 164].

The time-averaged local scour depth (up to ∆zmeas/D ≈ 0.04) observed along the cen-

trelines behind each turbine are compared with the model introduced in Chapter 2

(∆zmodel/D ≈ 0.05, see also [165]). The discrepancy is probably due to the lack of

optical access below the nacelle and rotor, preventing measurement of the deepest scour

at the turbine tower base.

The non-local bathymetry effects consist of a weak-amplitude, large-scale spatial os-

cillation of the mean bed. The oscillation appears to scale with the streamwise size of the

MHK array and extends much farther in the channel reach (Figure 3.8a,c). It appears

to develop from an erosion region, within the first rows of the AS, where the maximum

scour depth is reached, followed by a slight deposition within the last rows. This steady

streamwise oscillation is matched in amplitude and wavelength by an out-of-phase oscil-

lation along the US, which points at spanwise-alternating non-local geomorphic features,

known as forced bars [106, 109, 98]. We interpret the largest scour localized in the up-

stream region of the array (turbines A1, A2 and B1; Figure 3.8a), stemming from the

cumulative blockage of the front turbines, to act as a local trigger (or forcing) and to

sustain the alternating planform distortion of the channel.

Non-local effects are inferred to be generated by the asymmetric drag distribution in

the cross-section owing to the rotor’s drag force and wake interactions, contributing to

a velocity deficit within the entire array flow region. The resulting mean flow distortion

and associated large-scale alternating scour (US) and deposition (AS) is able to sustain

the non-local geomorphic effects downstream of the array. Note that the observed bed

distortion induces the localized turbine erosion to vary significantly within the MHK

array with respect to the predicted scour depth, up to a maximum scour depth of 0.08D

( defined as ‘Maximum scour’ in Figure 3.8b). However, the distortion amplitude ob-

served downstream of the array is relatively small compared to the flow depth (7%) and
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to the bedform height (22%), and thus it is not expected to compromise river banks,

containment walls or hydraulic structures near deployment sites. Therefore, under the

investigated turbine array configuration, geomorphic effects must be taken into account

in the design of the foundation structure, but not as a cause of morphodynamic alter-

ation or as a barrier preventing MHK array deployments.

3.3.3 Bedform distortion and turbine self-defense mechanism

For test conditions under very large migrating bedforms, with dune height hbf reaching

up to 0.15 D and approximately 80% of the hub height in the baseline flow (Figure

3.1), the MHK turbines remained operating and potentially profitable for the entire

duration of the experiment. Considering that bedforms ought to interfere with the

turbine blade rotation in such a case, a reflexive mechanism must be present to prevent

the approaching bedforms from affecting the rotor, damaging the blades and reducing

energy harvesting. What we observe in the time-resolved bathymetric scan suggests that

the enhanced wall shear stress imposed by the rotor (which creates the local turbine

scour) is responsible for eroding the approaching dune fronts and splitting them just

upstream of the rotor (see Supplementary Video 3 in [163]). The occurrence of such a

self-defense mechanism is proved by a second experiment carried out under the same

hydraulic and morphodynamic conditions, but with highly frictionally loaded rotors

(that is, rotors spinning very slowly or not spinning).

Figure 3.9a,b shows undisturbed large dunes propagating through the array and

leaving MHK turbine units with blades deeply buried in sand. These results suggest that

high-sediment-transport discharge and large bedform size do not prevent the turbine

from staying operational as long as rotors keep spinning (Figure 3.9c). If, however, the

blades stop rotating because of any fault or malfunction, then potential risks of local

deposition and burial exist. The time required to observe deposition up to the bottom-

tip is of the order of the bedform period, which is expected under the large-scale dunes

observed here. Local deposition under smaller bedforms might still occur depending

on the local sediment mass balance equation, specifically when the local shear stress

induced by the static rotor and the tower obstructions is not enough to sustain the

approaching bedform mass flux.
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Figure 3.9: a) Full bathymetry laser scan after the turbine array failure simulation. Red
color indicates regions with bed elevation higher than the turbine’s bottom-tip position,
zbt = 0.072. b) Photograph of one of the turbines blocked by the incoming bedform.
c) Final topography laser scan after the fully operational array experiment. Incoming
bedforms still show regions characterized by bed elevation higher than the level of the
bottom-tip. However, spinning rotors prevent the sand from encroaching on the blades,
while the approaching bedforms are distorted out of, or broken within, the array.

3.4 Scaling up and discussion

Our experimental results aim at providing the guidelines and incentives that the MHK

industry, as a growing energy sector, requires to overcome the existing technological and

environmental barriers and thus to facilitate investments and processing of permits. We

now discuss the extent to which our measurements can be informative at full scale, what
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the governing parameters are, and how we incorporate our findings into the preliminary

design and deployment site of a MHK power plant. The hydraulic flow regime explored

here, defined by the Froude number Fr = 0.26, appropriately characterizes the lower

Mississippi River region, which has relatively low velocities, large flow depths and wide

cross-sections (see survey in refs [17, 154] in Audubon Park, New Orleans). The flow

conditions for this region are referred to here as the Mississippi scale. Flow discharge

variability, under similar subcritical regimes in flood plains, typically leads to limited

depth adjustments because during flood events the river becomes wider or experiences

a higher cross-stream velocity when its width is constrained (for example, in Audubon

Park). This implies that both turbine diameter and hub height can be sized for bank-

full depth, under a significant range of Froude (Fr = 0.1 − 0.23) and Reynolds (Re =

3.8−8.9×107) numbers related to changes in cross-sectional velocity. In our laboratory

experiments [79, 81, 95, 16], we explored a range of turbine diameter to channel depth

ratio (dT /D) from 0.23 to 0.58 under migrating dunes; at the Mississippi scale, for a 25

m depth [17], the corresponding turbine diameters are 6 m and 14 m, leading to very

different power plant capacities.

Turbine performance is assessed by dimensionless numbers, specifically the power

coefficient CP as a function of the tip–speed ratio λ and of the Reynolds number Rec

(based on the blade chord length), all contributing to define the expected power pro-

duction and the wake flow characteristics. Assuming a conservative CP = 0.42 (at

optimal tip–speed ratio), as tested by [54] and measured by [12, 16], the actual power

P =
1

2
CPρπ

d2T
4
U3 depends on dT squared and on the cube of the mean incoming ve-

locity U (we assume U∞ ≈ U), which depends on the specific turbine within the array.

We argue that the measured velocity deficit in our array (Figure 3.7a) can be used in

this upscaling exercise. The deficit depends on the turbine drag and on the roughness

conditions along which the wake develops. The turbine drag coefficient, also defined as

thrust coefficient, has been measured directly with an ad hoc experiment performed on

our turbine model (Appendix Section A.3), leading to CT = 0.85 for the incoming hub

velocity upstream of the array. This value is consistent with the estimated value CT =

0.88 of the larger model turbine (LMT) under optimal tip–speed ratio (Figure 3.7d),

and thus is expected to remain fairly invariant for a well performing prototype-scale

turbine. The incoming flow and associated mean shear predominantly depends on the
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bedform-induced roughness. Migrating dunes are present in our channel as well as at

the Mississippi scale [17] and display a comparable height and wavelength relative to

the flow depth hbf/D = 0.3-0.4, λbf/D = 6-6.3. As all the above arguments support

the invariance of the wake deficit shown in Figure 3.7c, a set of coefficients, based on

the measured decay of the incoming hub velocity for each turbine and ranging from

0.72 to 1, can be used to scale up the power estimate to the Mississippi site. These

turbine-specific coefficients are set to correct the undisturbed incoming velocity, lead-

ing to a realistic turbine-specific U3 term in the power equation. Under extreme flood

events [17], with U ≈ 3 ms−1and a scaled-up version of our 12-turbine array with 14 m

rotor diameter, we expect a power uptake of 873 kW from a single unit in the front row,

decreasing to 326-463 kW for the downstream units, accounting for the array coefficient

correction, achieving a total power plant capacity of approximately 6 MW. This esti-

mate decreases substantially, down to 0.7 MW, under a mean flow discharge of 22,500

m3 s−1 and U ≈ 1.5 ms−1(still for 14 m rotors) and even more, to 0.14 MW, if the rotor

is reduced to 6 m.

Under the high-flow operating conditions, and imposing an invariant dT /hhub to

match the investigated rotor position, the scour model of Chapter 2 predicts a tur-

bine scour depth of approximately 1.6-1.9 m (with dT = 6 m) or 3-3.4 m (with dT =

14 m). To these local scour depths, we should add the non-local array effect, which

may weakly depend on the cross-sectional blockage area η (Table 3.2). The investi-

gated array (dT /hhub = 0.23, η = 3%) induced an erosion-depositional pattern in the

bedform-averaged bathymetry that must be considered in two ways: (1) as a potential

increase in local turbine scour around the first rows of the array (see ‘Maximum scour’

in Figure 3.8b) and (2) in the protection of containment walls and in-stream structures

located more than 10 D downstream of the last turbine of the array. At the Missis-

sippi site, for a comparable blockage ratio with three columns of 14 m rotor diameter

turbines, the channel banks downstream of the plant may experience up to 1.75 m of

MHK array-induced scour (0.07 D as shown in Figure 3.8c), which is about half of the

dune amplitude, and thus probably accounted for in the current design of downstream

structures.

A potential mitigating strategy, tested with a single turbine in a smaller flume, is to

use a rotor-supporting structure that does not interact with the river bed, for example,
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from a bridge or a floating element. For the same hub height and rotor diameter, in

critical mobility conditions, the local scour has been reduced from 0.046 D to 0.014 D

(Appendix Section A.4). This further highlights that the blockage ratio is not the only

parameter governing the local scour; in particular, the position of the rotor with respect

to the bed and the anchoring systems play a key part [164, 165, 166, 167].

We stress that the experimental conditions shown here, with the water depth signif-

icantly larger than the turbine rotor diameter and the bedform height comparable with

the turbine hub height, represent a flooding scenario. As previously discussed, these

conditions are comparable, in terms of Froude number and bedforms relative size, to the

high-discharge events in the lower Mississippi River, such as the event of January 2005

reported by [17] at Audubon Park, where we based our scaling-up exercise. Though ex-

treme events are the most critical for the structural safety of the instream turbines, they

also ensure the highest flow velocities and thus the most profitable operating conditions.

Hence, our results on the local and non-local scour evolution and on the identification

of a self-defense turbine mechanism are expected to hold under less intense but more

statistically persistent flow conditions and confirm the resilience of these devices under

a wide range of discharges.

To conclude, while care must be devoted to the protection of the turbine support

tower foundations within the array, two very relevant technological barriers can be

eliminated. First, large migrating bedforms will not damage the turbines or drastically

affect their operating conditions, as long as rotors keep spinning and sustain the turbine

self-defense mechanism. Second, the risks of altering the fluvial bathymetry and flood

patterns, or of amplifying the river planform evolution are small for limited blockage

ratios, and probably suppressed under existing side bank infrastructures. This means

that streams with high sediment loads should not be dismissed and that approximate

estimates of power production can be obtained with in situ measurements of hub velocity

and a turbine-specific wake model. Our results encourage the expansion of hydrokinetic

technology to large sandy rivers able to accommodate, at one side bank, arrays of

instream turbines resilient to extreme flooding events, while maintaining navigability

on the opposite side of the river. Such a configuration brings local power to fluvial

communities without altering the river morphodynamic equilibrium, its economic or

social value.
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Non-Local geomorphic effects

triggered by asymmetric
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4.1 Introduction

As global interest towards advancing renewable energy technologies presses forward,

Marine Hydrokinetic Energy (MHK) is perceived as an extensive untapped resource

[5, 6]. Current energy converters (CEC) are designed and deployed to harness the
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energy of rivers, tidal, or ocean currents. The operating principle and rotor geometry

of these devices is similar to wind turbines: a spinning rotor harnesses the kinetic

energy of the moving fluid generating torque through lift force distributed along the

rotating blades. As for wind turbines, different types of rotors are classified into two

categories: axial-flow (the rotor axis and the incoming flow are parallel) [10, 11, 12]

and cross-flow (perpendicular, with a vertical or horizontal axis) [13, 14, 36, 15]. The

harnessed mechanical power, defined as torque times angular velocity of the rotor, can

be estimated as P = 1/2CPρAU
3
∞, where CP is the power coefficient, ρ the water

density, A the area swept by the rotor and U∞ is the undisturbed flow velocity at hub

height. The power coefficient, defined as the peak of the performance curve, depends on

the rotor/blade design and operating control and is the standard parameter to quantify

the CEC efficiency (for in-stream devices see, e.g., [10, 12, 16, 6, among many others]).

Rivers are a potential, local and continuous source of energy exploitable by these MHK

technologies (see [24] and the atlas by National Renewable Energy Laboratory for river

MHK resource assessment [78]). Despite having flow velocities much lower than wind

speeds and turbine diameters constrained by the flow depth, the available energy in

rivers and tidal channels benefits from the water density approximately 850 times greater

than air. In specific tidal channels and large scale rivers, such as the lower Mississippi

River, reaching up to 25 m depth in straight reaches [17], MHK power plant could be

envisioned as a competitive source of energy [163]. Recent studies, both numerical and

experimental, have focused mainly on the performance [10, 36, 38], the hydrodynamics

[39, 41], and downstream wake recovery of MHK turbines [14, 45, 43, 12, 168, 44].

In a natural environment, however, both the upper and lower boundary conditions,

namely the free water surface and the sediment surface layer, respectively, cannot be

imposed a priori, but are the result of the interaction with the energy converter(s) and

the surrounding flow. The interaction at utility-scale of hydrokinetic plants with the

physical environment (hydro-morphodynamics and ecosystem) is still an open problem

that needs to be addressed to facilitate the expansion of this industry [67, 169, 170, 55].

Local scour, relevant for the turbine foundations, have been extensively studied by

[164, 166, 79, 95, 81, 140, 68], modeled by [165] and observed to be only mildly modulated

in a multi-array deployment [163]. The erosion deposition patterns extending far from

the device(s) are equally relevant for a sustainable deployment of MHK turbine arrays,
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in particular to ensure that the morphodynamic equilibrium of the river is not altered.

In erodible channels, theoretical and experimental studies demonstrated that finite

perturbations in the flow-sediment system, such as changes in the channel curvature

or spanwise modulation of the river cross section, may lead to persistent distortions in

the river bed, extending to river bank erosion and deposition, and ultimately to the

river planform evolution [98, and references therein]. Since MHK array deployments

in rivers may be ideally designed to occupy most of the river cross section to avoid

cumulative effects of velocity deficits from upstream devices, it is crucial to understand

their impact on fluvial erosion and deposition processes, for flood routing strategies and

for the safety of nearby hydraulic structures, as bridges and stream banks. In Chapter 3,

we demonstrated experimentally that an array of MHK turbines does indeed introduce

a small perturbation in the averaged topography that develops at the power plant and

is observed many rotor diameters (or river depths) downstream. The array described

in Chapter 3 was designed to obstruct only a limited portion of the channel width

(i.e. 1/5 B). In the current work we focus on these fluvial geomorphic effects induced,

and potentially maximized, by selected layouts of turbine arrays, while considering the

power performance averaged at the power plant scale. To pursue these objectives we

need to review both studies of local effects by in-stream turbines on erodible channel

beds and wake hydrodynamics, and studies on fluvial morphodynamic instabilities that

govern the shape of long reaches of natural rivers.

4.1.1 Sediment-turbine interaction

The interaction of MHK arrays with sediment transport has been studied early on by

[69, 70] applying a one-dimensional morphodynamic model to demonstrate that energy

extraction by hydrokinetic devices alters the sediments dynamics, even at the far-field

(case simulation study in the sea around UK). [171] employed a 2DH hydrodynamic

model coupled with a simple model for the suspended sediment transport to simulate

the impact of a 290 MW tidal turbine array on the hydrodynamics and the sediment

transport. A similar work by [71], where a 2D morphodynamic model was used to study

sedimentary processes in the Irish Sea, confirmed that an array of first generation energy

converters induces bathymetric effects. [72] increased the computational effort employ-

ing a three dimensional (3D) coupled hydrodynamic and sediment transport numerical
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model to assess both the impact of a single converter array and the cumulative effects

of additional tidal power plants in the same region; interestingly the impacts of multi-

ple arrays appears to sum linearly, with minimal changes on the natural bathymetric

conditions. The deployment of in-stream hydrokinetic devices in fluvial environments

has been investigated by [75, 77, 76], though with no mobile sediments. [79] proved

that the presence of an operating turbine installed on an erodible river bed generates

a characteristic localized erosion-deposition pattern, which is qualitatively similar to

the one observed around bridge piers, though significantly enhanced in terms of scour

depth and spatial extension. In [81], turbine models were deployed in the center of

the flume and spaced differently in the streamwise direction (4 dT , 7 dT , 10 dT , with

dT indicating the turbine rotor diameter); they were not observed to statistically alter

migrating bedform characteristics, migration velocity, or spatial distribution. However,

the approaching bedforms were found to affect the turbine performance. In particu-

lar, the fluctuations of the output voltage from the turbine model(s) were observed to

carry the signature of the evolving bathymetry due to specific flow features migrating

with the bedforms, such as the shear layer developing along the dunes crest. The set

of experiments performed by [79] and [81] with differently scaled single MHK turbines

centered in differently scale flumes represents the reference case study for the new sit-

ing configurations investigated here. Even though a local bathymetric distortion of the

type described by [79] and addressed by [163] in the context of a turbine self-defense

mechanism is expected to occur, single centered turbines were not observed to statisti-

cally alter the mean bed or migrating bedforms beyond the extension of the wake, or

in other words, non-locally. [95] extended the investigation to an outdoor, quasi-field-

scale, meandering channel (described in [96, 97]), under similar hydraulic and sediment

transport conditions, employing the same turbine model. Results show that the turbine

hydrodynamically interacts with the secondary currents developing in the meandering

reach, leading to the modulation of local scour deposition patterns in the cross section,

and to a local distortion of i) the mean flow impinging on the rotor, ii) the turbine wake

orientation toward the outer bank, and iii) the migrating dunes. However, even in this

specific, spanwise-asymmetric MHK installation, the observed geomorphic effects were

mostly local, with the major impact identified in the enhanced cross-sectional slope,

favoring sediment deposition on the point bar at the inner bank, and sediment sweeping
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towards the thalweg at the outer bank. We argue here that the complex secondary flow

features induced by the local bathymetry in the meandering reach are so resilient and

energetic that the limited blockage induced by the rotor and by its coherent wake was

not sufficient to trigger strong, non-local geomorphic effects in the streamwise direction.

4.1.2 Fluvial geomorphic instabilities

Fluvial morphological conditions in nature vary significantly, from pristine to agricul-

tural and urbanized areas, and can be sensitive to flow perturbations induced by finite

or infinitesimal changes in the cross section geometry. The study of instabilities in river

channels was first introduced by [99] and [100]; however, it was the milestone works by

[101, 102] that extended perturbation analysis to channels with erodible banks to study

cross section deformations and the evolution of meander bends. Subsequently, [103]

integrated the migration of alternate bars [104, 106, 105, 172], with the evolution of

the channel curvature leading a to a complete bar-bend theory: the resonant condition

was derived and observed to control the river bend growth, and subsequently included

in a planform meandering morphodynamic model [107]. The key governing mechanism

captured by the above theories is the propagation of the spanwise modulation of the

bed, induced by the point bar, in the upstream or downstream river reach. [108] fur-

ther demonstrated that, in addition to the point bar generated in a river bend, also a

finite-length sinusoidal transverse perturbation of the channel triggers a non-local bed

distortion, so-called overdeepening phenomenon [113] or simply forced bars and identi-

fied as the onset of meander evolution [98]. More recently, channel instabilities induced

by external forcing were investigated experimentally and numerically by [150, 112, 173]

and observed in the field by [111, 174].

4.1.3 Motivations and layout

Pragmatic arguments based on the reduction of power transmission costs and main-

tenance of navigability may lead to turbine deployments on one side of the river. It

is crucial to understand if such siting strategies would lead to significant alteration of

scour-deposition patterns far from the power plant, as those discussed above. In Chapter
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3 and [163] we demonstrated that a relatively narrow turbine array can limit those geo-

morphic effects, paving the road to MHK harvesting in large scale rivers. Here we want

to explore the extent, if any, to which specific asymmetric deployments of hydrokinetic

turbines in a river, have on average power plant performance and fluvial morphodynam-

ics. This objective is pursued by testing different configurations of MHK turbine models

deployed in flumes of different size with erodible substrate under controlled laboratory

conditions. In Section 4.2, we provide a brief description of the experimental apparatus,

the sediment composition and the channel hydraulic conditions. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4,

various asymmetric turbine installations across the channel width are investigated un-

der different hydraulic and sediment transport conditions. Spatio-temporally resolved

measurements of bed elevations and flow velocity are used to identify steady bed defor-

mations from migrating bedforms, and associate them with the spatial distribution of

the turbine wake velocity deficit regions. A discussion on the opportunity to introduce

turbine siting strategies to trigger meanders and promote river restoration is provided

in Section 4.5, including open questions and underlying mechanisms. Conclusions follow

in Section 4.6.

4.2 Experimental setup

Two sets of experiments were carried out at St. Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL)

at the University of Minnesota to investigate local and non-local effects on channel

bathymetry and sediment transport resulting from an asymmetric installation of axial-

flow MHK turbines. The model turbines used in all these experiments are a scaled

three-bladed axial-flow turbine with rotor diameter, dT = 0.15 m (RedT = U∞dT /ν =

6.87− 10.89× 104, where U∞ is the incoming flow at hub height). The spinning rotor,

made of a resin material, was rigidly attached to a small DC motor (model #RK-

370CA-14420). The motor was connected to a Measurement Computing MiniLAB 1008

USB data acquisition board able to measure at 200 Hz the instantaneous voltage signal

produced by the DC motor (used here in reverse). The voltage signal was employed as

a proxy for the power performance. The motor is equipped with three internal copper

coils which produced enough frictional toque to allow for reasonable tip-speed ratio

(λ = ω rT /U∞, where ω is the rotor angular velocity and rT = dT /2 the blade radius)
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Figure 4.1: (a) Photographs of the dual-turbine asymmetric installation: DualT Exp
1(left panel) on the left side of the channel and DualT Exp 2 (right panel) on the right
side of the channel. Lines represent the streamwise transects scanned by the submerged
sonar, specifically blue dotted line for the Unobstructed side (US), black dash-dotted
line for the Inner Turbine (IT) and red solid line for the Outer Turbine side (OT). (b)
Photographs of the vane-like array asymmetric installation. The turbines identification
and spacing are specified in the left panel while the sonar scanned lines are indicated
in the right panel, specifically blue dotted line for the Unobstructed side (US) and red
solid line for the Vane Turbines side (VT). The array extends from the side wall to the
center of the channel at an angle of 26.6◦.

with no additional loading required. Additional turbine details can be found in [79, 81].

The hydraulic and bed material conditions in all experiments were chosen to generate
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migrating bedforms, specifically ripples and more importantly dunes, which scale with

the river depth and therefore represent a potentially relevant boundary condition for

MHK deployments at full scale. Note that the form drag imposed by the dunes has

the largest contribution to the flow resistance, as compared to the skin friction drag

imposed by the grain size. Under this assumption, the impractical geometric scaling

between the sediment size and the turbine rotor at laboratory scale can be avoided as

long as consistent bedform types are generated ensuring a representative mean shear and

velocity profile. We thus expect our experimental setup and results to be representative

at field scale under the same bedform types and range of Froude number investigated

here.

4.2.1 Dual-turbine asymmetric installation

In the first experiment we tested two aligned turbines at the same channel cross section,

offset laterally to the left or the right side of the channel (Figure 4.1a). These exper-

iments were performed in a rectangular open channel flume with dimensions B = 0.9

m wide and 15 m long, at a slope of ' 0.2%. The volumetric discharge, Qw, was

controlled by a calibrated actuating valve providing a continuous supply of Mississippi

River water into the flume. A 0.1 m long cobble stone wall and two rows of vertical

cylinders (0.05 m diameter, 0.05 m spacing) are placed upstream to break-up large scale

turbulent structures introduced by the inlet valve and by the sediment recirculation

manifold. Experiments were conducted under live bed sediment transport conditions

using coarse sand (d50 = 1.8 mm). The sediment layer is bounded at the inlet and

outlet of the channel to maintain an average sediment thickness of approximately 0.2

m. At the downstream end, transported sediments gather in a collection funnel and are

continuously recirculated upstream to the channel inlet (closed loop), in order to ensure

steady mass flux conditions and the invariance of the longitudinal slope of the mean

bed.

The two turbines were placed 7 m downstream from the inlet while the test section

was selected to be between 4.75 m and 13 m (−15 ≤ x/dT ≤ 40). The turbine rotor

plane x−location is referred to as x = 0 m while y = 0 m corresponds to the channel

centerline. The hub height, set at hhub = 0.135 m, is defined as the hub elevation above

the flat bed (initial condition of each experiment), which approximately corresponds to
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Baseline DualT Exp 1 DualT Exp 2

Hydraulic
d50 0.0018 0.0018 0.0018 m
Qw 0.14 0.14 0.14 m3s−1

D 0.26 0.26 0.26 m
B 0.9 0.9 0.9 m
2β 3.5 3.5 3.4 m
U 0.61 0.61 0.61 ms−1

Sw 0.188 0.181 0.213 %
u∗ 0.055 0.054 0.059 ms−1

u∗cr 0.034 0.034 0.034 ms−1

τ∗ 0.103 0.100 0.118
Fr 0.38 0.38 0.38
ReD 1.58 ×105 1.56 ×105 1.60 ×105

Rep 3.07 ×102 3.07 ×102 3.07 ×102

Turbine
dT n.a. 0.15 0.15 m
dT /D n.a. 0.58 0.57
hhub/D n.a. 0.52 0.52
η n.a. 15.2 15.2 %
RedT n.a 9.08× 104 9.21× 104

Table 4.1: Flow, Channel, Sediment and Turbine parameters for the dual-turbine in-
stallation, including Froude number Fr = U/

√
gD, flow, particle and rotor Reynolds

numbers, ReD = UD/ν, Rep =
√
g(s− 1)d350/ν and RedT = U∞dT /ν respectively

and ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity. 2β represents the width-to-depth ratio, where
β = B/2D following the notation of [107]. The turbines blockage ratio is defined as

η =
∑2

i=1 πd
2
T /4

BD .

the time-averaged bed elevation of the baseline case in equilibrium conditions. During

the first experiment (DualT Exp 1), the two MHK models were placed on the left hand

side of the flume (looking downstream) at y/dT = 0.5 (Inner Turbine, IT) and y/dT = 2

(Outer Turbine, OT) as illustrated in Figure 4.1a, left panel. For the second experiment

(DualT Exp 2) the two turbines were installed on the right hand side of the channel

at y/dT = −0.5 (IT) and y/dT = −2 (OT) as shown in Figure 4.1a, right panel. This

latter experiment was performed mainly to validate the outcomes of the DualT Exp 1.
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Since the two experiments were the mirrored version of each other, we expected to see

mirrored morphodynamic emerging features.

Bed elevation zb(x, t) and water surface elevation zw(x, t) measurements were col-

lected using a sonar Olympus Panametrics C305-SU submersible transducer and a Massa

M5000 ultrasonic sensor, respectively. Data were collected along three longitudinal

streamwise transects within the selected test section as shown in Figure 4.1a by the

colored lines (OT, IT, and US). The spatio-temporally resolved bed elevation measure-

ments can be expressed as sum of mean and fluctuating components, both in space and

time. Specifically, spatial signals are decomposed as zb(x, t) = ZMF (x)+∆z(x, t), where

ZMF (x) represents the linear fit (longitudinal slope) of the mean bed and ∆z(x, t) the

deviation from that fit. The former is calculated fitting a single mean profile averaging

the three mean transects (detrending method 1) or fitting the specific transect (detrend-

ing method 2). The deviation from the mean fit can finally be averaged in time to obtain

the detrended mean bed ∆z(x) = 〈∆z(x, t)〉. Similarly, the time series at each fixed xi

location are decomposed in mean and fluctuating components zb(xi, t) = Z(xi)+z
′(xi, t),

exactly as Reynolds decomposition for the flow velocity. The relatively short transect

scanning time (≈14 s) with respect to the bedform convection velocity (detailed later)

allows for the spatial acquisition of the instantaneous channel bathymetry. A baseline

case (no turbines installed) was performed in order to assess unaltered morphodynamic

conditions and compare it to the turbine experiments. All parameters are summa-

rized in Table 4.1. Each experiment kept approximately the same hydraulic conditions,

specifically Qw ≈ 0.140 m3s−1, water depth at the turbine, D = 0.26 m (≈ 2hhub),

resulting in a shear velocity, u∗, well above critical shear velocity, u∗cr . The shear ve-

locity was estimated using the energy method, u∗ =
√
gRHSw, where the water slope

Sw was determined from the measurements of the free surface and RH is the hydraulic

radius. Note that all the experiments were characterized by similar value of the Shields

parameter τ∗ = τ/(g(ρs − ρ)d50) ' 0.11. Every experiment ran for almost 23 hours to

ensure morphodynamic equilibrium. The data presented here represent the last 7 hours

of each experiment, at the end of which the channel was carefully drained and a high

resolution laser topography scan was captured.

The mean flow field around the turbines was captured by moving ADV spanwise

transects [95, and references therein]. ADV data u(y, t) were collected along nine
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cross-stream transects located at x/dT = -2, -1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and spanning from

y/dT = −2.5 to 2.5 in the spanwise direction at hub height. The ADV was mounted

on the DAQ carriage which ensured a precise spanwise total translation of 0.74 m

(' 5 dT ) at a constant speed of VADV = 0.001 ms−1, for a total sampling period of

t = 740s ' 12.3 min for each transect. Following the procedure described in [95],

the flow velocity time series collected for each traverse were adjusted compensating for

the ADV traveling speed VADV = 0.001 ms−1and spatio-temporally averaged using a

moving average window. The number of samples in the moving window is estimated

as nADV = dADV fADV /VADV , where fADV is the sampling frequency (200 Hz) and

dADV is the instrument sampling volume (0.006 m). In this configuration nADV = 1200

samples, which were partially overlapped to provide a spanwise spacing ∆y = 0.001 m.

Each cross-stream section was measured twice, leading to a total transect measuring

time of approximately 2 × 12.3 min ≈ 25 min. The two moving-averaged spanwise

profiles were averaged together to obtain U(y). The velocity root mean square within

each moving average window can be estimated as urms =

√
〈[u(y, t)− U(y)]2〉.

4.2.2 Asymmetric vane-like array installation

The second set of experiments was carried out in the SAFL Main Channel, where the

asymmetric siting of a 12-turbine array was tested under different flow and sediment

transport conditions (Figure 4.1b). The channel has a lateral width of B = 2.75 m,

a total length of 85 m. The discharge is regulated by a sluice gate that draws water

directly from the Mississippi river and two rows of vertical cylinders are set at the in-

let to homogenize the boundary turbulent conditions and redistribute the recirculated

sediments. The water depth was set adjusting a crested weir at the downstream end

of the channel which was filled with a 40 cm thick layer of uniform quartz send with

median grain size d50 = 0.42 mm. Five adjacent weighing pans located 59 meters down-

stream the inlet and 24.5 meters upstream the weir, are inserted in the concrete floor

spanning the whole channel width to collect and measure at 1 Hz the transported sedi-

ments. After a pre-set weight threshold, the pans dump the sediment in a large hopper

underneath. An auger operated at a set speed carries the sediments to a pump that

continuously recirculate the sand mixed with water to the upstream end of the channel,

ensuring morphodynamic equilibrium during the experiments [151]. During the first
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Vane Vane Vane Vane
Exp 1 Exp 2 Exp 3 Exp 4

Hydraulic
d50 0.00042 0.00042 0.00042 0.00042 m
Qw 0.43 0.54 0.70 0.52 m3s−1

D 0.28 0.31 0.37 0.29 m
B 3.75 3.75 3.75 3.75 m
2β 9.7 8.9 7.4 9.5 m
U 0.55 0.63 0.68 0.66 ms−1

Sw 0.028 0.048 0.051 0.209 %
u∗ 0.025 0.034 0.038 0.070 ms−1

u∗cr 0.015 0.015 0.015 0.015 ms−1

τ∗ 0.095 0.173 0.217 0.721
Fr 0.33 0.36 0.36 0.39
ReD 1.55 ×105 1.96 ×105 2.54 ×105 1.89 ×105

Rep 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6

Turbine
dT 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 m
dT /D 0.53 0.48 0.40 0.53
hhub/D 0.48 0.42 0.40 0.60
η 20.0 18.3 15.2 19.8 %
RedT 8.24× 104 9.47× 104 10.2× 104 10.9× 104

Table 4.2: Flow, Channel, Sediment and Turbine parameters for the Vane experiments,
including Froude number Fr = U/

√
gD, flow, particle and rotor Reynolds numbers,

ReD = UD/ν, Rep =
√
g(s− 1)d350/ν and RedT = U∞dT /ν respectively and ν is the

fluid kinematic viscosity. 2β represents the width-to-depth ratio, where β = B/2D

following the notation of [107]. The turbines blockage ratio is defined as η =
∑6

i=1 πd
2
T /4

BD .

three experiments the flow discharge Qw, the water depth D and consequently the di-

mensionless shear stress τ∗ at the bottom (i.e. Shields parameter) were incrementally

increased. Together with τ∗, the sediment transport and the bedforms size increased,

transitioning from 3D ripples to 3D dunes. The fourth and last experiment was per-

formed keeping the same water depth elevation (thus same width-to-depth ratio 2β) but

significantly higher shear stress and sediment transport. During this case, very large 3D

dunes formed. All parameters used for the experiments are summarized in Table 4.2.
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The turbine array was deployed on one side of the channel and organized in two

rows extending from the side wall to the center of the channel at an angle of 26.6◦.

The array was designed to resemble the hydraulic structures known as vanes which

are typically used to steer the water away from the side banks (or coastlines) and

prevent erosion [175]. The distribution of MHK turbines was envisioned to study the

geomorphic effects of a much intrusive yet arguably more productive power plant, as

compared to a narrower staggered configuration as in [163]. In addition, these tests

extend the investigation on energy-extracting devices asymmetrically deployed, from

the two turbines rotor installation, to a 12 unit array in a larger and longer channel. As

depicted in figure 4.1b (left panel), the second row (2) was installed at 6 dT downstream

the first row (1), while the lateral spacing between columns (hub-to-hub) was 1.5 dT .

The spacing was selected to be consistent with the staggered array presented in [163],

both longitudinally and laterally, and with the dual-turbine installation (same lateral

spacing). Figure 4.1b (left panel) shows the lateral locations of the array columns

(named A to F moving from the wall to the channel centerline). The reference system

in the longitudinal direction (x = 0) was set at the most upstream turbine (A1) rotor

plane, while the channel centerline represents the spanswise origin (y = 0). The hub

height was set to 0.135 m in the first experiment and slightly increased in Vane Exp 3,

4 due to a change in equilibrium slope of the mean bed. Similar to the dual-turbine

installation experiments, the bed elevation was continuously scanned in time along two

longitudinal lines, one over the vane side (VT red line, y/dT = 3.91) and one over the

unobstructed side (US blue line, y/dT = −4.58 ) (see Figure 4.1b, right panel). Bed

and water elevation measurements were collected with sonar and ultrasonic sensors,

respectively, as in previous runs. The mean bed profiles were obtained using detrending

method 1 and time-averaging, as explained in the previous section. At the end of each

experiment the channel was carefully drained and a high resolution laser scan of the

final bathymetry was acquired.
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Figure 4.2: a) Bedform convection velocity probability density function, estimated for
the baseline case in a 2 m region centered at x/dT = 30. Looking from the flow
direction prospective: right line (y/dT = −1.5) in blue, left line (y/dT = 1.5) in red and
center line (y/dT = 0) in black. Symbols represent the data and lines the Gaussian fit.
The estimated average convection velocities are: left line Cv = 1.86 m/h, center line
Cv = 1.95 m/h and right line Cv = 1.81 m/h. (b) Spatial auto-correlation coefficient ρ
of bed elevation ∆z(x, ti) used to evaluate the mean bedform wavelength (λb).

4.3 Results: Dual-turbine asymmetric installation

4.3.1 Baseline Morphodynamics

A baseline experiment was first performed to determine undisturbed morphodynamic

conditions and bedform characteristics. Bed and water surface elevations were moni-

tored along three streamwise lines equally spaced across the flume cross section, specifi-

cally a center line and two side lines centered on the half widths. Equilibrium conditions

were verified over a 24 hour period using continuous measurements, with the last 11

hours selected as the baseline dataset. Relatively large, migrating dunes were observed

(satisfying the criterion proposed by [176], T = τ∗−τ∗cr
τ∗cr

< 15) and characterized by a

wavelength λb ≈ 1.3 m (λb/D ≈ 5), a height hb ≈ 0.06 − 0.08 m (corresponding to

≈ 0.4−0.5 dT and hb/D ≈ 0.2−0.3) and a period Tb ≈ 42 min. The dunes were mostly

two-dimensional (2D), but some superimposed, smaller 3D features were observed. The

averaged bedform convection velocity, Cv, was estimated using cross-correlation analysis
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of spatial series of bed surface elevations captured with a temporal interval of ∆t = 10

min. The velocity was calculated by dividing the spatial lag associated with the pos-

itive correlation coefficient peak by the time difference. This procedure was repeated

for all scans to obtain a distribution of convection velocities and fitted with a Gaussian

function (Figure 4.2a). A similar statistical approach was used to estimate bedform

wavelength, λb, as the spatial lag corresponding to the second peak in the spatial auto-

correlation function ρ(rx) = 〈∆z(x, ti)∆z(x+ rx, ti)〉/σ2z , as shown in Figure 4.2b. This

operation was performed over spatial transects every 30 minutes to ensure independent

samples and then averaged, resulting in a mean wavelength λb ≈ 1.3 m, consistent with

dunes. The above statistical estimates of λb and Cv were successfully compared with

visual inspection and tracking of migrating bedforms. Using the estimated convection

velocity and the wavelength, the average bedform period resulted to be Tb = 42 minutes

≈ 0.7 hours.

4.3.2 Spatial evolution of mean bed topography

Final bed topography for the baseline experiment (no turbine) and for the dual turbine

experiment are shown in Figure 4.3. Bed elevations have been linearly detrended using

the mean bed slope to highlight instantaneous scour (∆z < 0), and depositional (∆z >

0) patterns. Comparing the two bed elevation maps ∆z(x, y)/dT in Figure 4.3, we note

an increase three-dimensionality of the bedforms downstream of the turbines, seemingly

triggered by the local scours at the turbine support towers. The choice of the rotor

diameter dT as normalizing length scale is based on the local erosion and deposition

observed in the proximity of the turbine in the single unit deployment reported by [79],

but will be discussed later in view of the non local effects observed during asymmetric

deployments.

Non-local geomorphic effects

To quantify the distortion of the bedform-averaged bathymetry, the bed elevations of the

three streamwise transects, monitored continuously in time as described in section 4.2.1,

are detrended using a single longitudinal slope and averaged in time (detrending method

1). The resulting mean surface bed, where migrating dunes were filtered out by temporal

averaging, is shown for DualT Exp 1 in Figure 4.4a along the two side lines. Downstream
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Figure 4.3: Final topography for two experiments analyzed in the present work: (a)
baseline and (b) two asymmetric turbines (DualT Exp 1). Flow is from left to right.
Detrended bed elevations are normalized by the rotor diameter (∆z/dT ). Red colors
represent deposition and blue colors scour.

of the two turbines location a steady alternating scour - deposition pattern is observed

with little sign of spatial attenuation. Because of the very long wavelength of the

streamwise-spanwise distortion of the mean bed, these geomorphic effects, characteristic

of the asymmetric turbines deployment and never observed around a single centered

turbine [79, 81], are defined hereinafter as non-local. The first streamwise-spanwise

oscillation of the mean bed is located between x/dT = 0 and x/dT = 19 (or x/D = 0

and x/D = 11). The deposition region extends on the turbines side (red solid line)

downstream of the localized scours, which characterize the turbines near-wakes, while

an elongated scour region, of depth up to 16% of the rotor diameter (9% the flow depth),

is observed on the unobstructed side (blue dotted line) extending as far as the deposit.

We infer that this erosion-dominated region is associated with the divergence of the

mean flow caused by the presence of the turbines, in particular to the rotors blockage

effect and the resulting wakes, covering almost half of the cross section and accelerating
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Figure 4.4: Time-averaged detrended bed elevation of the unobstructed side (US - blue
dashed line) and outer turbine side (OT - red solid line) for (a) DualT Exp 1 and (c)
DualT Exp 2. Smaller subpanels on the right: close up of the local scour-deposition
behind the turbines estimated using the line-specific detrending method for the three
transects (method 2) for (b) DualT Exp 1 and (d) DualT Exp 2.

the flow along the the unobstructed side. Interestingly, at x/dT = 19 (x/D = 11) the

behavior of the two mean bed longitudinal profile completely flips, showing a scour on

the left hand side of the channel (OT line) and a deposition on the right hand side (US

line). At the end the of the monitored region the two lines seem to converge again,

suggesting another potential switch.

In order to validate these findings, the two turbine models were tested on the opposite

side of the cross section, maintaining the same hydraulic conditions and spanwise spac-

ing (DualT Exp 2) as described in section 4.2.1. The detrended, time-averaged, bedform

averaged, bed profiles are shown in Figure 4.4c, confirming the switch of the non-local

scour-deposition patterns outlined in Figure 4.4a, consistent with the spanwise-inverted

turbine installation. Note that the maximum non-local scour has been observed to be

approximately 10% of the rotor diameter (or 6% of the flow depth). We acknowledge

that in both cases the OT and US streamwise transects reveal a slight spanwise slope

of the mean bed (vertical offset in Figure 4.4a and 4.4c) in the otherwise undisturbed

upstream region. Such slope is streamwise invariant and independent of the turbine lo-

cation, thus likely related to some heterogeneity in the inlet boundary conditions due the

sediment recirculation system. The confirmed switch in the mean bed scour-deposition
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pattern downstream of the turbines, however, proves that the turbines introduce a

strong morphodynamic effect, i.e. able to force the mean bed topography into a steady,

streamwise-spanwise alternated mode, regardless of weak potential heterogeneities in

the upstream sediment flux.

The hypothesis is that the observed 2D planar topographic distortion of the mean

bed is the result of turbine-induced mean flow asymmetry. The mean bed oscillation

develops along a fundamental streamwise wavelength exceeding λx ≈ 40 dT ≈ 23 D ≈
7 B and a spanwise wavelength λy covering the full channel width. The amplitude,

defined as crest-to-trough of the scour-deposition mean bed pattern, is comprised in

the range of 21%-32% of the rotor diameter (or 13%-19% of the depth). These steady

oscillations have a wavelength much larger than the migrating dunes, and approaching

the forced bars predicted by [107, 177, 106] and observed by [109, 108, 150].

Local geomorphic effects

In addition to the observed non-local effects, local scour behind each turbine was found

to be consistent with those described by [79] for a single turbine centered within the

channel cross section. Following detrending method 2, local scour depths are presented

in Figure 4.4b for DualT Exp 1 and Figure 4.4d for DualT Exp 2. In DualT Exp 1 the

localized scour depth approaches 17% of the rotor diameter (or 10% the flow depth)

behind the outer turbine and 16% of the rotor diameter (or 9% the flow depth) behind

the inner turbine. The local scour in DualT Exp 2 is comparable with that observed in

the previous case, specifically 12% of the rotor diameter (or 7% of the flow depth) and

15% of the rotor diameter (or 9% of the flow depth). These values are in reasonable

agreement with the theoretical model developed by [165] for single turbine local scour

and subsequently tested on a 12 turbine array [163]. The deposition characteristics

behind the inner turbines for the two cases are concentrated between x/dT = 4 and

x/dT = 13 in DualT Exp 1 and between x/dT = 5 and x/dT = 13 in DualT Exp 2, with

a peak of 0.03 dT (2% the flow depth) and 0.02 dT (1% the flow depth) respectively

(Figures 4.4b and 4.4d). Both magnitude and longitudinal range of this deposition are

similar to the one produced by the single centered turbine in [79] and interestingly in line

with the extent of the turbine wakes (see subsection 4.3.4). The corresponding deposi-

tions behind the outer turbines are in both cases qualitatively similar but significantly
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more extended downstream, up to x/dT = 21 and x/dT = 15 for DualT Exp 1 and

DualT Exp 2 respectively. Additionally, the deposition peaks are considerably higher,

reaching about 15% the rotor diameter (9% the flow depth) and 8% the rotor diameter

(5% the flow depth) (Figures 4.4b and 4.4d). This deposition features not only extend

downstream significantly more than the one observed behind the inner turbine or the

single centered turbine observed in in [79], but also farther than the wake(s) extension.

This suggests that the outer turbine deposition may also contribute to the non-local

morphodynamic effects triggered by the asymmetric obstruction, potentially combining

rotor wakes, side wall effects and fluvial hydrodynamic instabilities (see the discussion

in section 4.5).

4.3.3 Effects on bedforms characteristics and migration.

The distortion of migrating dunes is observed on the instantaneous bathymetry in Figure

4.3. Here, we provide a statistical measure of such alteration. At each spatial location xi,

we generate two zero-mean, quasi-synchronized, fluctuating temporal series z′OT (xi, t)

and z′US(xi, t) describing the dunes migration along the two sides of the channel, one in

the turbines’ wake, the other one along the unobstructed side, respectively. A temporal

cross correlation analysis between these bed surface fluctuations time series z′OT (xi, t)

and z′US(xi, t) is performed, and a zero-lag temporal correlation coefficient ρ(xi, τ = 0)

is evaluated for each xi location:

ρ0(xi) =
〈z′OT (xi, t)z

′
US(xi, t)〉

σOT (xi)σUS(xi)
(4.1)

where σOT,US(xi) is the x-specific, side-specific, standard deviation of the bed elevation

timeseries. If the dunes remain mostly 2D while migrating, the bed elevation time-series

of the two spanwise locations, for the same x-position (xi), are expected to look like

wave signals almost in phase. Therefore, for undisturbed dunes in equilibrium we should

expect a positive coefficient, fairly independent of the specific x-location, approaching

1 in case of perfect 2D geometry and spanwise-streamwise invariant migration velocity.

Figure 4.5a illustrates the spatial evolution of the zero lag correlation coefficient for

DualT Exp 1 (dotted line), DualT Exp 2 (thick dashed line) and for the baseline case

(red solid line). As expected, for the baseline case where no disturbance is introduced,

ρ0 is positive and fairly constant around 0.14 throughout the entire longitudinal domain.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Spatial distribution of the zero-lagged cross correlation coefficient (ρ0)
between outer turbine and unobstructed side bed elevation timeseries for DualT Exp 1
(dotted line), DualT Exp 2 (thick dashed line) and baseline case (red solid line). (b)
Example of instantaneous streamwise bed elevation profiles (∆z(ti)) from DualT Exp 1
progressively becoming out-of-phase.

The authors acknowledge that bedforms generated during all these experiments often

presented 3D features, with smaller bedforms randomly superimposed (see Figure 4.3a),

which explains the low values of the cross correlation coefficients. The streamwise

evolution of ρ0 resulting from both the two turbines experiments shows a drastically

different behavior, downstream of the rotor plane. In the upstream reach ρ0 is on

the same order of the baseline case and remains constant up to the turbines location.

However, between x/dT = 6 − 7 the coefficient decreases, dropping down to negative

values at x/dT = 12 − 14. The switch in sign indicates that bedform evolution, along

the OT and US sides, are in-phase (positively correlated) before the turbines location,

progressively turning out-of-phase (negatively or anti-correlated) in the downstream

direction. This suggests that the dune crests form and migrate at comparable speed

upstream of the turbines and then get distorted and differentially convected where the

mean flow is partially deflected towards the unobstructed region, all factors spatially

enhancing the three-dimensionality of the dune geometry downstream of the turbines.

This finding is clearly visible in Figure 4.5b where two instantaneous longitudinal bed

profiles from the two side lines of DualT Exp 1 are plotted. The two signals are evidently

in-phase in the upstream part and completely out-of-phase from x/dT = 12 up to the
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Figure 4.6: Bedforms convection velocity probability density function estimated on the
outer turbine side (OT - red, circles and solid line) and on the unobstructed side (US
- blue, squares and dashed line) in a 2 m region centered at x/dT = 30 for (a) DualT
Exp 1 and (b) DualT Exp 2. The symbols represent the data and the line the Gaussian
fit. Cvbase represents the average of the convection velocities evaluated on the three
scanned lines in the baseline experiment.

end of the tested area, highlighting a second, non-local effect of turbine asymmetric

deployment. The increased bedform spanwise variability and three-dimensionality can

result from different mechanisms of bedform evolution, e.g. dunes distortion and/or

differential migration along the two channel sides. Convection velocities along the OT

and US transects are evaluated following a similar procedure to that presented in section

4.3.1 but using, in the cross-correlation function, a spatial signal representative of a 2

m longitudinal region centered on x/dT = 30 position, i.e. the reach where the non-

local geomorphic effects were more evident. This analysis shows that migrating dunes

along the OT line are decelerated with respect to those along the US line, consistent for

both DualT Exp 1 and DualT Exp 2 (Figures 4.6a and 4.6b respectively). We however

acknowledge that results along the OT lines are appreciably different (about 9% in the

mean bedform convection velocities), as compared to a 7% variability that exists in the

baseline case between the three streamwise transects (Figure 4.2a). This suggests some

caution even though the systematic shift of the PDF is evident and reproduced in the
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vane experiment (section 4.4.1). Different bedform migration velocities are known to be

linked to different bedform sizes, under the same hydraulic conditions [178, and reference

therein]; specifically, larger bedforms travel slower than smaller ones. Temporal spectra

analysis of bed elevation (not shown here) evidenced higher scale-dependent variance

within scales comparable or higher than the bedforms period on the outer turbine (OT)

side in both experiments. This outcome along with the convection velocity analysis

suggests the presence of slow, amplified dunes, far downstream of the turbine side.

Visually inspecting some instantaneous bed elevation profiles, the dunes in the region

characterized by the non-local scour (Figures 4.4a and 4.4c), have been found to have

a similar wavelength, but a deeper trough.

4.3.4 Turbine wakes and mean velocity distribution

It is inferred that mean bed distortion and the different bedform convection velocities

must be related to a spanwise distortion of the velocity field induced by the turbine

wakes. Moving ADV spanwise profiles of the mean U(y) and standard deviation urms

for each of the nine transects introduced in section 4.2.1, are shown in Figure 4.7a.

Mean streamwise velocities along yOT and yIT are compared to corresponding values

upstream and downstream of a single centered turbine case, under the same hydraulic

and sediment transport conditions, but with repeated moving ADV measurements per-

formed along the flow direction for 8 hours. The duration of this measurement ensured

several bedforms passage and thus convergence of the mean turbine wake profile in an

erodible bed environment. Figure 4.7c shows that the moving traverse data (OT and

IT) match fairly well with the single turbine (ST) averaged velocity both upstream and

in the wake, with the exception of the x/dT = 5 transect, likely affected by bedform

migration in the limited averaging time (reason why it has not been included in Figure

4.7a). Minor convergence effects are also manifested in the slightly negative deficit val-

ues at x/dT = −1 in 4.7b. We acknowledge that, given the estimated bedform traveling

period (Tb ≈ 42 min) and the overall sampling duration (≈ 25 min for two passes), the

velocity statistics presented here are not strictly bedform-averaged, and thus have to be

taken with some caution. Despite of these limitations, figures 4.7a and 4.7c show a wake

recovery in the range of 72 − 76% achieved at x/dT = 6, both for centered and asym-

metric MHK turbine deployment configurations under migrating bedforms. Figure 4.7a
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Figure 4.7: (a) Moving ADV velocity measurements along spanwise transects normal-
ized by U∞ = 0.655 ms−1, calculated as mean value of the most upstream transect
profile. Black lines represent upstream measurements with respect to the turbines lo-
cation, specifically at x/dT = -2 and -1 while blue and red lines represent downstream
measurement, precisely along x/dT = 1; 2; 3; 4; 6. (b) urms spanwise profiles normalized
by U∞ along the upstream transect at x/dT = -2 (black line) and downstream tran-
sects at x/dT = 2 and 4 (blue and red respectively). Dashed horizontal lines represent
the y-location of the rotor tips. (c) Comparison between mean velocity deficit values
∆U = (U∞ − U(x)) along yIT (black squares) and yOT (red circles) and the bedform-
averaged mean wake profile collected for 8 hours from a single symmetric turbine (ST)
case in the same conditions (black solid line).

also reveals an accelerated flow region on the unobstructed side, often referred to as the

bypass region past the turbine(s), extending approximately up to the same longitudinal

distance as the wakes and showing mean streamwise velocities U up to 15% larger than

the incoming flow. This results from continuity, imposing the streamwise invariance of

the flow discharge, thus compensating for the mean flow deflection due to the blockage

caused by two rotors and their wakes, on the half cross section.

The flow passing in between the two rotors (y/dT = 1−1.5 in Figure 4.7a) is initially

accelerated due to the Venturi effect, as already observed in several studies on staggered

turbines (both marine and wind) [179, 158, 54]. However, this acceleration is seen to be

completely faded already at x/dT = 2. Downstream transects show lower streamwise

velocities, suggesting a merging between the two wakes likely due to the small gap

between the rotors (0.5 dT from tip to tip). The wake merging is further supported
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in Figure 4.7b where the urms values normalized by the incoming flow are presented

along transects x/dT = −2, 2, 4. This plot shows the presence of high turbulence levels

associated with the tip vortices (dashed lines indicate the tips location). Similar urms

values at y/dT = 1 and y/dT = 1.5, specifically the y-locations of the facing tips of

the two turbines, for both transect x/dT = 2 and x/dT = 4, suggest that the two

wakes are actively interacting , generating a coherent high turbulent wake region. Wake

meandering could also be responsible for the spanwise-coherent flow region of attenuated

mean velocity and enhanced turbulent intensities. Recent measurements [180, 181,

among others] and simulations [57, 182, 58, 54, among others] showed a strong variability

in the spanwise oscillation of a low momentum region behind the nacelle, identified as the

hub vortex, destabilizing the tip vortex system and the entire wake. In terms of the mean

distortion of the flow field being responsible for out-of-phase bedform migration and

steady mean bed surface deformation, however, the distinction between wake merging

and in-phase wake meandering, is not critical.

4.4 Results: vane turbine array installation

4.4.1 Geomorphic Effects

For the installed turbine vane configuration, four hydraulic conditions were studied vary-

ing flow discharge, water depth, and consequently wall shear stress, sediment transport

intensity, bedform type, and width-to-depth ratio 2β. All the parameters used for each

case are summarized in table 4.2. Figure 4.8 compares the final topography and the av-

eraged bed profiles from Vane Exp 1 (Figures 4.8a,c respectively) and 3 (Figures 4.8b,d

respectively) which represent very different scenarios in terms of transport intensity,

bedforms type, and morphology. Following the same analysis performed on the dual-

turbine configuration cases, the effects on the topography were quantified detrending

the two scanned lines using a single average slope (detrending method 1) and averaging

the signal in time to filter out the traveling bedforms (panels c and d). During Vane

Exp 1 (τ∗ = 0.09, 2β = 9.7) ripples formed (Figure 4.8a) and the sediment transport

rate was relatively small. Under these conditions, the vane array is observed to induce

only local effects on the nearby bathymetry. Figure 4.8c reveals in fact a scour region on

the VT side which is potentially induced by the local enhancement of the shear stress in
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between turbines C1, C2, D1 and D2, resembling the localized scour within the first row

of a staggered array in [163]. The US mean profile unveils another erosion-dominated

area localized between 10 and 35 dT , where the flow acceleration induced by the turbine

vane is expected.

Although this local scour-deposition on both channel sides partially resembles the

dual-turbine installation results, no distortion in the mean bed was observed further

downstream. This conclusion is also confirmed by the final topography (Figure 4.8a)

where the homogeneous distribution of the ripples, noticeable in the undisturbed up-

stream region, recovers donwstream of the turbine wakes region. Very different results

were observed during Vane Exp 3 (τ∗ = 0.22, 2β = 7.4) where the sediment transport

rate was higher and 3D dunes developed. The bedform-averaged bathymetry profiles

(Figure 4.8d) reveal a long wavelength oscillation and a noticeable switch after 50 dT

(≈ 20 D), extending downstream of the local features observed in Vane Exp 1. This

mean bed distortion downstream of the array appears to be qualitatively similar to the

one observed with the dual-turbine asymmetric installation in Figure 4.4 and it is thus

considered as non-local. In the final topography scan (Figure 4.8b) we also recognize

alternated scour deposition patches donwstream of the vane that are different from the

upstream dunes pattern.

As the shear stress is increased from Vane Exp 1 to 4 (i.e. τ∗ = 0.09 to 0.72) and

bedforms transition from ripples to dunes, the non-local effects become progressively

more relevant. This is demonstrated by the difference between the averaged profiles VT

and US from each experiment plotted in Figure 4.9a, showing an increased distortion

in the far-field downstream region (after 40 dT ). As both dunes and the forced bars

amplitudes are known to scale with the river depth D, we normalize bed elevation

accordingly. In particular, Vane Exp 1 and 4 were performed keeping the same width-

to-depth ratio 2β (thus same depth) but significantly increasing the shear stress and

sediment transport. While the mean bed measured during Vane Exp 1 does not show

any disturbance in the far field, the divergence between the VT and US transects exceeds

20% of the water depth at 80 dT (≈ 43 D) from the vane, i.e. the strongest non-local

influence measured in our experiments. Here we note various intertwined trends and

mechanisms. With migrating dunes, non-local geomorphic distortion of the mean bed

are observed to increase with increasing wall shear stress. However, the dual-turbine
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Figure 4.8: Final topography acquired at high resolution after (a) Vane Exp 1 and (b)
Vane Exp 3. Flow is from left to right. The detrended bed elevation and the axis are
normalized by the rotor diameter. Black ellipsoids and lines represent the location of
the vane-like array. Blue and red straight lines represent the location of the longitudinal
continuous sonar scans for the Unobstructed side (US) and Vane Turbines side (VT)
respectively. The time-averaged profiles of the sonar measurements are shown for (c)
Vane Exp 1 and (d) Vane Exp 3. The bed elevation are detrended using method 1 as
reported in section 4.2.1 and normalized by the rotor diameter. Dashed vertical lines
represent the locations of turbines A1 and F2, namely the most upstream and most
downstream turbines.
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Figure 4.9: Difference between VT and US averaged profiles normalized by the water
depth D for: (a) the vane-like array experiments (Vane Exp 1 black line, Vane Exp 2
dashed line, Vane Exp 3 dotted line, Vane Exp 4 black thick line), and for (b) dual-
turbine installation (blue line) and staggered array from Chapter 3 (red thick line). (c)
Local scour comparison among all the mentioned cases normalized by the rotor diameter
dT .

asymmetric installation (see blue line for DualT Exp1 1 in Fig. 4.9b) induces a non-

local geomorphic oscillation that has higher amplitudes than Vane Exp 1-3, as well as

the Array presented in Chapter 3 (reported also in Figure 4.9b in red thick line). This

suggests that although the shear stress plays a key role in the amplification of non-local

effects, the relative blockage within the channel cross section must be also taken into

account. In fact, the staggered Array experiment, originally designed to minimize these

geomorphic effects, is characterized by a shear stress more than three times higher than

the dual-turbine installation (τ = 0.1 vs 0.36), but was observed to induce weaker mean

bed oscillations (normalized with the flow depth). While it is reasonable to normalize

the large scale, non local, bathymetric oscillation amplitudes with the water depth to

compare with fluvial morphodynamic theories and observations, the rotor diameter is
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still a representative scale for the cross-sectional blockage and it is employed in the local

scour normalization (Figure 4.9c).

With the dual-turbine experiment in the tilting bed flume we inferred that the non-

local mean bed distortion is related to a spanwise alteration of the migrating dunes. Due

to the three-dimensional nature of the bedforms recreated in the main channel during

the vane experiments, the cross-correlation analysis between the two side lines did not

exhibit significant spatial variation, rather converging to a value ≈ −0.2 as a sign of

weak off-phase alternate migration, apparently unaltered by the turbine vane. We then

evaluated the bedform convection velocities along the VT and US lines in a 2 meters

region upstream of the vane array, and in a 2 meters region downstream correspond-

ing to the highest divergence peak between two side lines, as done for the dual-turbine

experiment. The upstream reach analysis (not shown here for brevity) revealed over-

lapping VT-US distributions of convection velocities and provided a robust estimation

of the undisturbed average bedform migration velocity (denoted as Cv0). The down-

stream estimates confirmed the results observed during the dual-turbine experiments:

the bedforms on the unobstructed side (US) were systematically faster than those on the

turbines side (VT) during all the 4 experiments (see Figure 4.10). Specifically, during

Vane Exp 1 and 2 (Figure 4.10 a and b), i.e. the cases with the smaller transport rate,

bedforms migrating along the VT side were apparently not affected and recovered their

initial speed, while those along the US side were accelerated. During Vane Exp 3 and 4

(Figure 4.10 c and b) the dunes on the VT side were decelerated while those on the US

side accelerated, which was observed also in the dual-turbine cases and associated with

the strongest mean bed distortion.

4.4.2 Velocity distortion and power plant performance

A velocity spanwise profile is obtained only for the Vane Exp 1 case, under migrating

ripples approaching in height ≈ 2% of the depth. The larger and slower dunes observed

in the main channel during the Vane Exp 2-4 runs would have required a much longer

measurement time to reach bedform averaged conditions and were not performed (see

limitations for the dual-turbine wake measurements). A series of 11 points across the

channel were measured using a static ADV at hub height for 10 minutes each at 200

Hz along a spanwise section at x/dT = 27, namely 6 dT downstream turbine F2. The
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Figure 4.10: Bedforms convection velocity probability density function estimated on the
vane array side (VT - red, circles and solid line) and on the unobstructed side (US -
blue, squares and dashed line) in a 2 m region centered at x/dT = 60 for (a) Vane Exp
1, (b) Vane Exp 2, (c) Vane Exp 3 and centered at x/dT = 90 for (d) Vane Exp 4. The
symbols represent the data and the line the Gaussian fit. The convection velocities are
normalized by the average undisturbed bedform convection velocity Cv0 calculated in
the upstream region for each experiment.

inflow condition (U∞) was measured at a single point at x/dT = -15.3 in the center

of the channel, at hub height for 15 minutes at 200 Hz. The ratio U/U∞ is shown in

Figure 4.11a. The measurements reveal a noticeable acceleration of the flow on the

unobstructed side, consistent with the dual-turbine experiments, with mean velocities
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Figure 4.11: (a) Spanwise velocity profile measured during Vane Exp 1, normalized by
the incoming undisturbed velocity U∞ measured at x/dT = −15.3 upstream of the vane
array in the center of the channel for 15 mi at 200 Hz. Each velocity point was measured
using a static ADV at 200 Hz for 10 minutes. The measurements in the vane region
were acquired on the turbines y-locations, indicated here by dashed lines and the nacelle
symbols scaled with the y-axis. (b) Voltage measurements for each turbine average over
a period of 2.5 hours. All the values are normalized with the front row turbine exposed
to the undisturbed flow.

up to 18% higher than the incoming velocity. This result confirms that the asymmetric

turbine siting induces a mean flow distortion potentially responsible for the scour region

on the unobstructed side. This local, spanwise deposition-scour pattern is inferred to be

a potential trigger for the onset of downstream geomorphic influence, which however did

not occur in Vane Exp 1. Figure 4.11a can be further used to quantify the wake recovery

at 6 dT downstream of turbine F2 as 1−U/U∞ = 0.32, confirming the robustness of the

velocity deficit with the dual-turbine cases (Figure 4.7c). Note also that in the turbine

wake at 15 dT , in line with columns C, the mean velocity has already recovered the

inflow conditions.

Figure 4.11b, shows the average trend of the turbine DC voltage recorded throughout

the array for 2.5 hours. Each turbine voltage is normalized with the front row turbine

exposed to the undisturbed flow. As demonstrated in [163, 130], the voltage produced

by the miniature DC motor in line with the turbine rotor is directly proportional to

the blade angular velocity ω and to the incoming hub velocity. The systematic drop in
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the voltage of the downstream turbines indicate the latter are rotating slower than the

front row turbines, as they are located in the far wake and exposed to lower incoming

velocities. Except for turbine E2, the downstream turbine voltages seem to suggest also

an increasing trend moving from column A to column F, namely from the side wall

towards the center of the channel.

As compared to the staggered three-column four-rows configuration used in [163], the

vane-like organization of the 12-turbines model array increases the channel obstruction;

however, also the power production is expected to increase, having 6 turbines facing

the free stream and 6 second-row turbines. The overall array efficiency of our tests

can be estimated based on the voltage profiles measured here and in [163]. We assume

that the front row turbines are all facing the same spanwise-homogeneous incoming

flow and they are all operating at optimal condition. The incoming velocity for each

downstream turbine is adjusted using a coefficient evaluated by the ratio between the

voltage measured from that turbine and from the upstream undisturbed one. Through

the mean voltage measured from the DC motor of the turbine models we estimate the

incoming velocity of each downstream turbine as Uwi = (Vwi/V0i) U0i , where U is the

mean velocity, V is the voltage and indices 0, w stand for unperturbed and in-wake

respectively. The real array production assessed as the sum of each individual turbine

contribution is evaluated as :

Preal =

12∑
i=1

1

2
ρCPA(kiU∞)3 (4.2)

where CP is the power coefficient based on the turbine design and operating con-

ditions, ρ is the water density, A = πd2T /4 is the area swept by the rotor and U∞ the

incoming velocity at hub height. ki = Vwi/V0i is a set of 12 coefficients calculated for

each turbine, ranging between 0.79 and 1 for the Vane experiments (based on Figure

4.11b), and between 0.72 and 1 for the staggered array (based on Figure 3.7b in Chapter

3). Note that coefficients equal to 1 are obviously associated with the front turbines in

both configurations. Accordingly, we can calculate the ideal power assuming that all

the 12 turbines are facing the undisturbed flow:

Pideal = 12 · (1

2
ρCPAU

3
∞) (4.3)
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We can now quantify the overall efficiency of each specific turbine array configuration

by taking the ratio between the real and the ideal power:

Ca =
Preal
Pideal

(4.4)

Although the hydraulic and morphodynamic conditions were quite different, the

vane array experiments were characterized by a very consistent array coefficient value

(CaV ≈ 0.80, resulting from 0.78, 0.80, 0.83 for cases Vane Exp 1-3, respectively). This

estimate results systematically higher than the one calculated for the staggered array

(CaA = 0.67), and corresponding to an approximately 20% increase in power production

for the turbine vane. Note that the array coefficient values only depend on the velocity

reduction in the wake, as the power coefficient is assumed to be invariant. Following

the upscaling exercise presented in [163], we describe here a potential deployment in

the lowermost Mississippi river. Specifically, [163] estimated the power for an upscaled

version of the tested staggered array model in proximity of Audubon Park (New Orleans,

LA) using channel and hydraulic parameters reported in the surveys by [17]. Considering

the downstream control imposed by the ocean and the channel width constrained, the

study assumed a constant flow depth of D = 25 m, thus implying that variations of

the flow discharge were able to induce changes only in the cross-sectional velocity. In

that work, the power was estimated adjusting the incoming velocity term in the power

equation using coefficients from the velocity deficit profile measured along the central

column of the array and extended to the two adjacent columns. Here we estimate the real

power for both the staggered and vane array configurations using the set of coefficients

characteristic of all the 12 turbines estimated from the mean voltage profiles of the

two cases. Following [163], we chose a cross sectional velocity U = 1.5 ms−1, assumed

consistent with the hub velocity U∞, and a rotor diameter of 14 m (dT /D = 0.56,

thus in the range of our laboratory experiments). We assume all turbines performing

at optimal tip-speed ratio with a power coefficient of CP = 0.42 (see measurements

by [12, 16]). The turbine-specific coefficients ki from the voltage measurements are

employed to account for the different incoming hub velocities within the array. The

power plant capacity of a scale-up version of the two array configurations are predicted

approximately as 0.87 MW for the staggered array, and 1.04 MW for the vane-like array

(20% power increase).
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4.5 Discussion: control of geomorphic effects and array

performance

This section is articulated around two main points: 1) given that, unlike in wind farms,

the flow direction in rivers does not change, wider turbine arrays in the cross section

provide larger power capacity, as compared to narrower arrays; 2) asymmetric distri-

bution of turbines may lead to significant geomorphic effects, consisting in a steady,

large scale deformation of the mean channel bed extending far from the deployment

site. These observations result from the same mechanism of flow blockage and mean

bathymetry two-dimensional distortion, amplified when the turbines occupy a progres-

sively larger area at one side of the stream cross section. Unfortunately, they appear in

competition while aiming at maximum power generation with minimal environmental

effects. There are however specific fluvial sites and ecological conditions where a two-

dimensional distortion of the channel bathymetry is sought for, as a measure of stream

naturalization. In the recent years in fact, numerous stream restoration projects are

investing significant amount of resources trying to reshape natural streams that were

rectified (i.e engineered) in the past, impacting the local ecosystem and causing the

loss of biodiversity [183]. To restore the river natural behavior, arbitrary meandering

geometries are imposed through very expensive structural interventions along several

miles of river channel which may not lead to the expected results. In this prospective,

we argue that favoring the onset of natural meandering motions would be a goal poten-

tially achievable through ad hoc siting of MHK turbines. In other words, can we place

MHK turbines in a way that a damaged river ecosystem can actually improve, e.g. by

triggering self-organized meanders? This would transform the concept of environmental

impact, allowing it to become positive if the new equilibrium conditions of the stream

represents an improvement as compared to unnatural rectified river reaches, prone to

excessive erosion.

This said, regardless of the site-specific desired fluvial configurations (unaltered or

forced to meander), it is imperative to predict under which conditions large scale geo-

morphic effects kick in. The asymmetric deployment of MHK turbine, or other forcing,

appears as necessary but not sufficient cause for geomorphic effects generation. For

instance, during Vane Exp 1, characterized by different bedform migrating velocities at
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the two channel sides (Figure 4.10a) and a marked distortion of the flow field (Figure

4.11a), no large scale oscillations extending downstream of the vane were observed. This

implies that local asymmetric geomorphic effects (the finite perturbation and potential

trigger) combined with different bedforms convection velocities are still not sufficient to

sustain a non-local bed distortion, and eventual onset of fluvial meandering. For these

reasons our results should be further interpreted as forced oscillations in the framework

of fluvial morphodynamic instabilities.

The temporally persistent, and spatially alternated, scour and deposition patterns

emerging from the bedform-averaged bed elevation data resemble the forced bars gen-

erated by the downstream (or upstream) overdeepening. The latter is known to be

caused by a discontinuity in the river curvature which acts as a geomorphic trigger for

river meandering [107]. Interestingly, the same alternated oscillation have been observed

when an asymmetric obstruction (e.g. a transverse sinusoidal threshold, a plate or an

actual vane) has been inserted in the cross section [108, 109, 112]. This suggests that

a coherent distortion in the mean flow, similar to that formed by the high momentum

region along the outer bank of a river meander, as compared to the low momentum

region along the inner bank of the meander, is necessary to trigger the overdeepening,

or forced bar instability [113, 107, 177, 98]. We believe that the oscillations of the mean

bed reported in Figures 4.4a,c for the dual-turbine installation, as well as Figure 4.9

for the turbine vane, are consistent with the overdeepening forced bars triggered this

time, not by a discontinuity in the channel curvature or a structural obstruction, but

rather by an alternated streamwise coherent distortion of the mean velocity induced by

different asymmetric turbines deployments. This hypothesis is the only possible expla-

nation we can provide to justify not only the mean bed distortion near the turbine, but

mainly the switch in the scour-deposition pattern observed far from the turbines, with

a wavelength covering approximately 40 dT , equivalent to 23 D, and more interestingly

7 channel width (B), which approaches the range of large scale river morphodynamic

features, such as the forced bars. We speculate that the non-local effects, observed

here in the asymmetric turbine configuration, originate from the local scour-deposition

patterns developing along each wake (local effects), but then respond to wake inter-

action mechanisms characteristic of multi-turbine arrays, and are eventually amplified

by fundamental instabilities in the river morphodynamics. In particular, we infer that
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the observed forced bars correspond to a downstream, sub-resonant, overdeepening phe-

nomenon caused by a forced spanwise flow heterogeneity. We based our interpretation

on the fairly low width-to-depth ratio (2β = 3.4 − 9.7) and on the observed, steady,

alternated bed deformation developing just downstream of the turbines.

Under this assumption, we stress that asymmetric siting is a necessary trigger, but

the genuine amplification of the forced bars (extending from local to non-local spatial

oscillations) depends on the river hydraulics and sediment transport conditions defining

the width-to-depth ratio 2β at resonance [107]. We speculate that the observed differ-

ences between Vane Exp 1 and the other cases, which also displayed a varying amplitude

of the mean bed oscillations quantifying how much the channel is prone to amplify local

effects, can be interpreted in terms of proximity to the resonant conditions. We stress

also that a simplistic explanation based only on the width-to-depth ratio 2β is not cor-

rect: we performed Vane Exp 1 and 4 with the same 2β and different τ∗, and observed

geomorphic effects only in the latter.

In terms of scaling quantities, the turbines wake flow extends proportionally to the

turbine diameter, the migrating dunes scale with the river depth, while the bathymetric

distortion of the mean bed observed in Figure 4.4 evolves well beyond the turbine wake,

making the turbine diameter unrepresentative of non local effects. Channel geometry

length scales, as the depth and the width, should be considered, in particular recalling

the morphodynamic interpretation of our results in terms of forced bars oscillations.

In this perspective, note that alternate fundamental modes are the most unstable ones

in river morphodynamics (see [98, and references therein]), implying that relatively

narrower deployments, covering a smaller fraction of the channel width, are optimal in

terms of minimizing geomorphic impacts, while keeping an economically viable power

density and closeness to a river bank for power-related infrastructure and navigability

on the opposite side (as investigated in [163]).

While the above discussion may trigger some caution in the potential deployments

of in-stream hydrokinetic turbines in natural rivers or tidal channels, it may also suggest

new river restoration scenarios in which non-local geomorphic effects are willingly sought

and amplified. By enforcing a finite discontinuity or heterogeneity in the spanwise

velocity distribution, e.g. by opportune alternated turbines installation (covering half-

channel), a genuine meandering process might be initiated with very little effort and
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minimal civil infrastructure limited to turbine support tower and anchoring, potentially

combining in an extra-sustainable approach, both river re-naturalization and renewable

energy production.

4.6 Conclusion

The present work describes the local and non-local morphodynamic impacts and power

generation potential for different asymmetric installations of in-stream axial-flow hy-

drokinetic turbines (MHK) in rivers, under active sediment transport and migrating

bedform conditions. The expansion of marine and hydrokinetic technology to fluvial

environments is currently a promising yet overlooked option. Experiments were con-

ducted at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory using channels of different size with a thick

erodible sand layer and rectilinear fixed stream banks. Continuous spatio-temporally

resolved measurements of bed elevations were performed, upstream and downstream of

the turbines location to characterize the undisturbed and potentially altered migrat-

ing bedforms, respectively, and quantify any change in the equilibrium configuration

of the mean channel bed. A dual-turbine asymmetric installation obstructing half of

the channel width was initially tested, representing the simplest benchmark experiment

designed to induce fluvial, non-local, geomorphic effects. The main point of this work is

to investigate if in-stream energy converter siting can lead to different morphodynamic

configurations of the erodible bed and to different evolution of migrating bedforms. Suc-

cessive experiments with 12 turbine models deployed in a vane-like configuration were

conducted in a larger channel to explore under which conditions a turbine array, able

to induce a coherent distortion of the flow field, can be actively used to manipulate

the spatial evolution of fluvial bathymetries. Measurements of the voltage generated by

each turbine DC motor, and proportional to the rotor angular velocity, were used to

define a multi-array-specific power coefficient able to quantify the effect of different sit-

ing configuration on the total power production. From the presented tests the following

conclusions can be made on

1. Asymmetric installations of two turbines on one half of the channel cross section

introduces complex, non-local effects on the mean, bedform-averaged, bed con-

figuration, resulting in a steady streamwise-spanwise alternated scour-deposition
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pattern. Such topographic distortion of the mean bed develops from a local depo-

sition in the wake of the two turbines adjacent to an elongated erosion-dominated

region on the unobstructed side. This local bed elevation spanwise imbalance

evolves into a 2D oscillation, extending up to (at least) 40 rotor diameters dT ,

corresponding to 23 river depths D and almost 7 river widths B, with an ampli-

tude up to ≈ 0.1− 0.2 D. The wavelength of this oscillation is much larger than

the turbine wakes recovery, corresponding to ≈ 6− 7 dT downstream of the rotor

plane. Additionally, bedforms that were in phase (positively correlated) in the up-

stream reach evolve progressively out-of-phase (negatively correlated) highlighting

an increase in three-dimensionality and differential convective velocities.

2. The induced distortion of the mean bed topography was observed in most, but

not all, the turbine vane array deployments. The common hydraulic characteris-

tics sustaining non-local geomorphic effects are: i) the occurrence of a coherent

velocity deficit region downstream of the turbines installation induced by inter-

acting, possibly merging or meandering, turbine wakes; ii) the occurrence of an

accelerated flow over the unobstructed side (increased by 15-18 % as compared to

the mean incoming flow); iii) a spanwise modulation of the bedform convection

velocities; iv) the presence of migrating dunes, suggesting a specific range in the

Shields stress parameter.

3. In one experiment with migrating ripples the mean bed was observed to change

only in the cross sections where the turbines were deployed, suggesting that local

geomorphic effects are always induced by an asymmetric turbine deployment, with

a sufficiently large blockage ratio. We infer that those local geomorphic effects,

become non-local only if they are amplified by fluvial morphodynamic instabilities,

in particular by those governing the formation of river forced bars, which share

similar geometric feature of the mean bed oscillation observed here, though with

a slightly longer wavelength.

4. Different array geometries with the same spacing and number of turbines were

compared in terms of averaged power and geomorphic effects. An array per-

formance coefficient was introduced and estimated to increase by 20% with the

vane configuration as opposed to a narrow staggered turbine configuration, with
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twice the number of rows and half of the columns [163]. Notwithstanding a lower

power production, the staggered array is privileged to minimize non-local geomor-

phic effects, as compared to the two turbine or the vane array installations that

extend to the channel centerline and are thus prone to trigger the transverse fun-

damental modes that river morphodynamic instabilities are more keen to amplify

[107, 177, 106, 108, 109, 112].

5. We suggest that the number of spanwise turbines that can be deployed in a river

should be constrained to a small fraction of the channel width, to avoid the occur-

rence of scour and deposit regions (far from the array) that may be detrimental

for other downstream hydraulic structures.

This work aims to support the extension of hydrokinetic technology to large rivers,

which are an ubiquitous local source of continuous kinetic energy. However, it should

also warn future designers about the potential effects that this technology may introduce

on the local bathymetry and hydrodynamics which, amplified by sediment transport and

river mechanics, might evolve and develop far downstream of the power plant site. Al-

though we demonstrated that a well planned siting strategy can control these effects

while keeping the installation productive [163], we acknowledge that future theoreti-

cal research should be devoted to quantify under which conditions different types of

asymmetric perturbation of the drag force can be accounted for in the onset of non-

local geomorphic effects, and how far the resonant conditions identified by [107] can be

extended to predict MHK array siting effects.



Chapter 5

The effect of yawed rotors on

local bathymetry and wake:

towards a synergistic integration

of hydrokinetic turbines in rivers

The following chapter is currently submitted to Journal of Hydraulic Engineering (ASCE).

Musa, M., Ravanelli, G., Bertoldi, W., and Guala, M. (2019). Fluvial hydrokinetic

turbines in yawed conditions: an opportunity for streambank protection. Journal of

Hydraulic Engineering.

In Section 4.5 of the previous chapter, we introduced the idea of a synergistic integra-

tion of hydrokinetic turbines in river systems. Our research has revealed the potential

local and non-local impacts of this technology on river morphology. With this in mind,

can we design turbines siting that not only minimize the geomorphic effects but also

have a positive feedback on the river environment? In Section 4.5 we suggested the usage

of turbines to trigger those river instabilities that are believed to onset river meandering

in areas were re-naturalization is sought. Although this is, in my opinion, a very intrigu-

ing challenge, it is at the moment too uncertain. However, there are features of turbine

105
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installations, mostly related to local effects, that might be desirable from a stream bank

protection prospective while integrating a source of renewable energy production.

In an effort to promote the integration of this technology to fluvial environments,

this chapter explores how the yaw angle can steer the wake flow, the scour region and the

deposit in the turbine wake. This is investigated experimentally using miniature MHK

turbine models deployed both at the center of the channel and near the side wall. A

potential configuration of interest for the protection of the banks at minimal performance

cost is presented and discussed as proof of concept, in broad terms addressing issues of

renewable energy production and streambank erosion.

5.1 Introduction

In the last decade feasibility studies and resource assessments for the deployment of Ma-

rine and Hydrokinetic (MHK) devices in tidal, estuarine, or fluvial environments have in-

creased significantly [21, 23, 28, 29, 184, 78]. It is therefore very important to understand

the long term effects that these devices may have on the ecological and morphodynamic

equilibrium of the river, as well as the more immediate effects that changes in fluvial

bathymetry may have on the safety and performance of the device [69, 80, 185, 67, 68].

Most of the experiments and numerical studies, so far, have focused mainly on charac-

terizing the turbulence and the wake structure [186, 187, 11, 51, 188, 14, 46, 47], the

turbine response to turbulent flow conditions [76, 12, 40, 42], and the power production

capabilities of these devices [189, 10, 36, 15]. More recently, the geomorphic effects of

the turbine on the erodible riverbeds have been investigated, characterizing the scour

and deposits forming downstream of the turbine. [79] quantified experimentally (later

on simulated numerically by [140]) the interactions between hydrokinetic turbines and

the erodible sediment layer in an open channel flow, estimating the scour augmentation

due to the spinning turbine rotor as opposed to the typical bridge pier scour occurring at

the base of the monopile foundation tower (see also [167]). Later, the mutual interaction

between the turbines and migrating dunes was identified in a straight channel flow [81]

and in a meandering stream [95]. The major outcomes are a weak performance modu-

lation due to the shear layers developing over the dunes and impinging the rotor [81],

and a slight wake distortion affecting the secondary flow in the meandering channel and
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altering the transverse slope [95]. The latter work provided the inspiration to investigate

how MHK rotor misalignment with respect to the incoming flow can be used to steer

the wake at minimal performance cost. The potential goals are very interesting from a

streambank erosion protection perspective: the near wake is delimited by the tip vortex

structure and the corresponding annular shear layer, which represents a highly turbulent

and coherent region extending up to three-five diameters downstream of the rotor (3-5

dT ), see for example [57]. As the wake expands and this flow region interacts with the

erodible riverbed directly, by impinging tip vortices, or indirectly, by accelerating the

flow underneath, augmented localized erosion occurs near the tower foundation [165].

The same erosive mechanism may occur at the stream banks, in case MHK turbines

are deployed along the outer meanders thalweg to harvest more kinetic energy [95]. An

opportunity to mitigate streambank erosion is to employ a yawed rotor configuration,

potentially steering the flow towards the center of the channel (similarly to other tradi-

tional protection strategies [175, 190, 191, 192, 74, among others]). Controlling the wake

of axial flow turbines is a well known strategy to maximize wind power performance at

the wind farm scale by enhancing mixing and high momentum fluid entertainment in the

wakes [193, 194]. More specifically, a minimal yaw angle misalignment allows steering

the upwind turbine wake away from the downwind rotors, providing the incoming flow

direction is steady. For wind energy in the atmospheric surface layer this is a challenging

practice, requiring real-time control [194]; however in fluvial environments, the stream

direction is fairly invariant, implying that small angles can be accurately imposed with-

out continuous yaw adjustments. Several studies have been focused on the performance

of yawed wind turbine and their wake characteristics with particular emphasis on the

streamwise location of the velocity minima [195, 196, 197, 198, among other]. Recently,

this investigation was extended to hydrokinetic turbines [199, 200, 201, 202], without

however taking into account the erodible riverbed. In an effort to promote the integra-

tion of this technology to fluvial environments, this study explores how the yaw angle

can steer the wake flow, the scour region and the deposit in the turbine wake. This

is investigated experimentally using miniature MHK turbine models deployed both at

the center of the channel and near the bank. A potential configuration of interest for

the protection of the banks at minimal performance cost is presented and discussed as

proof of concept, in broad terms addressing issues of renewable energy production and
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streambank erosion.

In the next section the reference system and main variables are defined, and the

experimental apparatus is described. Thereafter, results are presented from two sets of

experiments: i) with the turbine installed in the middle of the channel cross-section at

different yaw angles, ii) with the turbine deployed at one rotor diameter from the non

erodible side wall. Discussion and conclusions follow.

5.2 Experimental apparatus and baseline flow conditions

All the experiments were conducted at the St. Anthony Falls Laboratory, University of

Minnesota. A 20 m long, 0.9 m wide tilting flume was used, filled with a 0.2 m thick

layer of fairly uniform sand of median diameter d50 = 1.13 mm ( d16 = 0.81 mm, d84 =

1.44 mm) and geometric standard deviation of σg = 1.33 (estimated using [156] eBook,

Chapter 2). Flow conditions were defined in order to keep sediments at the threshold

of motion, also defined as critical mobility or clear water, while maintaining the MHK

turbine submerged by about half the rotor diameter consistent with [79]. The water

discharge was regulated by a calibrated actuating valve, providing continuous supply of

water drawn directly from the adjacent Mississippi River. In order to break the large flow

structures created by the valve and provide reasonable turbulent intensities at the inlet,

the upstream flow is forced through an array of 18 closely spaced vertical cylinders (0.05

m diameter and net spacing), resulting in a fairly spanwise homogeneous flow before

entering the test section. Figure 5.1a shows a schematic view of the experimental setup.

5.2.1 Turbine model

The miniature turbine model used in all experiments is the three blades, axial-flow,

MHK model tested by [79] with rotor diameter dT = 0.15 m, hub height with respect

to the undisturbed bed of hhub = 0.13 m and 0◦ pitch angle at the blade tip (see more

details in [79]). The rotor hub and blades were 3D printed and connected through a

shaft to a DC motor (model #RK- 370CA-14420), enabling high frequency acquisition

of the voltage at 200 Hz (Measurement Computing MiniLAB 1008 USB data acquisition

board) as a measure of the turbine instantaneous angular velocity under frictional torque

[130, 81]. As demonstrated in Figure A.2b in Appendix A.1, the voltage signal produced
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Figure 5.1: a) Profile schematic of the experimental set-up, showing inflow boundary
conditions, turbine location and part of the measurements range. b) Miniature turbine
model (rotor diamter dT = 0.15 m and hub height hhub = 0.13 m), and c) turbine
orientation reference system.

by the three internal rotating copper coils of the DC motor (used here in reverse), is

linearly proportional to the rotor angular velocity. The miniature turbine employed here

is designed to provide a geometrically scaled representation of a high performance, 0.5
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m diameter, turbine [12] and a reliable streamwise evolution of the scaled wake velocity

deficit [163]. For the first set of experiments, the turbine model was positioned 7 m

downstream of the channel inlet (x = 0 coordinate, x being the streamwise direction) in

order to have the test section area sufficiently far from the boundary conditions and thus

characterized by an incoming uniform flow, and centered in the channel cross-section

(y = 0 coordinate, y being the spanwise direction), as shown in Figure 5.1. For the

second set of experiments, the x position was kept invariant, while the turbine was

moved closer to the wall y = 0.3 m, thus keeping a minimum distance of 0.5 dT between

the rotor tip and the sidewall. The rotor orientation, identified by the yaw angle φT was

varied from −30◦ to 30◦, every 10◦ (see Figure 5.1c for the reference system), and it is

indicated hereafter with a white line on the topographic scan plots. In selected cases,

the rotor was changed in order to compare the effects of clockwise or counterclockwise

blade rotations (from the flow prospective, looking downstream).

5.2.2 Data collection

Flow velocity, turbine generated voltage, bed and water surface elevations were collected

in time, during all the performed experiments. All the devices, except for the voltage

acquisition, were mounted on a computer-controlled data acquisition cart (DAQ), able

to move along the x, y axes of the flume, and monitor the spatial and temporal evo-

lution of the erodible bed and water surface elevations. Longitudinal bed elevation

profiles were measured continuously in space and time using an immersible Olympus

Panametrics C305-SU sonar transducer. Measurements were acquired along the x-axis

(−27 ≤ x/dT ≤ 40), over the turbine spanwise location, coincident with the channel

centerline y = 0. Measurements were spaced by ∆x = 10 mm in the streamwise direc-

tion (spatial resolution) and each line repeated every ∆t = 46 s (temporal resolution),

for the entire duration of the experiment. The water surface was captured simultane-

ously by a Massa M5000 ultrasonic range sensor with the same resolution. Experiments

were conducted for approximately 4-4.5 hours, which was sufficient for the scour depth

and the associated deposit peak to reach the equilibrium. Figure 5.3b shows the time

evolution of the bed elevation at x/dT = 0.5 and y/dT = 0 (the first measurable lo-

cation by the sonar, moving downstream from the rotor plane), revealing a plateau

after t ≈ 130 min. At the end of each experiment the channel was carefully drained
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and a high resolution laser topography scan was performed using state-of-the-art, high-

resolution, laser scanning device designed and manufactured at SAFL. The scanning

system is composed by a SICK Ranger E50 camera, an OPTO 1W continuous laser and

a non-cylindrical uniform line lens. The camera captures the spanwise (y) bed elevation

profile illuminated by the 1 mm thick laser. An ad-hoc designed calibration procedure

converts the outline pixels into the physical coordinates of bed elevation z(y). The

camera captures these profiles at consecutive streamwise locations (x) when triggered

by the moving DAQ carriage, at a user-specified ∆x, constructing the final bathymetry

matrix z(x, y). The laser measuring system has a vertical accuracy of 0.5 mm, while

the spatial resolution was imposed to ∆x = ∆y = 2 mm. Figure 5.3a shows the final

bathymetry for the reference centered case φT = 0◦.

Instantaneous flow velocities were measured using a 3-component Acoustic Doppler

Velocimeter (ADV), downlooking probe, sampled at 200 Hz and positioned by the au-

tomated cart system. The velocity profiles were collected i) along the vertical profile

z-axis at different locations to contribute defining the shear velocity and the bottom

shear stress in the undisturbed baseline conditions, 1 m upstream of the turbine, and

ii) along the cross-section coordinate y at hub height z = zhub to monitor the wake

expansion, deflection, and the maximum velocity deficit. The wake measurements were

collected along 12 spanwise transects, moving the ADV along the y-axis from -0.225 m

to 0.225 m, at a velocity of 1 mm s−1 (see [95] for details). The longitudinal spacing of

the streamwise wake profiles was 0.5 dT in the near wake (from 2 dT to 4.5 dT ) and 1

dT in the far wake (from 5 dT to 10 dT ). An example of wake measurements for the

centered turbine with 0◦ yaw angle are shown in Fig. 5.3c.

5.2.3 Open channel hydraulic conditions

The flume hydraulic conditions were set to mimic subcritical open channel flows in

lowland alluvial systems. The water depth D = 0.27 m was controlled by a downstream

tail gate; the channel slope and flow discharge were adjusted to provide a streamwise

uniform flow, and keep the shear stress at the bed slightly below the critical mobility

conditions. Hydraulic parameters and key variables are reported in Table 5.1.

Preliminary experiments were conducted without the MHK turbine to measure the

mean velocity profile and characterize the undisturbed baseline flow. Measurements at 9
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Variable Name Value

S Bed slope 0.04 %
D Water depth 0.27 m
B Channel width 0.90 m
U Depth average velocity 0.40 m s−1

Q Flow discharge 0.10 m3 s−1

Sw Water slope 0.03 %
Fr Froude number 0.26
Re Reynolds number 1.22 ×105

u∗ Shear velocity 0.02 m s−1

d50 Median grain size 1.13 mm
U∞ Incoming velocity at hub height 0.42 m s−1

dT Turbine rotor diameter 0.15 m
hhub Turbine hub height 0.13 m

Table 5.1: Turbine, flow, channel and sediment parameters used during the experiments.
Note that U is the depth average velocity calculated with the incoming velocity vertical
profile, Q = U/(BD), Fr = U/(gD)1/2 and Re = UD/ν, where ν = 10−6 m2 s−1 is the
kinematic viscosity of water.

points along z, vertical direction, for 5 minutes, sampled at 200 Hz, were collected in the

center of the channel, 1 m upstream of the turbine selected location. Figure 5.2a shows

the vertical profile of the mean streamwise velocity u(z), where U∞ is the incoming

velocity at hub height and U is the depth averaged velocity. Figure 5.2b provides

the streamwise turbulent intensity urms/u∗, where urms is the root-mean-square of the

streamwise velocity fluctuations normalized by the shear velocity u∗. This latter was

estimated with the Energy-gradient method for uniform flows u∗ =
√
gRHSw, where

RH is the hydraulic radius, g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 ms−2), and Sw is

the water surface slope measured using the Massa sensor. The shear velocity resulting

from the energy gradient was observed to vary between 0.018 and 0.025 m s−1 in all

the experiments performed (leading to a mean value u∗ = 0.022 m s−1). This estimate

compared reasonably well with u∗ = 0.015m s−1 obtained with the Clauser method, i.e.

by fitting a logarithmic velocity distribution u
u∗

= 1
k ln( zz0 ) where k = 0.41 is the Von

Karman constant, and z0 is the estimated aerodynamic roughness length [203]. However

given the limited number of data points in the logarithmic layer, we decided to impose

u∗ = 0.022 m s−1 calculated from the energy method, and use the logarithmic law to
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Figure 5.2: a) Incoming undisturbed mean velocity profile u(z) normalized by the ve-
locity at hub height U∞ = 0.42 ms−1. U = 0.40 ms−1 represents the depth averaged
velocity. b) Streamwise turbulent intensity urms/u∗, where urms is the root-mean-square
of the streamwise velocity fluctuations and u∗ is the shear velocity estimated with the
energy method as u∗ =

√
gRHSw = 0.022 ms−1.

estimate the roughness length, leading to z0 = 3×10−5 m. The estimated z0 ultimately

suggests a sand equivalent roughness ks ≈ 0.9× 10−3 m (z0 = 0.033 kS , see [204]) very

similar to our median grain size d50 = 1.13× 10−3 m.

Following the procedure proposed by [205] (based on the original work by [132]), the

Shields diagram provides the critical mobility parameter θcr = 0.034 associated with our

median grain diameter d50. With the above estimated u∗, the Shields parameter for the

grain mobility is calculated as θ = u2∗/[(s−1)gd50] = 0.027, where s is the sand to water

density ratio s = ρs/ρw = 2.65. The clear water conditions are therefore confirmed as

θ < θcr. We also calculated the critical flow velocity according to [89]. Specifically,

Uc = u∗c5.75 log(5.53
D

d50
), where D is the flow depth and u∗c the critical shear velocity

u∗c =
√

τcr
ρw

= 0.025 m s−1. The resulting critical flow velocity Uc = 0.45m s−1 is higher

than our mean flow velocity U = 0.40 m s−1, thus confirming the clear-water condition.

Furthermore, note that the value of the critical shear velocity u∗c obtained following

[88] leads to u∗c = 0.027 m s−1, similar to the above estimate. Note that clear water

conditions were also monitored during the experiment by visually inspecting the bed.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental procedure: a) bathymetry z(x, y) at equilibrium conditions,
b) temporal evolution of the local scour to assess equilibrium conditions, and c) mean
velocity profile in the turbine wake. Data refer to the reference case with the turbine
centered in the channel cross-section, φT = 0◦ and clockwise blade rotation. Note that
the white line in panel a) and in the following figures refers to the rotor location and
orientation, while the rectangle surrounding the rotor plane is a region where the laser
was sheltered by the turbine nacelle, preventing the measurements.

At the beginning of each experiment the bed was flattened and the ADV was positioned

for 10 min in the center of the channel 1 m upstream of the turbine to monitor the

averaged velocity at hub height, as a boundary condition. Meanwhile, bed and water

surface elevation streamwise profiles were repeatedly measured to monitor the depth

and the corresponding slopes.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Centered turbine

The first set of experiments was performed with the turbine placed in the center of the

channel, y = 0, focusing on the effect of the yaw angle on the local bathymetry and on

the spatial evolution of the turbine wake (Figure 5.4). The reference, centered, turbine

experiment is performed at φT = 0◦, and clockwise blade rotation, as tested by [79] and

shown in Figure 5.3.

In the reference conditions, the scour region extends approximately 3 dT in the lon-

gitudinal downstream direction and 2 dT in the spanwise direction, symmetrically with

respect to the turbine location (Figure 5.3a). This local geomorphic signature is qualita-

tively similar to the bridge pier scour, but augmented due to the additional shear stress

induced by the rotor. The phenomenology of the scour mechanism is amply discussed in

the predictive modeling work by [165]. As a results of the critical mobility conditions,

sediments eroded from the scour region were transported and deposited downstream

in a chevron shaped dune, extending up to 11 dT - 12 dT . The maximum scour and

deposit were estimated as -0.23 and 0.10 times the rotor diameter dT respectively. The

temporal convergence of the scour-deposition process is shown in Figure 5.3b where the

bed evolution at x/dT = 0.7 and y/dT = 0 is plotted in time. Both the scour and the

deposit, were observed to develop significantly in the first 60 min and reach a stable

value around t ≈ 130 min, which is significantly shorter than the duration of all the

experiments. We acknowledge we have not always monitored the scour evolution in time

and assessed the equilibrium conditions; first, all the experiments were performed un-

der the same flow conditions, implying that the temporal evolution of scour-deposition

processes should be similar; second, as the scour depth decreases with increasing yaw

angle (no matter which direction), the equilibrium time t = 130 min estimated for the

maximum scour configuration is regarded as a conservative estimate.

Using the mean velocity component along the x-axis, U(x), the corresponding deficit

value ∆U(x) = U∞ − U(x) was calculated, where U∞ is the undisturbed, spanwise

averaged velocity at hub height upstream of the turbine, also defined as hub velocity. In

Figure 5.3c, the dimensionless deficit profiles ∆U/U∞, are plotted as a function of x, y,

with the location of the maximum velocity deficit (or minimum velocity) marked as a
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Figure 5.4: Span wise profile of the mean velocity deficit (blue line and blue axis) at
6 dT downstream of the turbine, superimposed on the final bathymetry, for each yaw
angle; from top to down panels φT = −10◦, −20◦, −30◦ (a,b,c) and 10◦, 20◦ 30◦ (d,e,f).

symbol and consistently located in the proximity of the centerline. Note that this is not

significantly affected by the direction of rotation of the rotor (not shown). To provide

a visual of the yaw angle effects on both the local scour-deposition features and the

wake, the spanwise profiles of ∆U/U∞ at 6 dT downstream of the turbine are plotted in

Figure 5.4 and superimposed on the final bathymetry for all the yaw angles investigated.

The wake orientation is steered in the opposite direction of the rotor yaw. Specifically,

as the turbine is negatively yawed (panels a,b,c), the wake is observed to steer in the

opposite direction with the velocity minima shifting towards the left side of the channel

(top side of the plot), and vice versa (panels d,e,f). This finding agrees well with all the
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existing wake models for yawed wind turbines [206, 197, 198]. The wake distortion is

attributed to the coexistence of a drag force acting on the flow in the x-direction and

a thrust component applied in the skew direction of the rotor plane, which acts on the

flow passing through the rotor and distort the wake. However, it is quite surprising that

the scour seems to follow closely the rotor orientation with the crest edge, along which

sediments are eroded and transported downstream, perpendicular to the yawed rotor

plane. This suggests that the wake flow at hub height, is counteracting the near-wake

hydrodynamics close to the bed surface and the support tower (or vice versa). For the

negatively yawed cases for instance, the sediments that are ejected towards the right

hand side of the channel (the lower boundary in Figure 5.4) start forming a deposit, at

about 4dT , that is initially skewed with respect to the tower, but then tilts progressively

towards the wake minima, as the velocity slows down and sediments stop moving.

The spatial evolution of the wake is further highlighted in Figure 5.5a-b where the

velocity minima clearly indicate a significant distortion of the wake. In Figure 5.5c the

spatial evolution of those points is plotted against the theoretical prediction of [198],

suggesting that axial flow MHK turbines behave in the same way as axial flow wind

turbines. According to the simplified model by [198], tested on wind turbine models,

the general offset model for yaw angles lower then 30◦ is expressed as, (5.1):

Yo
dT

= δ[CT (φT = 0◦)sinφT ]ζcos2ζφT

√
x

dT
+
drt
dT

sinφT (5.1)

where Yo is the spanwise distance, i.e. the offset, between the position of the max-

imum velocity deficit and the centerline (y/dT = 0), δ and ζ are two coefficients of

the model, equal to 0.74 and 0.83 respectively (in the original formulation), CT is the

thrust coefficient for a turbine with yaw angle equal to 0◦ and drt is the distance be-

tween the rotational center of the tower and the hub center in the y-direction. For our

MHK turbine model, drt = 36 mm and CT , for yaw angle equal to 0◦ is 0.74 (see drag

measurement performed in [163]). The parameter ζ was kept equal to 0.83 as suggested

by [198], while δ was calibrated to 0.35. In Figure 5.5c the colored lines represent the

model predictions, while the symbols mark the estimated locations of the maximum

velocity deficit obtained interpolating the experimental data with a Gaussian curve in

the close proximity of the peak to improve the estimate of the wake center. The per-

centage error between the experimental data and the model prediction are based on the
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Figure 5.5: Mean velocity deficit isolines with minimum velocity marked and plotted
over the final bathymetry for yaw angles a) φT = 10◦ and b) φT = 20◦, respectively. c)
Comparison between the location of the velocity minima at increasing x/dT (dots) and
the model by [198] (lines), described in equation 5.1.

spanwise location of the velocity minima at hub height, defined as Yo, and are calcu-

lated as eφ[%] = 〈|(Y d
o − Y m

o )/Y m
o |〉 ∗ 100. Y d

o is evaluated on the experimental data,

Y m
o is the model prediction, the vertical lines indicate the absolute value and the angle

brackets the average. The percentage errors are: e−30◦ = 4%, e−20◦ = 7%, e−10◦ =

9%, e10◦ = 12%, e20◦ = 8%, e30◦ = 10%. Please note that the formulation by [198] has

been recently updated providing a more thorough evaluation of the parameters, and

the extension to non-Gaussian, skewed, wake profiles for both wind and MHK turbines
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Figure 5.6: Summary of the bathymetric effects due to yaw angle orientation: a) final
topography for φT = 20◦, b) scour crest angle α and c) maximum scour depth ∆zSmax

for the tested yaw angles. α is defined as the angle between the characteristic scour
crest and the turbine y-location (in this case y = 0).

[207].

The effect of the yaw angle φT on the riverbed configuration is described in Figure

5.6 by measuring: i) the deviation of the monopile scour crest from the φT = 0◦ sym-

metric case, defined by the angle α (Figure 5.6a,b), and ii) the maximum scour depth

∆zSmax(Figure 5.6a,c). In particular, the scour crest, which delimits the two lobes of the

local scour region and coincides with y/dT = 0 for φT = 0◦, was identified as the local

maxima of the detrended bed elevation in the scour region. The angle α was calculated

as the angle between linearly interpolated maxima and the center of the channel y/dT =

0 (i.e. the turbine tower y-location, see Figure 5.6a). Results plotted in Figures 5.6b,c
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Figure 5.7: Summary of the performance changes due to yaw angle orientation: a)
velocity deficit ∆U normalized by the incoming flow at hub height U∞ and b) rotor mean
voltage V normalized by the mean voltage from the zero-yaw turbine V0. White markers
in panel a) represent points that do not follow the expected wake trend, potentially due
to wake periodical disruptions caused by the yaw angle.

denote robust statistical trends regardless of the blade rotational direction (confirming

the minimal changes in key bathymetric variables summarized in Table 5.2). The effect

of the yaw angle on the the flow field and the turbine performance was quantified by

measuring the wake deficit longitudinal profile ∆U (Figure 5.7a) and the mean voltage

V (Figure 5.7b), respectively. With increasing yaw angle the turbine performance, as

well as the thrust coefficient estimated in a towing tank experiment (not shown here)

are reduced, resulting in a weaker velocity deficit. Figure 5.7a shows a reduction in the

velocity deficit as the yaw angle increases, both in the near and the far wake. Note that

for φT = 30◦, points measured at x/dT < 5 do not follow the expected trend and were

distinguished by white markers. We infer that as the yaw angle increases, the wake is

periodically disrupted: perhaps stalling at specific blade cross section and resulting in

a lift, circulation and tip vortex drops, followed by influx of high momentum fluid in

the wake. This could contribute to increase the unsteadiness of the near wake, affecting

the convergence and/or the reliability of our measurements close to the rotor plane.

Consistent with the velocity deficit reduction, Figure 5.7b shows the mean voltage V ,

normalized by the corresponding measurement from the zero-yaw turbine V0. Note that
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the voltage output is linearly proportional to the rotor angular velocity, as demonstrated

in [163] and verified here in selected cases using underwater video recording. Therefore,

the mean voltage ratio, resulting from continuously measured voltage time series for

the whole duration of the experiments, represents here the ratio of averaged angular

velocity and a simplified, though robust, metric for turbine comparative performance.

A smaller thrust coefficient and a reduced wake deficit imply that, with increasing

yaw angles, the shear stress augmentation downstream of the foundation tower is re-

duced, and thus the scour. The crest orientation in the scour region reveals a clear

dependence on the yaw angle, exhibiting a direction fairly normal to the rotor and op-

posite to the orientation of the velocity minima line. The next step is to verify that the

above findings hold when the turbine is located closer to a side wall, which might present

opportunities for potential passive control strategies to enhance or mitigate stream bank

erosion.

5.3.2 Near-bank turbine

In this second set of experiments the MHK turbine was located in the proximity of

the left hand side channel wall as described in the Experimental Apparatus section.

The main goal is to investigate the opportunity to steer the wake away from the side

wall and favor sediment deposition towards the stream bank. Both processes would

contribute to protect the river from lateral erosion. Two yaw angles (−20◦ and 20◦)

and two rotational directions cases are investigated, in addition to the un-yawed, near

bank, reference case. First, the mean velocity contours in the wake up to 10 dT are

included in Figure 5.8. While the aligned rotor generates a fairly symmetrical wake,

the two yawed configurations reproduced a distorted and skewed wake, consistent with

the previous observations. In particular, note that with the φT = 20◦ configuration, the

wake is steered towards the center of the channel, thus likely preventing the rotor annular

shear layer from impinging on the side wall (Figure 5.8c). The same configuration is

observed to promote the transport of eroded sediments from the scour occurring near

the support tower towards the side wall while keeping the maximum scour away from

it (Figure 5.9c).

In order to make a final assessment on the efficiency of the depositional mechanism,

the centroid of the whole deposit ∆yC is estimated with respect to the side wall line and
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Figure 5.8: Mean velocity deficit contour ∆U/U∞ in the wake of a turbine installed
close to the side wall, for different yaw angles: a) φT = 0◦, b) φT = −20◦, c) φT = 20◦.

Figure 5.9: Final topography scan for the side-wall turbine case at different yaw angles:
a) φT = 0◦, b) φT = −20◦ and c) φT = 20◦. d) Normalized deposit centroid distance
from the wall ∆yC as function of the yaw angle and blade rotational direction for all
the tested cases.
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Yaw angle φT Location Blade rotation ∆zSmax/dT ∆zDmax/dT ∆yC/dT
0◦ Center Clockwise -0.230 0.100 -
0◦ Center Counterclockwise -0.188 0.093 -
10◦ Center Clockwise -0.231 0.097 -
−10◦ Center Clockwise -0.210 0.100 -
20◦ Center Clockwise -0.182 0.120 -
−20◦ Center Clockwise -0.185 0.101 -
30◦ Center Clockwise -0.173 0.102 -
−30◦ Center Clockwise -0.177 0.101 -

0◦ Near Wall Clockwise -0.200 0.140 1.91
20◦ Near Wall Clockwise -0.160 0.130 2.08
20◦ Near Wall Counterclockwise -0.150 0.110 2.04
−20◦ Near Wall Clockwise -0.150 0.100 1.81
−20◦ Near Wall Counterclockwise -0.140 0.110 1.84

Table 5.2: Summary of experiments characteristics and main bathymetric effect for the
performed experiments, specifically: maximum scour ∆zDmax/dT , maximum deposit
∆zSmax/dT and deposit centroid distance from lateral wall ∆yC/dT (for Near Wall
cases only).

is identified in a subregion 1 < x/dT < 11 and 0 < y/dT < 3, weighted on the actual

bed elevation (above a threshold ∆z/dT > 0.01). In figure 5.9 the deposit centroid is

found to be located closer to the side bank for the φT = 20◦, with only second order

effects from the blade rotational direction. The final configuration of the deposit skewed

shape for different yaw angles qualitatively resembles the centered turbine cases and the

maximum scours are slightly reduced in comparison to the reference centered turbine

at φT = 0◦ (see Table 5.2). However, the implications of partially steering depositional

patterns by prescribed MHK turbine yaw angle misalignment are far more interesting.

5.4 Discussion

[163] demonstrated that axial flow turbines can be safely deployed in large scale rivers

with intense sediment transport and large migrating bedforms. A specific turbine ar-

ray siting was designed to minimize large-scale non-local morphodynamic effects while

keeping navigability on one side of the channel. In the follow-up work, [149] tested a

vane-like turbine array configuration to deflect the core of the flow to promote morpho-

dynamic effects and meandering onset. Those efforts were based exclusively on turbine
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siting. Here results show that by yawing a single MHK turbine it is possible to govern

the wake, steering it away from the channel side banks and favoring deposition towards

the wall. The same strategy can be applied to steer the wake away from downstream

turbines and maximize the power plant performance, as suggested in the wind energy

community [194], yet the implications on large scale fluvial evolution are far more in-

triguing. This and the above benchmark experiments are devoted to provide a set of

guidelines to expand renewable energy production in rivers with minimal environmental

impacts. The current results, in particular, may provide the first example of positive en-

vironmental impact, consisting in the protection from bank erosion by opportunely sited

and yawed hydrokinetic turbines, while producing renewable energy. While we acknowl-

edge that a MHK turbine near the bank still induces a local scour, we have shown that

the non-local, or far-wake, effects are both contributing to mitigate streambank erosion:

steering the wake away from the lateral wall, is expected to reduce the mean shear and

the Reynolds stresses on the sidewall boundary layer; steering the deposit towards the

back is expected to supply erodible material and limit near bank scour. Further investi-

gation should be devoted to test a streamwise array of yawed turbines near the bank to

confirm the current results and assess if the collective behavior of multiple yaweds rotor

could provide an effective shelter along a river meander. River management in urbanized

environments is a challenging task that needs to take into account human (and human

structures) safety along with the improvement of physical and ecological conditions of

often degraded urban streams [183, 208]. A complete restoration of the natural forms

and processes is often not achievable, because of conflicting river ecosystem services.

However, efforts can be made to diversify streambank protection strategies. This study

suggests that it is possible to positively couple renewable energy production and bank

protection, taking advantage of the turbine downstream deposit to integrate and/or

substitute more established techniques based on roughness, vegetation patches, vanes,

or other more or less invasive hydraulic structures [209, 175, 210, 211, 212, 213, 214].

5.5 Conclusion

An axial flow Hydrokinetic Turbine has been tested in yawed conditions to explore po-

tential passive control strategies to produce renewable energy from river flows, while
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protecting the banks from erosion. Experiments were carried out in critical mobility

conditions to explore the parameter space through relatively short experiments. Results

with the turbine deployed along the channel centerline show that yaw angle variations

induce a deflection of the wake and consequently affect the near-wall, near-wake direc-

tion of the scour and sediment transport, the maximum scour depth, and the size and

orientation of the deposit. In terms of performance, the angular velocity of the turbine

is slightly reduced, while the turbine blade rotational direction (clockwise or counter-

clockwise) was shown to have negligible effects on the above quantities and trends. The

yawed centered turbine is used here as a reference set of experiments with potential

implications on power performance at the MHK array scale, by preventing the wakes to

impinge of downstream turbines. When the turbine is located close to the side walls,

the qualitative description of the wake and bathymetric evolution is not significantly

changed, paving the road to a different set of passive control strategies. In particular,

with the turbine rotor positively yawed, the upstream rotor facing the center of the

channel, the wake is shown to deflect away from the stream bank while the deposit is

observed to move towards the bank. In addition, the local scour is reduced, when com-

pared to the center un-yawed turbine, as a combined effect of lower incoming velocity

and yawed rotor. All these mechanisms suggest that opportunely chosen yaw angles

could passively reduce streambank erosion with a minimal loss in power production.

The limited bedload transport conditions and the absence of migrating bedforms cer-

tainly represent the biggest limitations of this work, which however provides the proof

of concept needed to move this investigation forward and address the need to better

integrate renewable energy devices within the natural environment, as discussed above

and in [149].



Chapter 6

Experimental investigation of

forced instabilities and Discussion

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3 and 4 we showed that asymmetric installations of hydrokinetic turbines

can introduce non-local geomorphic effects developing significantly downstream the de-

vices location. The distortion revealed by the average topography has an oscillation

that resembles the characteristic profile of forced alternate bars. Specifically, in Chap-

ter 3, an array of 12 turbines asymmetrically installed on one side of a large channel,

occupying 1/5 of the width, triggered a distortion in the mean bed elevation up to 60

rotor diameters (or 9 times the depth) downstream of the plant. This oscillations was

characterized by a relatively small amplitude of only 7% the water depth. The limited

lateral obstruction of the array was in fact designed to potentially contain such effect.

Oppositely, the turbines siting investigated in Chapter 4 was designed to maximized

the lateral obstruction and potentially produce a stronger impact. This set of exper-

iments, however, revealed that the relationship between the external forcing (i.e. the

turbines) and the observed morphodynamic instability is far from being clear. The bed

distortion generated by two turbines installed in a narrower channel taking up to half

channel width (Section 4.2.1) was observed to have a significantly higher amplitude (up

to 19% of the depth) as compared to those induced by the array installation of Chapter

3 (see the comparison in Figure 4.9b). However, by reorganizing the 12-turbines array

126
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in a Vane-like structure and obstructing half width of the channel, the non-local effects

were observed only with significant sediment transport, i.e. above some specific Shields

parameter τ∗ (see Section 4.4.1). In fact, two Vane experiments conducted keeping the

same width-to-depth ratio but very different sediment transport capacity (τ∗ = 0.09 vs

0.72) led to two significantly different results; the low sediment transport case (Vane Exp

1 in Figure 4.9a) did not show any non-local disturbance while the high sediment trans-

port case (Vane Exp 4 in Figure 4.9a) revealed the strongest non-local distortion among

all the cases, with amplitudes exceeding 20% the water depth. However, although the

dual-turbine installation of Section 4.2.1 was characterized by one of the lowest shear

stress (greater only than Vane Exp 1), it produced a non-local geomorphic oscillation

grater than all the array configurations (staggered and vane-like), expect for Vane Exp

4. This suggests that although the shear stress is a key parameter for the amplification

of non-local effects, other parameters must be considered as well. For instance, the

width-to-depth ratio β is usually a controlling parameter in two-dimensional morpho-

dynamic problems. In particular, alternate migrating bars are known to form naturally

as intrinsic river instabilities in wide channels at β larger than a critical value β > βC , as

a result of the amplification of natural bed disturbances [100, 104]. However, river bars

can also be forced by external stressors such as obstacles [109, 150, 108, 110], channel

width variation [172, 215] and bifurcation [216], or the curvature of a river meander (i.e.

the point bar at the internal bank) [103]. Forced alternate bars, which are most common

in nature and likely what we observed in our experiments, are steady (non migrating)

and decay in space. An crucial parameter associated to forced bars is the resonant value

βR which determines the direction of the morphodynamic influence with respect to the

external forcing. [107] showed that steady alternate bars could form upstream or down-

stream of a discontinuity depending whether β is greater (super-resonant) or smaller

(sub-resonant) than the resonant value respectively. It is noteworthy that we correctly

do not see migrating bars because β < βC , while we observed forced bars in subresonant

conditions β < βR on the bedform averaged mean bed, once dune migration is filtered

out.

According to the (so far, linear) theory (well summarized in [217, and reference

therein]), the wavelength and the spatial extension of the forced bar instabilities, mea-

sured as a dampening rate, should not depend on the specific nature of the forcing,
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albeit only on the channel conditions, thus on β as compared to the resonant βR,

Shields stress and relative submergence. The experimental findings on non-local effects

induced by MHK turbines (in this case the forcing or external stressor) seem to suggest

that the obstruction characteristics might still have an effect. We first tried comparing

the wavelengths of the observed averaged bed elevation profiles, normalizing the x-axis

using both the channel width B (typical normalization in morphodynamic problems and

forced bar) and the relative spanwise obstruction but the results were unsatisfactory.

Considering all the experimental results we collected, two main questions emerged:

• can we assume that the observed bed oscillation is a bar-type phenomenon?

• how do the characteristics of the forcing influence the resulting mean bed insta-

bility?

We speculate that the forcing effects have to be related somehow to the drag force

exerted by the obstacle. In fact, non-local oscillations in the mean bed were observed

when significant sediment transport was associated to an asymmetric distortion of the

flow, i.e. the flow acceleration on the unobstructed side. We infer that flow acceleration

is linked to a local enhancement of shear stress at the wall, which in turn leads to

a local increase of the sediment transport capacity and thus erosion rate. On the

other hand, a region of flow velocity deficit (and consequent sediment deposition) was

observed behind the obstacle (i.e. the wake), adjacent to the flow acceleration region.

The wake characteristics are, by definition, related to the drag force exerted by the

object immersed in the flow. We can therefore speculate that, for a cross-section right

downstream of the obstacle, the flow acceleration is directly related to the flow deficit

for continuity, potentially relating the drag force distribution to the erosion-dominated

region on the unobstructed side. This local spanwise distortion of the average bed

elevation (i.e. erosion on the unobstructed side next to deposition on the obstacle side)

is deemed to locally trigger a mean flow distortion and the non-local morphodynamic

oscillation further downstream.

We fist attempted to tackle these questions experimentally, opting for a simplified

forcing using a porous wall asymmetrically installed on one half of the channel. This

choice allowed to create an hydrodynamic perturbation similar to MHK turbines without

depth constrains, thus potentially opening to a larger selection of β.
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Figure 6.1: Porous wall test experimental set-up. Lines represent the streamwise tran-
sects scanned by a submerged sonar; specifically the red solid line represents the Wall
Side (WS, i.e. center of the half channel obstructed by the wall), while the dashed
blue line indicates the Unobstructed Side (US). The mesh is stainless steal woven wire
cloth, with width spanning half channel δ = B/2 = 0.45 m and height depending on the
specific experiment (see Table 6.1). The wire diameter is dw = 0.002 m and opening
do = 0.01 m (see insert, top left corner). The insert in the upper-right corner shows the
mesh attached to the drag measuring system described in Appendix Section A.3 for the
drag coefficient estimation.

6.2 Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out at St. Anthony Falls Laboratory at the University

of Minnesota, using the Tilting Bed Flume facility. The open channel flume is 15 m

long, has a width of B = 0.9 m and slope adjustment capability that ranges -1% to

6%. During these initial runs, the slope was set at ≈ 0.15%. The water discharge Qw is

drawn directly from the adjacent Mississippi River and it is controlled by a calibrated

actuating valve. The flow enters the channel through a 0.1 m long cobble stone wall and

two rows of vertical cylinders of 0.05 m diameter and 0.05 m spacing, to break-up large
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W-H1 W-H2 W-H3

Hydraulic
Qw 0.091 0.091 0.048 m3s−1

D 0.19 0.19 0.12 m
B 0.9 0.9 0.9 m
β 2.4 2.4 3.9 m
U 0.54 0.54 0.46 ms−1

Sw 0.189 0.182 0.200 %
d50 0.00125 0.00125 0.00125 m
u∗ 0.059 0.058 0.048 ms−1

τ∗ 0.17 0.17 0.11
Fr 0.40 0.40 0.43
ReD 1.01 ×105 1.01 ×105 5.33 ×104

Rep 178 178 178

Porous Wall
dw 0.002 0.002 0.002 m
do 0.01 0.01 0.01 m
η 71 71 71 %
δ 0.45 0.45 0.45 m
hw/D 0.56 1 1
Fd 3.0 5.8 4.6 N

Table 6.1: Flow, channel, sediment and porous wall experimental parameters, including
Froude number Fr = U/

√
gD, flow and particle Reynolds numbers, ReD = UD/ν and

Rep =
√
g(s− 1)d350/ν respectively, where U = Q/(BD) is the cross-sectional velocity

and ν is the fluid kinematic viscosity. β = B/(2D) represents the half width-to-depth
ratio following the notation of [107]. η is the opening area percentage (i.e. porosity) of
the mesh and Fd is the drag force measured using the technique illustrated in Appendix
Section A.3.

scale turbulent structures. The channel is filled with a 0.2 m thick layer of coarse quartz

sand with median grain d50 = 1.25 mm and is equipped with a sediment recirculation

system that ensures continuous sediment flux and longitudinal bed slope equilibrium.

The sediments are collected in a funnel at the downstream end and continuously pumped

upstream at the channel inlet.

A porous wall (mesh) of width δ = 0.45 m was placed 6.4 m from the inlet, asymmet-

rically within the cross-section and spanning half of the channel width (see Figure 6.1).
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The height of the wall varied for different cases; except for W-H1 where the wall was set

at mid depth, the wall top was always above the water surface, with water depth setting

the wall height (see Table 6.1). The mesh is a stainless steal woven wire cloth, with a

wire diameter of dw = 0.002 m and an opening size of do = 0.01 m. A mesh specific

drag coefficient of cd = 0.33 was measured dragging the mesh through quiescent water

and measuring the resulting horizontal force as performed on the MHK turbine model

(see top-right insert in Figure 6.1 and Appendix Section A.3 or the Supplementary

Information in [163]).

Bed and water surface elevations were constantly monitored using a sonar Olympus

Panametrics C305-SU submersible transducer and a Massa M5000 ultrasonic sensor, re-

spectively. The instrumentation was mounted on a programmable automated carriage

(DAQ), capable of traversing the entire length and span of the flume while simultane-

ously position and acquiring data. The measurements were precisely synchronized with

spatial coordinate locations and repeated in time, resulting in space-time resolved bed

profile zb(x, t) and water profile zw(x, t). The wall x-location is referred to as x = 0

m while y = 0 m corresponds to the channel centerline. Specifically, two longitudinal

transects were continuously monitored during the experiments as shown in Figure 6.1,

one in the center of the unobstructed side (US blue dashed line - y/δ = −0.5) and the

other in the center of the half channel occupied by the wall (WS red line - y/δ = 0.5).

The total measuring time between consecutive passes (i.e. the time resolution of our

data), is approximately 62 s. Comparing the scanning time to the low characteristic

bedform velocity, the bed elevation profile can be assumed instantaneous and the two

side transect synchronized. Following the same concept introduced in Section 4.2.1, the

spatial bed elevation signals can be interpreted as z(x, t) = ZMB(x) + ∆z(x, t) where

ZMB(x) is the equilibrium bed slope evaluated linearly fitting the mean of the two time-

averaged profiles WS and US. The detrended mean bed is obtained averaging in time

the deviation form the equilibrium slope as ∆z(x) = 〈∆z(x, t)〉.
Table 6.1 summarizes the experimental parameters used during the experiments.

The shear velocity u∗ was estimated using the Energy method as u∗ =
√
gDSw, where

Sw is the free water surface slope measured in an undisturbed region, upstream of the

wall, and D the water depth. The data-set used here represent approximately 9 hours

at the end of a total run duration that varied between 17 and 35 hours depending on
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the experiment. At the end of each run the channel was carefully drained and a final

topography laser scan was acquired (see laser scanning device description in Appendix

Section A.2).

6.3 Preliminary Results

Three cases were tested for this initial investigation. The first two experiments, W-H1

and W-H2, were performed in the same hydraulic and sediment transport conditions,

with 2D migrating dunes. During W-H1 the wall was set at approximately mid depth

hw = 0.11 m (hw/D = 0.56), while for W-H2 it was raised up to the water surface

hw = 0.19 m (hw/D = 1). Therefore, the difference between these two cases was

only in the obstacle characteristics: same lateral obstruction δ but almost twice drag

force exerted. In W-H3, the water depth was decreased and consequently width-to-

depth ratio β increased, while trying to maintaining the same transport conditions (i.e.

similar τ∗). As expected, similar 2D dunes were observed, albeit reduced in size, as

dunes amplitude scales with water depth. As before, the top of the wall was above the

water surface, thus having the water depth setting its height (hw/D = 1). The purpose

of this last experiment was to investigate the effect of the parameter β without changing

the sediment transport capacity.

Figures 6.2 a-c show the time-averaged bed elevation longitudinal profiles of the

three experiments, which reveal a mean bed oscillation consistent with our previous

observations. The mean bed distortion clearly resemble the one observed downstream

of the two asymmetric turbines (Section 4.3.2, Figure 4.4) and the common features

of bed oscillation are qualitatively the same. Specifically, the profile on the obstacle

side (WS) reveals, as expected, a localized scour right downstream of the wall, followed

by a local deposition. Adjacent to it, the US line shows the characteristic erosion-

dominated region on the unobstructed side. Downstream the two profiles switch at

some characteristic distance from the wall (which will be defined later), showing a non-

local scour on the WS line and a non-local deposition on the US line. The three profiles

have qualitatively the same trend. The main difference between the three cases, is the

location of the switch point, i.e. the point where the two streamwise profiles intersect.

In experiment W-H3 (Figure 6.2c), the switch occurs further downstream if compared
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Figure 6.2: Time-averaged detrended bed elevation ∆z of the unobstructed side (US
- blue dashed line) and outer turbine side (OT - red solid line) for (a) W-H1, (b) W-
H2 and (c) W-H3, all normalized by water depth D. (d) Difference between WS and
US averaged profiles normalized by the water depth D. Longitudinal coordinates are
normalized by the channel width B.
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to experiments W-H1 and W-H2 (x/B = 4.2 vs x/B = 2.3 − 2.5 respectively). From

a morphodynamic prospective, this result is reasonable: W-H3 has a width-to-depth

ratio almost two times higher than the other two experiments, suggesting longer bed

oscillation wavelengths. Additionally, W-H1 and W-H2, which have the same width-to-

depth ratio, reveal a very similar longitudinal evolution of the oscillation, in line with

the linear theory. According to the linear theory in fact, the oscillation wavelength

should depend only on β and not on the specific nature of the forcing.

To compare quantitatively the three experiments, the difference between WS and US

line from each case is plotted in Figure 6.2d. Here, the switch location is represented

by the intersection with the the x-axis, i.e. (∆zWS − ∆zUS)/D = 0. Locally (i.e.

upstream of the switch point) the results look similar, but some subtle difference can

be noticed. W-H2 (dashed line) shows a local scour behind the wall greater than the

experiment performed in the same conditions W-H1 (solid line), which is intuitively

sound considering the larger obstruction installed in the former. Although spanning the

same width, the wall in W-H2 was almost two times higher than W-H1, thus exerting

a drag force almost twice as big (5.8 N vs 3 N), while facing the same incoming flow.

However, the different drag force does not seem to have an effect on the maximum

amplitude between the local deposition on WS and the erosion on US (defined AL

hereafter), deemed to be the first forced bar, and shown in Figure 6.2d as the positive

peak downstream of the obstacle. The two have in fact the same magnitude but slightly

off-phase with respect to x = 0. While the phase shift is justified by the larger drag

force and consequent larger local scour, the amplitude should in theory be different.

According to [217], the amplitude of the oscillation should in fact depend on the intensity

of the forcing effect. These results seem at first slightly counter intuitive. A possible

explanation could be related to the three dimensional effects associated to the only

partial vertical obstruction within the water column of the grid in W-H1. The flow

over topping the wall (and the resulting vortex circulations) might mask the expected

variation. Additionally, the the spanwise extension of the wall (kept consistent in these

experiments) might be an important parameter to consider. This would suggest two

new experimental investigations: change the drag force by changing the characteristics

of the grid (i.e. finer vs coarser mesh) and vary the spanwise obstruction while keeping

the same drag force exerted. However, comparing experiment W-H2 (dashed line) with
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Figure 6.3: Metric definitions for the time-averaged bed elevation longitudinal profiles.

experiment W-H3 (dotted line) only, the linear theory seems to be satisfied: similar

relative drag force (if normalized by the incoming momentum) leads to similar amplitude

and phase of the forced oscillation, while higher β leads to higher wavelength.

In order to explore these preliminary speculations, all the dataset on forced morpho-

dynamic instabilities presented thus far were considered. In particular, we put together

the array experiment (Chapter 3), the two dual-turbine asymmetric installations (Sec-

tion 4.2.1), the Vane Experiments (case 3 and 4 only as the others did not produce

relevant morphodynamic influence, Section 4.2.2) and the porous wall experiments.

To quantify the difference between results from different cases, some characteristic

metrics of the distorted average bed profiles were identified, as shown in Figure 6.3.

Specifically:

• AL is the local amplitude, defined as the vertical distance between the first depo-

sition on the obstacle side (circle) and the first erosion on the unobstructed side

line (triangle); we argue that this is the amplitude of the first steady bar;

• φL is the horizontal distance between the obstacle location (x = 0) and the x-

location of the local deposition peak; this is assumed to be a measure of the

“phase” of the first steady bar;

• ANL is the amplitude of the non-local scour-deposit, defined as vertical distance

between the deposition on the unobstructed side line (triangle) and the erosion on
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the obstacle line;

• λNL is the horizontal distance between the x-locations of the the erosion and

deposition on the unobstructed side line (triangles). We argue it may be assumed

as a half-wavelength of the non-local oscillation;

• λsw is the horizontal distance between the obstacle location (x = 0) and the

x-location of the point where the two lines intersect (switch).

The mean bed distortion profiles from each experiment presented so far were ana-

lyzed and the metrics introduced above were estimated (an example is shown in Figure

6.3). The scatter plots in Figure 6.4 show some possible correlations of these metrics

with β and the drag force Fd. Black symbols represent the asymmetric dual-turbine

installations, blue symbols represent the porous wall, red symbol represents the array

installation and the green symbols represent the 2 cases from the Vane experiments

that created a morphodynamic instability. In particular, 6.4a relates the location of the

switch point (λsw) with the closeness of β to the resonant value βR (evaluated using

an analytical solver kindly provided by Dr. Marco Redolfi [217]). The trend suggests

a fairly reasonable correlation, confirming what anticipated before: as predicted by the

linear theory, the streamwise extent of the forced oscillation increases with β (or as

suggested here, as β gets close to the resonant value). The switch point is per se an in-

dicator of potential forced-bar formation, as it proves a spanwise-streamwise alternation

of scour and deposition regions. Therefore, we argue that λsw can be used as measure

of the longitudinal extent of the distortion.

Another reasonable correlation can be noticed between the drag force (normalized

by the incoming momentum ρAU2) and what we defined as the non-local amplitude of

the oscillation ANL (Figure 6.4b). This as well agrees with the perturbation theory for

which the amplitude of the instability should be proportional to the size of the obstacle.

However, contrarily to our expectations, this is less reflected in the relation drag force

- local phase φL and drag force - local amplitude AL (Figure 6.4 c and d, respectively).

This latter in particular, represents the magnitude of the first scour-deposition region

right downstream of the obstacle, thus the first steady bar, and it was expected to relate

to the drag force exerted by the obstacle.
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Figure 6.4: Scatter plot of the relation between some of the mean bed oscillation metrics
individuated and a) the closeness of β to the resonant parameter βR, and b-d) the
drag force Fd normalized by the incoming momentum ρAU2. Black symbols represent
the asymmetric dual-turbine installations, blue symbols represent the porous wall, red
symbol represents the array installation and the green symbols represent Vane Exp 3
and 4.

We acknowledge that, although inducing very similar geomorphic distortion, com-

bining all the experiments is not an easy task. We argue that the nature of the problem

is highly three-dimensional, especially in the array and vane experiments. Here the

drag force distribution is not simply confined within a single cross section but extends

longitudinally. Furthermore, the definition and assessment of the metrics is not trivial.

The oscillations observed in our experiments are highly dampened: after the fist switch

point the two profiles decay (or tend to a potential second switch) very slowly. This,
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together with the limited longitudinal length of our channel, makes the identification of

an oscillation wavelength (i.e. λNL) very difficult. For these reasons and to answer our

initial questions, we are currently collaborating with Dr. Marco Redolfi to elaborate an

analytical solution that solves the morphodynamic evolution based on the linear pertur-

bation approach (see [217, 216]). In particular, the finite perturbation will be directly

related to the drag force measured in our experiments, both from the porous wall and

the turbines. The aim is to i) confirm that the experimental results are indeed forced

phenomena and ii) potentially studying the effect of the drag force and β parameter

on the perturbed bathymetry. In addition, in future we will perform more experiments

using the porous wall and exploring a much larger parameter space.



Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Outlook

In this work, we investigated analytically and experimentally the interaction of hydroki-

netic turbines (MHK or current energy converters - CEC) with the physical environment

where they are deployed. Hydrokinetic energy is a relatively young technology for re-

newable energy production which harnesses the power of water without curtailing the

natural current. As wind turbines extract energy from wind, CEC exploit the kinetic

energy of naturally occurring flows such as tides, rivers and ocean currents. In partic-

ular, this research aims to support the expansion of available hydrokinetic technologies

to fluvial environments, which represent an ubiquitous and continuous source of kinetic

energy. In this work we explore local and non-local effects of CEC on the channel mor-

phology, aiming to shed some light on the uncertainties surrounding the environmental

impacts of this technology, and potentially provide design insights for a sustainable

and synergistic installation of these devices in rivers. All the experimental work was

conducted at Saint Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL) at the University of Minnesota,

employing multi-scales open channel facilities and scaled turbine models.

First, we tackled the local effects of an energy extracting device on the erodi-

ble bathymetry. Past experimental and numerical work showed that energy extract-

ing devices installed on erodible channel beds create a characteristic localized scour-

deposition pattern downstream of the turbine, both in clear water and live bed con-

ditions [79, 81, 167, 140]. The erosion at the base of the turbine was observed to

be qualitatively similar to well known bridge pier scour problems, albeit significantly

enhanced in magnitude. We hence proposed an analytical formulation of the problem,

139
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building on the theoretical investigation by [92] which offers a predictive model for bridge

pier scour using the phenomenological theory of turbulence. Because of the theoretical

nature of that model, we were able to extend that approach in the case of a hydroki-

netic turbine. Precisely, two predictive equations were formulated to estimate the local

scour depending on hydraulic conditions, sediment composition and, interestingly, the

operating condition of the turbines. The scour is generated by the geometry-specific

turbulent structures created by the turbine, which are directly related to the energy

extracted by the device. The interpretation of this problem can be twofold (thus two

equations), depending on the relative position of the rotor with respect to the erodible

bed. In particular, the rotor may be so close to the sediment surface that the scour

results directly from the tip vortices shed by the turbine blades or any other turbulent

structures in the wake, and thus relates to both the power extracted and the drag force

induced by the turbine. Alternatively, the rotor is high enough that the situation resem-

ble a bridge pier, albeit with an accelerated flow between the rotor bottom tip and the

bed elevation, impinging on the turbine supporting structure. The model was validated

using experimental data available from past literature and new experiments specifically

designed for this work.

Subsequently, a multifaceted experiment was carried out to study a 12-turbine stag-

gered array installation in fluvial environment. The array was exposed to intense hy-

draulic and sediment transport conditions, reproducing a flooding scenario. The aim

was to study the performance and resilience of CEC technology to extreme events, and

monitor potential geomorphic effects. The turbines remained operational even when

relatively big dunes were migrating through the array, with crest elevations occasion-

ally higher then the rotor bottom tip. Interestingly, the same process responsible for

the local scour, acts here as self-defense mechanism, preventing the sediments from

encroaching on the blades. Continuous 2D bathymetric scans revealed, on average, a

weak bed distortion induced by the presence of the array and developing downstream

of the plant. This spanwise-streamwise distortion is interpreted as a steady alternated

scour-deposition pattern that resemble the typical profile of river instabilities known

as forced bars. However, the relatively small amplitude of these effects with respect to

the flow depth and existing bedforms suggests that the risks of altering the river geo-

morphology are small (for limited spanwise blockage), and probably suppressed under
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existing side bank infrastructure. The small lateral obstruction of the array on one

side of the channel was indeed designed to contain these effects, while maintaining an

unobstructed side for navigability and potentially lower IO&M costs.

The lateral blockage was then increased by obstructing half of the channel width

in two different configuration and two different channels, potentially increasing the ob-

served geometric effects. First, two turbines installed asymmetrically within a narrower

channel unveiled a bed distortion similar to the one observed in the array experiment,

albeit with a significantly higher amplitude (19% of the water depth vs 7% in the array

experiment). In this case, the 2D oscillation extended up to 40 rotor diameters dT ,

corresponding to 23 depth D and, interestingly, 7 times the channel width B, which is

on the order of what is predicted by the linear theory of morphodynamic perturbations.

Successively, the 12-turbine array was reorganized in a Vane-like structure, asymmet-

rically obstructing half width of the same large channel. Four runs were performed in

this configuration, progressively increasing the sediment transport capacity. Significant

non-local effects, of the same type reveled by the staggered array and the two-turbines,

were observed only in the two experiments characterized by the highest Shield stress

parameter. Common characteristics deemed to sustain these non-local effects are: i)

the occurrence of a coherent flow deficit region behind the turbines, adjacent to an

accelerated flow over the unobstructed side; ii) a spanwise modulation of the bedform

convection velocity; iii) the presence of migrating bi-dimensional dunes which suggests a

specific Shields stress parameter value above which the non-local effects emerge. In fact,

Vane experiments with migrating ripple and/or relatively small dunes were observed to

have only a local disturbance, suggesting that geomorphic effects become non-local only

if amplified by morphodynamic instabilities, in particular by those governing the for-

mation of forced bars. In addition, the Vane experiments showed a 20% increase of

potential power production compared to the staggered array; however, notwithstanding

a lower energy extraction, the latter is privileged to minimize the non-local geomorphic

effects.

Besides studying the effects of a more intrusive yet more productive power plant,

the Vane-like re-organization of the 12 units array was designed to resemble hydraulic

structures used to steer water away from side banks (i.e. rock or soil vanes). We

wanted to explore a potential synergistic installation of hydrokinetic technology in rivers,
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coupling renewable energy production with river protection/restoration techniques. In

fact, we argued we can take advantage of those fluvial instabilities forced by turbines

asymmetric distribution to intentionally trigger channel meandering in areas where a

river re-naturalization is sought. Although this is a very intriguing challenge from both

a morphodynamic and renewable energy prospective, the actual application is currently

mostly idealistic. However, there are other more immediate features of hydrokinetic

turbines that might be desirable for local stream bank protection. For instance, the

energy extraction and the consequent wake production of CEC could be exploited at

the external bank of a river bend, where the current is accelerated and bank erosion

is typically enhanced. In this prospective, we performed experiments in clear water

conditions to study the effect of yawed turbine rotors on the local bathymetry and wake

dynamics. Results have shown that the yaw angle variations induce a wake deflection

and distort the characteristic scour-deposition pattern downstream the device, reducing

the scour depth, and affecting the size and orientation of the deposition. These tests

were performed in the center of the channel and close to the side wall. In this latter case

in particular, the rotor yawed towards the center of the channel showed to deflect the

wake and the local scour away from the side bank, while moving the deposition towards

it. These mechanisms and the evidence of small rotor angular velocity reduction, suggest

that turbines installed at the side banks with opportune yaw angles can steer the flow

away from the side bank and passively reduce the lateral erosion with minimal loss in

power production. Additionally, our wake deflection measurements were reproduced

quite well by a wake model recently developed for wind turbines in yawed conditions,

suggesting that axial-flow MHK turbines behave in the same way as wind turbines.

Future outlook

Future work will develop on two separate tracks: i) pushing forward research on syn-

ergistic integration of MHK technology in river environments and stream protection

systems, and ii) exploring the relation between river instabilities the nature of external

forcing.

Chapter 5 served as a proof of concept for the employment of hydrokinetic turbines

as stream bank protection strategy. The aim is to install turbines in the external part

of a river bends (i.e. the most energetic and prone to erosion). The devices will extract
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momentum at the side bank and consequently create a wake zone that would act as

a “shield” for the downstream bank. However, turbines wakes are highly turbulent.

Future experiments will look more closely into turbulent fluctuations close to the side

wall, and specifically the turbulent stresses u′v′ which might enhance erosion (thus

accentuating the problem instead of mitigating it). Investigations on different siting

and yawing conditions, potentially through numerical simulations, might lead to an

optimized siting to both power production and river protection.

Chapter 6 showed experimental evidence of forced morphodynamic instabilities, very

similar to those triggered by asymmetric installation of MHK turbines. In this new set

of experiments, a porous wall (mesh) was used as asymmetric forcing. The goal was

to relate the characteristics of the resulting mean bed oscillations to the nature of the

forcing, specifically to the drag force exerted by the obstacle. We identified specific

metrics in the mean bed profiles collected from all turbines and wall experiments and

compared them. While some results shows good agreement with the linear theory

of morphodynamic perturbations, others open to new questions. Future research will

propose an analytical model coupled to new ad-hoc designed experiments. The model

will provide an analytical solution that solves the morphodynamic evolution based on

the linear perturbation approach (see [217]). Particularly, the perturbation will be

approximated using the drag force of the finite obstacle. The aim is to prove that the

observed mean bed oscillations are indeed morphodynamic influences and understand

how these instabilities change depending on the nature of the obstacle. New experiments

will be performed to validate the model, changing both physical characteristics of the

obstacle (i.e. size and drag force exerted) and morphodynamic conditions (width-to-

depth ration β etc.).
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Appendix A

Additional material for Array

Experiment

A.1 Turbines angular velocity estimation and variability

[130] and [81] proved that the voltage recorded from a DC motor attached to a spinning

rotor can be representative of the angular velocity for both a wind and a MHK turbine

model, respectively. The angular velocity of a turbine exposed to a fully rough turbulent

open channel flow with migrating bedforms experiences fluctuations of different nature

and different scales. For instance, Figure A.1 shows 2.5 hours of raw voltage signal

(black dots) from turbine A1 (most upstream turbine, see Figure 3.1a,c in Section 3.2)

subdivided in 10 minutes intervals representing the time limit of our continuous voltage

acquisition system at 200 Hz. For each of these time-series, a 10-seconds moving average

(blue line) and a 10-minutes average (magenta dots) are shown. The latter highlights

the variability induced by scales larger than 10 minutes, thus on the order of the bedform

traveling period (Tb = 30 − 60 min). Bedforms effects on the turbine angular velocity

were described in details in [81] for a single MHK turbine under migrating ripples and

dunes. That work provides a thorough analysis on the optimal spatial lag upstream of

the rotor, where bedforms could be monitored for an input-control strategy. The 10-

seconds moving average on the other hand reveals faster oscillations, presumably linked

to large scale turbulence fluctuations. This window size was chosen considering the

size of the energetic eddies in our channel, which scale with the flow depth (D = 0.64

167
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Figure A.1: (a) Fluctuating voltage signal (black dots) from front turbine A1 with
10-seconds moving average (blue line) and 10-minutes average (magenta dots). The
overall signal is divided into intervals of 10-minutes. (b) Comparison between part of
the voltage fluctuations v′ from turbine A1 (black dots) and from the same turbine
towed in quiescent water (red line) at a similar hub velocity as the array experiment
(0.65 ms−1).

m) or half the width (B/2 = 1.38 m). Considering a cross-sectional average velocity

of U = 0.65 ms−1, the energetic eddy turnover time in our channel is of the order

of 1 – 2 s, thus a 10-seconds window is expected to cover the effects of the largest

structures of turbulence (typically 5-10 larger than the representative outer scale in

shear flows [218, 219, 220]). [130] demonstrated also that the first peak (fT ) in the

power spectrum of the voltage signal represents the turbine rotor angular velocity. The

three rotating magnets enclosed in the DC motor generate additional harmonic peaks

(discrete multiples of fT ) in the voltage spectra (f >> fT ), which do not represent
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(a) (b)

Figure A.2: (a) Power spectral density of voltage time series (turbine array in blue,
towed turbine in red) in Figure A.1. The signals were windowed into 10-seconds inter-
vals. fc represents the cut-off frequency estimated from the controlled drag tests at hub
height velocity; the same cutoff frequency was used to estimate the correct variance in
the array experiment. The inset represents a close up view of the turbine frequency
peak. The shaded peaks for f > fT in the drag experiments represent the harmonics
associated with fT . Note that the spectral hump at ≈ 2.3 Hz in the drag experiment
corresponds to a rotor-scale vortex shedding frequency observed for all the velocity and
corresponding to a Strouhal number St = fdT /U = 0.53 and has no harmonics associ-
ated to it. (b) Linear relation between the voltage measured during the controlled drag
test and the angular velocity calculated using the turbine frequency estimated from the
power spectral density. The red point represents the baseline conditions used to define
fT and fc.

any true physical variability of the angular velocity and thus must be filtered out (low-

pass filter). On the contrary, all the frequencies f around or smaller than fT are

directly correlated to flow fluctuations experienced by the turbine. This concept is

also demonstrated by [12] with spectral analysis on the torque signal measured by the

large scale hydrokinetic turbine model, referred to as LMT here (Figure 3.7d in Section

3.3.1). Following these considerations, we can estimate the correct variability of the

rotor angular velocity, calculating the area under the voltage power density spectrum

(providing a scale-dependent variance of the signal) up to a cut-off frequency fc chosen

as the point where the spectrum slope changes sign, to contain the fT peak [130]. In

order to determine both fT and fc on a baseline case (i.e. under controlled conditions)
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we towed the turbine models from the array into quiescent water with a motorized cart

at different speeds (see Section A.3 hereafter). These tests were performed primarily

to measure the drag force and thus estimate the thrust coefficient CT , but allowed

us to record the voltage signal and measure the turbine frequency at different flow

speeds. An example is shown in Figure A.1b where voltage fluctuations v′ (red line)

from the drag test carried out at a hub velocity consistent with the array experiment

are compared to the voltage fluctuations from the array turbine A1 (black dots). This

plot clearly shows the large scale variability of the array turbine as compared to the

one exposed to a perfectly uniform, steady flow. The spectral analysis performed on

the drag test voltage signal at a hub velocity of U∞ = 0.65 ms−1provided fT = 9

Hz and fc = 10 Hz (see Figure A.2a, red line). After selecting the nominal cut-off

frequency, the power density spectrum was calculated for the array turbines to estimate

the correct variance. An example of voltage spectrum is shown in Figure A.2a for the

A1 turbine (blue line). The area under the spectrum up to fc is used to compute the

variance of the voltage for the range of scales of interest. Ultimately, the variability

in the voltage can be estimated as the ratio between the voltage standard deviation

and the mean value, yielding approximately 16% variability. As demonstrated in [130]

and also observed in the controlled drag test at different speeds (Figure A.2b), mean

voltage and turbine angular velocity follow a linear trend. Therefore the 16% variability

is directly applicable to the turbine angular velocity. The turbine frequency fT = 9

Hz measured under controlled condition is converted to the actual angular velocity as

ω = 2πfT = 58.3 rad s−1, which can be considered as the mean rotational speed in a

spatially uniform flow. The angular velocity of a frontal turbine in the array exposed

to the turbulent flow with migrating bedforms is thus expected to range between 49 -

67.6 rad s−1 (assuming one standard deviation from the mean).

It is important to restate that while we can quantify the angular velocity ω at each

time through the voltage from the DC motor, it is not possible to estimate the actual

power. However, when comparing these turbines to the large scale model (LSM), which

enables the estimate of torque T , ω, and power P = T · ω, a very similar wake was

observed (Figure 3.7c in Section 3.3.1 - LMT Concrete vs. Concrete). As mentioned

in Section 3.2.5, by inducing the same scaled velocity deficit, we make sure that the

small turbines effects on the flow and on the wall shear stress are equivalent to the one
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induced by the large scale, high performing turbine (i.e. a lower energy uptake due to

a low performing airfoil is compensated by a relatively larger drag). For this reason we

state that the small turbines forming the array induce a velocity deficit equivalent to

a turbine operating at optimal Cp = 0.42 (measured on the LSM). A similar question

has been tackled by [130, 131] on the performance of miniature wind turbine models

immersed in a wind tunnel fully developed turbulent boundary layer. [130] estimated

power coefficients, in the range 0.2-0.3, significantly smaller as compared to utility scale

wind turbines. This was related to Reynolds number effects on the lift coefficient of the

(small chord length) blade airfoil that are likely to occur also for our small scale MHK

turbine models. However, the velocity deficit induced by the miniature wind turbines

was very close to the one induced by the 2.5 MW wind turbine investigated.

A.2 High-resolution laser camera and bathymetric mea-

surements

Spatio-temporally resolved 2D channel bathymetry z(x, y, t) were acquired employing

a state-of-the-art, high-resolution submersible laser scanning device (Supplementary

Figure A.3) designed and manufactured at SAFL. The optical-based measuring system

is composed by a SICK Ranger E50 camera, an OPTO 1W continuous laser and one

non-cylindrical uniform line lens, all enclosed in a sealed aluminum case which allows for

continuous underwater scans during the experiment. The system is mounted on a 3-axis

data acquisition (DAQ) carriage that can be programmed to automatically travel over

the whole channel area. The high-speed camera captures the spanwise (y) bed elevation

profile of the sediment surface illuminated by a 1 mm thick laser sheet at consecutive

streamwise locations (x) when triggered by the DAQ carriage. Thereafter, through an

ad-hoc geometric reconstruction procedure the pixel coordinates are converted into the

physical coordinates z(y). The 2D bathymetry z(x, y) is thus mapped interpolating the

spanwise profiles at consecutive x-locations. These 2D scans were continuously repeated

in time during the experiment with a time resolution of ∆tscan ≈ 70 s, generating a

spatio-temporally resolved bathymetry z(x, y, t). The camera-laser case was slightly

submerged to avoid light deflection and distortion from the undulating free surface

while inducing minimal impact on the flow. The submerged laser sheet expands from
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Figure A.3: Submersible laser scanning device for spatio-temporally resolved 2D
bathymetry measurements. The measuring system is composed by a SICK Ranger E50
camera, an OPTO 1W continuous laser (1 mm thick) and one non-cylindrical uniform
line lens, all enclosed in a sealed aluminum box (see laser scan box in the upper-right
corner of the figure). The instrumentation is mounted on an programmable data acqui-
sition cart (DAQ), capable of traveling over the whole channel area.

the light source at an angle controlled by a cylindrical lens enclosed in the case, making

the spanwise length of the laser intercept on the sediment bed (and thus the spatial

resolution in y) dependent on the vertical location of the measuring system and thus on

the actual flow depth. The laser measuring system has a vertical accuracy of 0.5 mm

and a x-y resolution of 2 mm x 2 mm.

A.2.1 Spatio-temporally resolved bathymetry measurements

High-resolution spatio-temporally resolved 2D bathymetry measurements were acquired

continuously during the array experiment for a total of 12 hours worth of data. The

laser spanwise width was limited to 0.4 m as the water depth was relatively shallow

(D = 0.64 m). Therefore, two key areas ranging between x/D = −3.36 and x/D = 14.38

were selected for monitoring both local and non-local geomorphic effects introduced
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Figure A.4: High resolution bathymetric scans of the entire test section at (a) an inter-
mediate and (b) final stage of the array experiment. The bed elevation is zeroed using
the mean bed of the baseline case (detrend). The three coordinates of the reference
system are normalized with the water depth D = 0.64 m. White ellipsoids within the
shaded area indicate the location of the turbines within the array.

by the array over time. Specifically, one area was scanned through the array, over

turbine columns A and B (Array side - AS), centered at y/D = 0.91, while a second

area was scanned along the unobstructed channel side (US), centered at y/D = −0.91,

symmetrically with respect to the centerline (Figure 3.1 in Section 3.2). To minimize the

scanning time and thus increase the temporal resolution, the bathymetry was acquired

with a spatial resolution of 5 mm x 5 mm. The overall scanning time of the two

areas, considered here as a single pass, was ∆ttopo ≈ 140 s (i.e. twice of ∆tscan).

As demonstrated in Section 3.2.4, the time between consecutive scans is relatively short

with respect to sediment transport processes governing the bedform migration, allowing
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the two areal scans (AS and US) to be considered simultaneous and thus reconstruct

the combined spatio-temporal structure of the channel bathymetry (see Supplementary

Videos 1, 2 and 3 in [163]).

The measured bed-elevation z(x, y, t) = Z(x, y)+∆z(x, y, t) are expressed as the sum

of an averaged streamwise slope, invariant in the spanwise direction Z(x, y), and the

fluctuations ∆z(x, y, t) representing instantaneous local sediment scours and deposits

due to bedform migration and deformation, as well as local and non-local effects from

the MHK turbines. The term ∆z(x, y, t) thus represents the detrended bathymetry with

respect to the channel equilibrium slope Z(x, y). The latter is a 2D plane evaluated using

the parameters (slope and intercept) obtained by linearly fitting a 1-D longitudinal

profile resulted by averaging in time and in y-direction all the repeated scans of the

channel bed during the baseline experiment. The detrended bathymetry ∆z(x, y, t) were

further averaged in time resulting in the steady (spatial) oscillations of the channel bed

∆z(x, y) = 〈∆z(x, y, t)〉. After each run, the channel was carefully drained to avoid

changes in the bathymetry and a high resolution 2 mm x 2 mm final topography scan of

the full test section (25 m to 50 m) was captured (see for instance Figure 3.1 in Section

3.2 for the baseline final topography scan). For completeness I include in Figure A.4

two high resolution bathymetry scans of the test section at an intermediate and final

stage of the array experiment.

A.3 Turbine drag coefficient (CT) measurements

Drag measurements were performed on the small scale turbine model to estimate the

thrust coefficient CT and evaluate the amount of drag force exerted by each model tur-

bine on the flow. CT is also used in the analytical model for the local scour prediction

presented in Chapter 2 (case 1 equation). Note that turbine drag and turbine thrust

represent the same force but from two different reference system, making the notation

Cd and CT , in fact, interchangeable. During these tests the voltage was also measured

to characterize the rotor angular velocity in a spatially uniform flow and compare it

to the angular velocity measured during the array experiment (appendix Section A.1).

The turbine model was mounted upside-down and towed through quiescent water in the

Main Channel (Figure A.5). The turbine was mounted on a rod attached to five load
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Figure A.5: Technical drawings (frontal and plan view) and pictures of the drag measur-
ing system. The turbine is mounted upside-down on a rod connected to five load cells
for the horizontal forces measurements. Three cells measure the force in the x-direction
and two in the y-direction. The data acquisition software measures the net horizontal
force, correcting for the spurious contribution resulting from rod bending moment. The
measuring system and data acquisition software were designed and built by Dr. Chris
Ellis and the engineering staff at SAFL.

cells designed to measure horizontal forces: three cells on the x-direction (in this case

the towing movement axis or the ”virtual flow” direction) and two in the y-direction

(schematic shown in Figure A.5). In this configuration, the turbine was connected to

an inertial system (the test rig) only through points of measurements (the load cells).

Because the test rig is an interconnected dynamic system, the estimation of the real

net horizontal force is obtained through a system calibration procedure performed each

time before the actual measurement. This calibration provides correction coefficient

to account for the spurious contribution to the horizontal force resulting from the rod

bending moment (y-direction). The turbine model was submerged such that the blade

tips were below the water surface. The measured force was therefore considered as the

result of the relative flow on the spinning rotor only, limiting the drag by the support
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Figure A.6: (a) Drag force measurements at different U∞ velocities (symbols), fitted
with a quadratic relation (dashed line). (b) Drag coefficient values corresponding to the
force measurements versus turbine diameter Reynolds numbers RedT .

cylindrical tower. The turbine was towed through the quiescent water with the motor-

ized DAQ carriage for a series of 11 velocities. Each speed was repeated multiple times

and the results were averaged. All measurements were taken at a sampling frequency

of 200 Hz with the measurement duration depending on the towing speed. Data points

measured during carriage acceleration and deceleration were identified and discarded.

Drag force was measured in N and the drag coefficient was calculated from the force

equation Fd = 1/2CdρAU
2
∞ where ρ is the water density, A = πd2T /4 the rotor swept area

and U∞ the incoming flow velocity, corresponding in this setup to the carriage towing

velocity. The results from the drag tests are presented in Figure A.6a, which partially

confirms the quadratic dependency between measured drag force and velocity, expected

for bluff bodies immersed in a flow. However, the corresponding drag coefficient values

presented in Figure A.6b reveal a weak linear dependency with the velocity expressed as

a function of the turbine Reynolds numbers, up to RedT ≈ 1.3×105. Beyond that point

results can be in principle considered Reynolds independent and the corresponding drag

coefficient can be associated with larger turbine under similar performance conditions.

This said, we must acknowledge that the turbine model in the array experiment were

operating at RedT ≈ 0.9 × 105, based on the measured hub velocity, and therefore the

corresponding drag coefficient is about 15% lower than the assumed Reynolds indepen-

dent value. We acknowledge that significant effects can rise from i) changes in the flow
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regime along the blade chord length, at specific rotor cross sections, potentially reflected

in changes in turbine performance under different tip speed ratios, or ii) undulation of

the free surface in the proximity of the low rotor tip under the largest towing velocities.

Therefore, while the blade and rotor hydrodynamic effects are accounted for in the drag

measurements of the turbine model under the MHK array experimental conditions, with

no significant free surface effects, the extrapolation of the drag coefficient at full scale

must be taken with caution.

A.4 Local scour with different turbine anchoring systems

The installation of MHK turbines on monopile, as used in our experimental investiga-

tion, is only one of the potential anchoring strategies. [166, 221] list exhaustively several

other options currently available, and suggest their potential impact on the local scour.

The authors extend empirical formulas from bridge pier scour research to predict the

erosion localized at the foundation. However, [166] recognize the limitation of existing

bridge pier equations and the importance of coupling the presence of the energy extract-

ing rotor to the support structure when predicting the scour depth. If the supporting

tower is not present and the rotor is far enough from the erodible bed (i.e. floating

structures), the scour is expected to reduce considerably (see the study of [164] on the

slipstream velocity). As a proof of concept, we performed two small-scale experiments

in critical mobility conditions (sediments at the threshold of motion): in the first case

(Figure A.7a top) the rotor is mounted on a monopile (as in the array experiment)

while in the second case (Figure A.7b bottom) it is supported from a structure above

the free surface, thus keeping the same rotor blockage and position in the water column

but without the monopile. The scour is reduced from 0.2 dT (scour map in Figure

A.7a bottom) to 0.06 dT (scour map in Figure A.7b bottom). To be consistent with

the notation in Chapter 3, these two scour depth correspond to 0.046 D and 0.014 D

respectively. The hub height and thus the clearance between the lower tip and the bed

elevation was kept constant between the two configurations, along with the hydraulic

conditions (listed in Figure A.7 caption). For the second case, the clearance was then

gradually lowered to 2.5 cm and 1 cm (not shown here) and an increase in the maximum

scour depth, up to 0.15 and 0.18 dT respectively, was observed. Interestingly, the scour
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Figure A.7: (a) Schematic (top) and resulting scour (bottom) from a monopile installa-
tion of the same turbine model used in the array experiment. (b) Schematic (top) and
resulting scour (bottom) produced by the same rotor held upside-down to mimic an
anchoring from a floating structure or a bridge. The two experiments were performed
using the same hydraulic conditions (Q = 0.11 m3 s−1, U∞ =0.43 ms−1, u∗ = 0.024
ms−1, Fr = 0.23), sediment grain size d50 = 1.8 mm, hub height hhub = 12.5 cm (cor-
responding to a clearance of 5 cm above the bed). The black line indicates the location
and the span of the rotor.

corresponding to 1 cm clearance was also well captured by our model case 1 (Chapter

2 and [165]), i.e. when the rotor is close enough to the sediments that the scour is
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assumed to be induced by the vortical structures shed by the rotor. The predictive

model fails however to quantify the scour observed with a 2.5 cm clearance (and no

supporting structure) suggesting that this configuration does not fall under model case

1. The effect of varying clearance and associated slipstream velocity on the local scour

of a turbine without monopile support deserves further investigation.

A.5 Acquisition and measurement errors

The dataset includes the time history of the turbine voltage outputs V1(t) to V12(t),

sediment mass flux qs(t), bed elevation bed elevation z(x, y, t) and longitudinal profile

of flow velocity U∞ along the array column B. The total error on the mean values

from all these measurements was estimated as the magnitude of the measurement and

statistical uncertainty, with the two considered as independent. The former is related to

the specific instrument accuracy while the latter represents the 95% confidence bound

of sampled averages. The total uncertainty was expressed as a percentage of the most

representative mean value for each measurement. The mean turbine voltage output

uncertainty is 4% of the average voltage within the array, based on 13 independent

subsets of voltage data under stationary conditions. The statistical error of the mean

sediment flux is 14% of the averaged reported value, based on 16 sequences of sediment

collection and dampening by the weight pans (Figures 3.2 and 3.3 in Section 3.2.1). The

bed elevation measurements have a vertical accuracy of 0.5 mm, corresponding to 1% of

the mean bedform height hbf . The total uncertainty in the mean wakes profile ranges

from 2.5% to 6.5% of the incoming hub height velocity U∞, depending on the specific

streamwise location.
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